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This Week 
Educational programs 
Keith and Steven Brain 
look at learning programs 
for the Dragon. Page 16 

Spectrum 
DH Cox demonstrates two 

programs for trigonometric 
tables and quadratic 
equations. See page 21 

Sorting 
Michael Batty explains 

sorting procedures in the 
second of a three-part | 
series. Page 26. 

New Releases | 
All the latest software | 
games including Ant 
Attack by Quicksilva 
Mission Impossible from 
Silver Soft and Chequered 
Flag from Psion, See page 
57, 

STAR] 
Diamond.Digger on 

Spectrum by Jim 
Provan 

Computer Swap 
01-437 4343 

Free readers entries to buy 
or sell a computer. 
Ring 01-437 4343 and give 

| us the details. 
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Texas pulls the 
plug on micros 
TEXAS to 
withdraw from the home сот. 

Instruments is 

puter market 
Production of the TI99/4A 

computer will cease in Novem: 
ber 
consumer electronics products 
has already been stopped. and 

stocks of the 99/4A. 
will be cleared by further re 
ducing its £99 tag. As many as 

sold off 
as little 

existin 

m units could be 
before Christmas for 
аз £50 each 

News of the US company's 
decision coincided with release 
of TI's third-quarter results 
incluc а further loss of 
$110.8m. Sales were down 4 
percent to just under $1.01 bn. 

TI chairman Mark Shepherd 
and president Fred Bucy 
joint statement. 
appointing” third 
of 99/4A. home со сот 
soles and software 

With this situation con- 
tinuing into October, it be 
came apparent that fourth. 
quarter demand would not be 
sufficient to prevent large 

additional losses 
In order to limit further 

financial drain on TI we have 
made the decision to withdraw 
from the consumer and home 
computer business. 

In this country the 
computer has never 
top-seller. Its troubles began 
from the moment it was intro: 

99/4A. 
been à 

duced in a form incompatible 
with the British tv system. It 
was supplied together with an 
NTSC standard monitor 

Continued on page 5 

Jupiter hits | 

the dust 
JUPITER Cantab, maker of 
the Ace microcomputer, has 
gone into receivership, 

The decision to fold the | 
company was apparently taken | 
by Jupiter's directors, Stephen 
Rout of solicitors Chater and 
Myhill, acting for Jupiter 
said: "We have been notified 
by the directors of the com 
pany to call a creditors meet 
ing and to prepare а statement 
of affairs with a view to wind: 
ing the company ир. 

Jupiter's directors have re 
commended that Chater's 

Continued on page 5 

ЕЧ 
Clares Micro Supplies 

Dept PCW, 222 Townstields Road, Winstord, Cheshire Те (06065) 51374 

| 

| 

Landtall City, Defence, 
747. Battezone, Footer, £3 each. Write 
to James Skinner, Winterclyde, Rogers 
Lane, Stoke Poges, Bucks. 

Continued on page 51 

IN'S BEST-SELLING MICRO 

LOOK! LOKT 
wi ELXAN TOP-SHOT 

fing buttons E935 (+£ 
pio) юг 

peciam (win inerace 2). Buy a рр is e | 
NANOS "quick teren“ cards — 



А HOME BUDGETING & BANKING SYSTEM 
THAT REALLY MAKES YOUR 
48K SPECTRUM WORK! 

zx 
MICRODRIVE 

load and make an entry т Just 90 
SECONDS ...thanks to its ZX 
MICRODRIVE COMPATIBILITY. If 
Yon тен шн 
licrodrive yet, this easy to use 

cassette 
400 tr: 

to 

'am can handle up to 
with г n 

Spectrum, almost filling the 48K 
memory of your computer. 

BANK ACCOUNT 
® Statements on demand from any 
date to date. 

е Holds up to 400 transactions. 
€ Standing order facility. 
€ All transactions can be 
automatically coded to allocate up to 
16 budget headings. 
€ Search facility for any single item 
by description or amount. 

HOME BUDGETING 
® 16 budget headings, e.g. Gas, 
Rates, Car, Tax - you can choose the 
headings 
@ Highlights under/over spending 
€ Full budget expenditure 
breakdown 

€ Budget “re-think” facility 

LOAN/MORTGAGE 
CALCULATOR 
All you ever wanted to know but 
didn't like to ask! Calculates: 
© Interest rates 
е Payback periods 
© Capital sum 
е Period of loan 
REMEMBER THIS CASSETTE 
CAN ALSO BE USED 
WITH ZX MICRODRIVE 

© PRINTOUT FACILITY 
USING ZX PRINTER 

€ FULLSECURITY WITH 
PERSONAL PASSWORD 

€ FULLSAVE PROGRAM 
ONTO CASSETTE OR 
MICRODRIVE 

Available from good computer 
stores or direct by mail order... 

Credit Card Hotline (06286) 63531 

мат тена?» HSID 

FIRST FOR 
MICRODRIVE 

Dealer enquiries welcome. Generous discounts. 

Плита! 

ICHARD SHEPHERD SOFTWARE 
23-25 ELMSHOTT LANE, CIPPENHAM, SLOUGH, BERKS. TEL. (06286] 63531 
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26 issues at £18.70 
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Subscribe to 
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| would like to subscribe to Popular Computing Weekly 
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is form, and cheque. to Popular Computing Weekly, Subscription Dept, 12-13 Little 

NZ 

Tree, demise of Jupiter Cantab, though 
not entirely unexpected, has still come 

аз a blow to the micro industry. 
Steve Vickers and Richard Altwasser, 

the two co-founders of Jupiter Cantab, 
played a large part in the development of 
the Spectrum. Steve wrote a large part of 
the Spectrum's Rom and manual while 
Richard designed much of the hardware. 
However, rather than remain inside 

Sinclair's comfortable cocoon, they de- 
cided to try and emulate Sir Сме by 
setting up on their own. 

Their first product, the Jupiter Ace, 
received a mixed reception, It had the 
advantage of being the first low-cost micro 
dedicated to running Forth, but it only had 
ЭК Ram and a black and white display. 

In a market that is being increasingly 
dominated by a few large manufacturers, 
there is far less scope for small companies 
than there was just two or three years ago. 
Even the larger companies such as Texas, 
Mattel and Atari have been suffering from 
the effects of the recent price-cutting war. 

Nevertheless, while the Jupiter Ace may 
not have captured the public's imagination 
in quite the same way as its ZX brethren, it 
was a brave attempt. Both Vickers and 
Altwasser deserve our approbation lor 
Seeing an opportunity andtrying to make it 
work, 

There is an element of risk in any 
entreprenueurial operation — but it is 
better to try and fail than never to try at all 
and spend the rest of your Ме wondering 
"what if? 
The micro industry will be poorer without 

Vickers and Altwasser. Hopefully, they will 
not be away too long. 

Next Thursday 

Jump over the gaps in the wall while 
avoiding the flying dragonflies, but 
don't fall off the wall or you will lose 
points. Walk on the Wall — next week's 
star game for Commodore 64 by 
S Semlee. 

issue, 

— _ nn — - - - — — - J 
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M All orders add. 
50р postage and packing 

MATRIX. rj 

HOVER BOVVER 
Bee i ed 

ABDUCTOR 

GRIDRUNNER 
—— 

49 MOUNT PLEASANT, 
TADLEY, HANTS. RG26 6BN. 

ТЕЦЕРНОМЕ: TADLEY (07356) 4478 



News 

Texas 
Continued from page 1 

priced at over £1,000. 
In the US however, the 

machine was extremely suc- 
cessful and a recent survey 

gave TI a 23 percent share of 
the under-$1.000 computer 
market 

However, the 994A was an 
expensive computer to manu- 
facture, never being geared to 
low-cost mass production. Vi- 
cious price cutting by its main 
US rival Commodore with the 

Vie20 and Commodore 64 
machines, and the low-cost en- 

try of the TS1000 in the US. 
and the Сам 2Х81 and 
Spectrum in the UK forced the 
price of the 99/4A down to 
under £100, At this price, it 
was suggested by some 
analysts, Texas was actually 
losing money on each machine 
sold. The company was far too 
slow to replace the 99/4A, and. 
was forced to shelve at least 

two new products — the 99/2 
and 998. Both became out 
dated before they were laun- 

ched. 
Now Те: int 

centrate its activities on its 
semiconductor division, on the 
business market with the TI 
Professional Computer. and 
‚on the calculator market. 

Jupiter 
Continued from page 1 
senior partner, John Cross, be 
ppointed liquidator 
Sales of the Jupiter Ace had 

never lived up to the expect 
tions of the company’s joint 
founders, Steve Vickers and 

Richard Altwasser. One 
source suggested that the с 
pany's failure had in part г 

5 

ids to con: 

m- 

sulted from management 
weaknesses. 

The Ace, launched in Au 
gust 1982, was the first low 
cost computer to use the Forth 

Steven Vickers 
language, rather than the 
more widely accepted Basic. 
However, the Ace is both si 
lent and black-and-white. As a 
result it was quickly oversha- 
dowed by the Spectrum. 

As interest in Forth grew 

01-437 4343 

Sinclair plans low-cost system 
SINCLAIR plans a low-cost 
development system to en- 
courage software houses to 
write material for its new ‘pro- 
fessional” machine. 

It is our intention that 
there should be. for our next 
computer, a relatively low-cost 
software development system 
available — priced around 
£1,000," said Sinclair's man- 
aging director Nigel Searle 

Keeping the serious but 
small software house working 
on Sinclair products is very 
important to us. Something 
like а Vax system is clearly 
beyond the realms of some 
houses and developing soft- 
ware on the machine itself is 
по fun. So, we have put out a 
contract 10 develop such a 
system for a reasonable sum of 

money 
The announcement is bound 

to increase speculation that 
the new professional computer 

code-named the ZX83 - 
will not be based around the 
Z80-chip, possibly a 16-bit de- 
vice. Ni rle: "We would 
use a processor other than the 
Z80 when we can get a good 
price 16-bit device might 
cost as much as £10. 

‘Certainly we have looked 
at them all. We spent a lot of 
time looking at the 16032 
which Acorn has gone for, but 
it is perhaps still a bit early 
There is a danger of choosing a 
processor which does not be- 
come a standard and is not 
supported by the industry 

t the same time Nigel 
Searle reaffirmed Sinclair's 

commitment to the Spectrum 
machine, emphasising that the 
ZX83 — expected to be 
launched in early 1984 — 
would not be a replacement 
for it 
“We have considered the 

options available to us, but at 
the present there are no plans 
for any new low-cost mach 

"Obviously we would con- 
sider it much more keenly if 
Spectrum sales showed signs 
of dropping off, or if we felt 
that a competitor was seriously 
оп the verge of damaging our 

les. But, at the moment, 1 
don't see anything on the hori 
zon that might do that 

Even so, we could not re- 
place the Spectrum except 
with something completely 
software compatible." 

Atari price 
problems 
ATARI'S plan, to convert its 
own games to run on other 
microcomputers, may be hit 
by its own pricing structure. 

A new software division 
Atarisoft, is developing mate 
rial for the Уіс20 Commodore 
64 and TI99/4A оп Rom с: 
tridge, which will be priced at 
£29.95. Titles for the Spec- 
trum, Dragon and BBC 
machines will go on cassette 
priced at £14.99 

Seven titles are planned 
Pacman, Centipede, Defen 
der, Dig Dug, Donkey Kong. 
Robotron and Stargate. 

The Vic20 and 64 cartridge 
prices would app r to com 
versions for most other micros 
became available as a software 
option, and the Ace, not being 
able to run Basic. was limited 
by a lack of good software. 

First signs of problems at 
Jupiter came in early June 
when Richard Altwasser left 
the company. resigning his 
directorship. Steven Vickers 
then changed the direction of 
the company. addressing the 
Асе not at the home market, 
but instead at schools whefe 
the machine offered a cheap 
Forth option. 

Ironically, the Spectrum 
which was the Ace’ 
damaging competitor, was also 
designed by Steve Vickers and 
Richard Altwasser. The duo 
left Sinclair Resedrch in April 
1982 to set up Jupiter and 
design the Ace. 

most 

pare unfavourably with Com 
modore's own cartridges at 
£9.95 — a difference of £20. 
Similarly, the Spectrum casset. 
tes seem overpriced when 
compared with a more usual 
price of around £6. 

Defending the pricing. 
UK's marketing man: 
Salamon said: “These are the 
best-selling games worldwide 
and at the end of the day you 
are paying for artistic input 

The first title will be Pacman 
for the Spectrum, available in 
November this year. Other 

Atari 
Eric 

titles will follow with the full 
range across the six machines 
due to be complete by April 
1984 

The Vic20, Commodore 64 
and TI conversions are being 
carried out in the US, while 
the cassette material for the 
Dragon, Spectrum and BBC 
computers is being developed 
by sub-contactors working for 
Atari UK. 

Spectrum versions are being 
produced by a new company 
formed for the purpose, Soft- 
ware Converters. 

GSI expands to Frimley 

Sinclair's Camberley distribu- 
tor, GSI, has moved to new 
enlarged premises in Frimley 

The expansion has been п 
cessitated by the volume of 
goods being handled — GSI 
distribute to the high-street 
chains as well as operating 
Sinclair's mail-order service 
Ten percent of Spectrum's 
are now sold by mail-order. 

When GSI first started pro- 
cessing postal orders for the 

ZX80 computer in 1980, it 
dealt with around 500 orders a 
week. At present GSI has over 
20,000 Spectrums a week pas- 
sing through its system. 

GSI is now gearing up to 
deal with orders for the Sinc- 
lair flat-screen tv and, next 
year, the new Sinclair 'profes- 
sional’ computer. As with 
Sinclair's other products, the 
new computer is expected to 
be offered first by mail-order. 
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А а 27 Century Salamander 

RUNDEN 
(е: Jon" THE HE GRID ONLY DROIDS CAN 

A HEAR YOU SCREAM! 

Г SPECTRUM NEAR YOU 

Awesome original awesome screenplay and 
Llamas by Jeff Minter. ‘STARRING || Ш 

Hank Hunk as the Grid Pilot Truly Scrumptious as the Blonde 
and Ivor Notion as Пе Mad Professor 

with supporting cast — Mungo Martin - Nibs Norman — Nimrod Cain — Damien Danvers 
featuring X, Y Zappers, Mutating Pod, and a cast of thousands (mostly droids) 

and introducing Gloria Goofbuns as the Lady Astarte 

Gridrunner £7.95. Please add 50р p&p to ай orders Dragon version олу. Send AS SAE for full catalogue. 
Direction: This, and oher emorkable productions, ore available at 

marketed by Quleksilva. 
selected branches of Boots, and other computer dealers nationwide, #Spechum versions 

5 al or direct tom | 

алт T WW жай ка E 
Salamander Software, 17 Norfolk Road, Brighton ВМА 3AA 

COMING SOON from the same awesome team: 

quality software for the Dragon 32,0ric-1 and BBC Model B microcomputers. 
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News Desk 

600XL goes on sale this week 
THE new Atari 600XL com- 
puter goes on sale for the first 
time this weck 

Its introduction marks the 
first stage of the company's 

nd its more advanced rela- 
tive, the 800 XL, Atari is 
pinning its hopes of recouping 
some of the huge losses incur- 
red by the company in the last 

The 600XL will be priced at 
59 and replace the existing 

400 machine. The 800Х1. 

the 800 replacement — which 
it is still hoped will be avail- 
able in quantity by late 
November, will sell for £249. 
The 600XL will be upgradable 
to the 800XL for the price 
difference of £90. The two new 
machines are completely soft 
ware compatible with the ex- 
isting 400 and 800 computers. 

“Both machines will have all 
the features we have had with 
the 400 and 800, but at a price 
we can make money at it,” 
commented Atari UK's man- 

Graham Clark 
aging director, Graham Clark. 

"Everyone, over here and in 
the US, is stumbling through a 
period when margins are de- 
clining, and some will go 
down. 

"But Atari is here to stay 
nd we are beginning to recov- 

er our position. 
“In most of the major mar- 

kets I think we will see good 
sales this Christmas. Obvious- 
ly it takes time to build back 
up a market share like Com- 
modore or Sinclair, but I think 
by Christmas 1984 we will 
have a very substantial piece 
of the UK market. 

Former Ed 

Joins Acorn 
FORMER Daily Express Edi- 
tor Christopher Ward has 
joined Acorn. He was 
appointed а non-executive 
director in June this year 

His responsibilities include 
looking for marketing and 
communication opportunities. 

"A lot of people have ex 
pressed surprise at an ex-Fleet 
Street Editor going into the 
field of micros,” he says, “ 

natural. 
are 

it is actually quite 
Micros and newspapers 
both in the business of tr 
mitting information and are 
moving closer together all the 
time." 

AWA 
take-over 
AWA Software has been 
taken over by.MC Lothlorien. 

The three АМА programs, 
Orion — an oric assembler. 
disassembler — and Beetlema- 
па and Bedlam — action 
games for the Spectrum — will 
now be marketed by Lothlo- 
tien 

Also, Steve Hughes, 
AWA's programmer, will join 
Lothlorien on an exclusive 
Contract 10 produce further 
arcade-style titles. 

1000 Metalab 
SINCLAIR Research is still 
sifting through over 1,000 ap- 
plications for the few vacan 
cies at its new £2m research 
and development centre at 
Milton Hall in Cambridge 
Metalab. 
When the facility was first 

announced in June this year 
Richard Cutting. formerly of 
Cambridge Consultants, was 
appointed to head it up. He 
announced that Sinclair would 
be looking for a small number 
of top-flight researchers to 
work at Metalab, investigating 
а wide range of topics from 
battery t logy to robotics. 

About 12 people are ex- 

applications 
pected to be chosen, although 
the final number will depend 
оп the strength of the applica- 
tions. A spokesman for Sin 
lair Research said, "Nearly all 
of the 1,000 applications have 
been of an extremely high 
quality." 

Richard Cutting. 

Chess prize 
money 
ACORN Computers is to pro- 
vide over £40,000 in prize 
money for the World Chess 
Championships, due to be 
held in Britain for the first 
time next month 

The company, the only one 
to sponsor the event, will 
make an additional donation 
of over #20,000 to the com- 
petition organisers, the World 
Chess Federation 

A suitable arena for the 
contest — to be known now as 
the Acorn World Chess Cham- 
pionships — has not yet been 
found 

Commodore 

profits 

go up 
COMMODORE Internation- 
al has again reported increased 
profits 

Sales for the quarter to 
October 1 were up to $209m, 
more than doubling the $103m 
earned in the previous three 
months 

The figures are in sharp 
contrast to those announced in 
recent montbs by many other 
big US computer companies 
— many of whom have ге 
ported heavy losses. 

01-437 4343 

Interface for 
Model B 
THE Pro-link is a program- 
mable joystick interface for 
the BBC model B. 
Manufactured by Aztec 

Software, the Pro-link enables 
ny Atari compatible joystick 

to be linked to the BBC via the 
user port. Nine different func- 
tions can be programmed into 
the joystick, such as fire, up, 
down, right and left 

The Pro-link package, 
which consists of an adaptor 
and a software cassette, costs 
9.9 including VAT. 
Aztec is also about to re- 

lease Centronics printer inter- 
faces for both the BBC and the 
Commodore 64. A combined 
printer/joystick interface for 
the Acorn Electron will also 
be available by the end of 
November 

Aztec Software, which is 
based at 18 Gregory Springs 
Lane, Mirfield, West York- 
shire WF14 8LE, will be ex- 
hibiting their wares at the 
Northern Computer Е 
Manchester, on November 

New MD 
for Mattel 
THE new managing director 
of Mattel Electronics UK, af- 
ter the departure of Mike 
Lunch earlier this month, is to 
be Ian Wilson, presently the 
acting managing director. 

The announcement comes 
amid increasing speculation 
that the struggling US parent 
may try to sell off a part of its 
toy division’s stock to raise 
quickly needed funds. Unlike 
the stricken electronics divi- 
sion, the toy company is ei 
joying a record year 

It is also reported that, at 
one point, Маце! seriously 
considered closing down 
electronics and computer divi- 
sion entirely before the end of 
this year. This option now 
appears to have been ruled out 
because it could damage any 
sell-off of toy division stock. 

Schools fair 
THE Educational Publisher's 
Council is organising a Schools 
Computer Fair, aimed at 
teachers. 

The event is being held at 
the Regent Crest Hotel, Car- 
burton Street, London WI. 
Doors open at 9.30 am on both 
days, closing at 8 pm and 7 pm 
respectively. Entry is free. 
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SPECTRUM GAMES 
SPECTRUM DARTS (48K) 
Five games of darts for 1-5 players, 501. Cricket, Killer, 
Round the board, Noughts and Crosses, four levels of 
play per game, take on the computer or friends at these. 
games of skill and judgement 

WHEELER DI R 
As for the Commodore 64, but now avail 
48K Spectrum, Texas T.1.99/4A and Drag 

VIC 20 
GAMES AND UTILITIES 
JACKPOT 
This is it, the ultimate Fruit Machine for the VIC with 
nudge, hold and respin 100% machine code. "Overall 
Jackpot is a beautifully written simulation giving superb 
graphics, animation and use of colour. In fact, this 
program makes Commodore's Fruit Machine cartridge 
look unbelievably cheap and nasty." Home Computi 
Weekly No. 20 19/7/83 

KWAZY KWAKS 

Accuracy and speed are required for this Shooting 
phics in this new 

me from the author of Jackpot. 
Gallery, superb use of colour and 
and challenging g 
100% machine code, joystick or keyboard control .. £5.50 

PACMANIA 
Choose your own game from the following options. 
difficulty 1-2, speed 1-3, size of maze 1-3, visible or 
invisible maze, still or moving power pills, define your 
own key controls, any combination, if this is your type 
of game, then this is the one for you, for the 3K 
expand. VIC only £5.50 

SNAKE BYTE 
ide your ever hungry snake round the screen, eating 

the flies and wasps, to stay alive you must avoid the 
deadly mushrooms, quick reactions are required for 
this biting game, keyboard control, for the unexpanded 
vic £5.50 

BUGSY (Joystick Only) 
This is a Minefield with a difference as you step on the 
stones whilst collecting purple boxes which give you 
both time and points, they disappear from beneath 
your feet. DO NOT DESPAIR! "BUGSY" will 
andomly replace the stones but avoid bumping into 

him or its sudden death! An original compulsive and 
challenging game 2 е 

MINI-ROULETTE — PONTOON — HI-LOW 
Three great games of chance for the VIC, try to beat 
the computer. hours of fun, full colour, sound effects 
and tunes £5.50 

DATABAS 
tape 

Е — create your own files and records on 
£7.50 

UPER BANK MANAGER — A full feature version 
any memory size. but needs 3K expansion £7.50 

COMMODORE 64 
GAMES AND UTILITIES 
WESTMINSTER 
A game for up to four players, can you lead the party of 
your choice and win the general election, you tour the 
60 constituencies (seats) buying votes, when you с 
(just like the real thing), this must be one of the first 
board type games specifically written for the computer. 
Why play on your own, have fun with your family and 
friends playing WESTMINSTER £5.50 
WHEELER DEALER 
A game for two to twenty players, become a tycoon of 
the motor trade, you must obtain gearboxes. tyres and 
engines to produce cars for sale. Form syndicates, buy 
and exchange parts, buy dealerships, but be careful, 
you may become bankrupt and have to liquidate, find 
out what you are made of, have you got what it takes to 
become a WHEELER DEALER £5.50 
LUNAR RESCUE 
Our new version, avoid the asteroid belt, to rescue the 
stranded scientists, then fight your way back to the 
mother ship, fast reactions are required to safely land 
and dock your lunar module £5.50 
PONTOON — ROU — ACE'S HIGH — More 
powerful versions, that make three great games of 
chance for the 64 . £5.50 
CHIPMON 
Contains a 1 for 2 pass assembler/disassembler and 
monitor, a programming aid for the development of 
machine code programs and routines on the CBM 
64. MUS GT 
BANK MANAGER — As our Super Bank Man 
but for the 64 
Now available on dise with added facilities 
Full documentation with all utility programs 
Other software available for the VIC and Commodore 
64, send for free brochure, including RABBIT SOFT- 
WARE at £5.50 each. 
Send Cheques/PO's t 

MR CHIP SOFTWARE 

£7.50 
£10.00 

Dept PCWK, | NEVILLE PLACE 

LLANDUDNO, 
GWYNEDD LL30 3BL. Tel: 0492 49747 

Wanted: High quality software, 
of all types, for export and UK distrihution 

All programs now available on disc please allow £2.50 

extra 
DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME 
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LETTERS 

Which 
joystick? 

have recently acquired а 
48K Spectrum and I would 

now like to add a joystick for 
added enjoyment of the many 
games available. However, 1 
am somewhat confused as 
there appear to be many diffe- 
rent types of joystick on the 
market. I wonder whether you 
or any of your readers might 
advise me on the best choices 
for use with the Spectrum. 
Perhaps anyone answering this 
plea for help would also advise. 
me of the pros and cons in 
respect of their recommenda- 
tion, 

‚Stephen Paris 
71 Farnham Road 

 Branksome 
Poole 

Dorset. 
ВНІ? IPW 

Flight 
simulator 
I have recently purchased a 
Vic20 home computer and 

as I am very keen on aircraft T 
have been trying to find a 
flipht simulation for it. 
However, so far I have been 
unsuccessful and I would 
appreciate your help. Please 
could you tell me if there is 
currently one on the market, 
and if not, whether there is 
one planned for the future. 

Kevin Smith 
9 Castleton Court 

Marlow 
Bucks 

SL73HW 

Surprisingly enough, I am not 
aware of any flight simulation 
programs for the Vic20, 
though they seem to abound 
for other machines. If any of 
our readers know of such a 
program, hopefully they will 
write in and tell us. 

Dragon disc 
drive 
1 have just read this week's 

issue of your magazine (20- 
26 October) and I was 
terested in the letter from J A 
Niblock of Nuneaton. There 
are one or two points that I 
would like to raise in connec- 
tion with this, to save other 
readers with Dragon disc 

drives getting confused. 
1 agree with the first point 

concerning the use of separ- 
ators, but the second point 
raised is rather misleading. 

In the manual (preliminary 
version) it states that the end 
of a file can be detected by Eof 
(“File”), which will have the 
value of if the read pointer is 
at the end of the file or 1 
Otherwise. This is incorrect. 
the values should be reversed, 
ie, Eof (“File”) = 1 if at the 
end or O otherwise. 

There is a further problem 
here however. If you follow 
convention, and check for Eof 
before a Read command, you 
will get a value of 0 returned. 
This is because the system 

next Basic instruction. This 
means that Eof will only have. 
the correct value of 1 at the 
end of the file, if the Eof 
function is used after the Read 
command. The way this is 
used would be: 
IF EOF (FRE) = 1 THEN do end 
routing ELSE action 

Another point worth noting 
is that itis not necessary to use 
the file specifiers for Eof, ie, 
Dat, Bas, Bak, Bin. 

With regard to point 5, J 
Niblock says that only 5 read 
and 5 write files may be open. 
‘This is 10 and not 5. When a file 
is written to for the first time 
(ie, it is created) the file poin- 
ter will default to the begin- 
ning for Fread and Flread and 
to the end for Fwrite, There- 
fore, you may have 10 files 
open, the controller does not 
discriminate between the two, 
I regularly use 9 data files 
simultaneously without trou- 
ble. 
The patterning on the 

screen could be caused by а 
number of things. There is a 
certain amount of interference 
caused by any external (to the 
cpu) event, as can be seen 
when using Sound or Cload 
and Csave. This would seem to 
be a fault of the modulator. I 
have converted a colour tv and 
fitted a video input to it, and 
have no trouble. This problem 
is also quite apparent when 
using Telewriter and printing. 

The power supply, although 
running warm, should be quite 
adequate for the controller. 
My machine gets left on with 
Tandy’s Edtasm+ Assembler 
cartridge in for days at a time - 
and I never unplug the power 
supply, so the transformer is 
always warm. It is much more 

likely to get hot, due to the 
fact that the cpu is doing a lot 
more work by loading and 
dumping data to disc. 
When 1 bought my drive, 

the controller was faulty but 
this was quickly changed by 

^ my supplier, and the system is 
very robust and forgiving. 1 
would suggest to J Niblock 
that he get his system checked 
ош by his dealer. 

‘Martin Vernon 
8 Trinity Square 

Llandudno 
Gwynedd 

Issue 3 
problems 
(ўе jener trom Sinclair Re: 

search in PCW, 13 Octo- 
ber, on the basis of practical 
evidence, is untrue, and your 
footnote to the letter from 15 
Mellor is too complacent: 
there is a real problem with 
the parts on the Issue 3 com- 
puters! 

1 recently found it necessary 
to purchase а new Spectrum 
when my Issue 2 Spectrum, 
went on the blink. 

The new computer was. an 
Issue 3 model. Contrary to the 
claim made in the Sinclair let- 
ter that "D6 is set to zero when 
there is no signal coming from 
the tape recorder, I found 
that this bit, unlike Issue 2 
computers, is highly unstable. 
The bit went from zero to one, 
in an irregular fashion over a 
period of ten minutes, when 
the computer was started from 
cold. 

This was tested several 
times (without any tape con- 
nections made to the compu- 
ter) with the same result 

In the hope that this insta- 
bility was а one off. | have 
exchanged the computer twice 
and have found exactly the 
same problem, 

In one of my more used 
programs I use port 254 as a 
computer port — after all 
Issue 3 is a computer for input 
of information, and as this is 
done through the ear socket. 1 
use D6, 

Issue 3 has a hardware prob- 
Jem, and Sinclair should fa 
up to it. Good hardware prac- 
tice demands that inputs and 
outputs from chip systems are 
firmly referenced to either of 
the supply rails — to demand, 
as Sinclair does, that the soft- 
ware should be tailored to 
accommodate their problem is 

to make the tail wag the dog, 
M Wales 

74 Australia Grove 
West Simonside 

South Shields 
Tyne & Wear 

Manic 
Miner 

jwners of a 48K ZX Spec- 
trum who have purchased 

атс Miner may be ме 
terested in the following. Load 
Miner in the normal way. 
When it loads press Enter then 
type in the number 603 1769. 

If you typed it correctly, a 
boot should appear bottom 
left of the screen. You now 
have access to the 20 caverns, 

Code 
6 

61 
62 

621 
в 

136 
832 

6321 
04 

ват 
п E 

6421 
043 

ваза 
6432 

12346 
65 

851 
652 

1256 
Supposing you wanted to go 

to the final cavern. Simply 
press keys 6 and 5 and 2 und 1 
all at the same time, and then 
release them quickly. 

John Conduit 
12 Beechnut Close 

Wigston 
Leicester 

kette 

Manic 
Miner agaln 

ere is a Роке which 
should come as а relief to 

any remaining sane people 
with a copy of Bug-Byte’s 
superb Manic Miner. 

» Willy is now unstopp- 
able The magre itrucion s 
Роке 35136,0 which should be 
inserted as line 25 in the short 
Basic program which loads 
prior to the title. For the ted 
nically minded, this replaces 
the Dec (HI) instruction which 
subtracts one from the number 
of lives remaining, replacing it 
with a Nop instruction. 

lan Beynon 
33 The Chase 

Romford 
RMI ABE. 
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п this game, the object is to move your 
spade around the different grids, digging 

up diamonds. Occasionally, an alien will 
drop down one of the columns. If you are 
hit, you lose one of your three lives. 

You are represented by the spade which 

` Diamond Digger 
A new game for 48K Spectrum by Jim Provan 

starts in the bottom comer of the grid. After 
each grid has been mined, you go on to 
the bonus stage. Your spade moves along 
the top of the screen until you press a key. 
Then it falis down the column it is above. 

The object is to land it on the diamond. 
Bonus points are awarded, depending on 
the colour of the diamond. Use the cursor 
keys for movement. 

This game was written on a 48K Spec- 
trum, but it may run on the 16K machine. IM 
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Interface: * for Spectrum 
* 1k on board memory * own 
rear edge connector - for 
printers etc * compatible with 
ALL standard joysticks 
Joystick: * self centring 
* 8 directional microswitched 
action * 2 independent fire 
buttons Tape: * easy to use 
program, the interface 
WORKS ON ALL SOFTWARE 
“ keeps a record of all your 
games — so you only need to 
tell it about each game once! 

fun & games from your 
Spectrum 
with the intelligent 
interface + program + joystick 
and only 729 90 

En 

Telephone 

Name. - 

Address 

12 
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Street Life Street Life Street Life Street Life Street Life Street Life 

исп has been said recently about Ihe 
мау the home computer industry has 

"grown ир”, 
By far Ihe biggest upheaval has been in 

software selling. The games have moved 
out of Ihe mail-order coupons and PO Box 
numbers into the stores and high street 
retail chains. 

It has not been an easy transition. In 
many cases the additional responsibilities 
have not fitted easily into the company's 
plans and a number of service companies 
are now offering distribution arrange- 
ments, helping to take the load off the 
software houses 

Some are new companies, like Prism. 
Others are established distributors in other 
areas who have moved to include video 
games. They come mainly from the book 
publishing business, like Websters, or 
from the record industry like CBS or К-Те! 
CBS particularly have made а пате for 

themselves because they have adopted a 
policy of signing up companies like Quick- 
silva and Bug-Byte. 
CBS first began to look at the computer 

market in February this year, after they 
detected a big growth in the number of 
cassettes being used for computer soft- 
ware. 

Jack Florey, CBS's commercial director, 
explains the decision: "People now have 
more leisure, sadly parlly to do with unem- 
ployment, and, as a result, the whole 
leisure market is growing enormously — 
which means records, videos and now a 
part of it Is computer games. That is why 
We decided to go into it. 

“At the moment games form only a 
small part of what we do, but software is 
going into the record shops, the retailers 
‘are moving in, and we must follow." 

So, in the early part of this year, Ashley 
Gray was brought in by CBS to look more 
closely at the market. An accountant and 
chartered secretary, his interest was in 
“the commercial side of corporate life” 
and, particularly, business development 

He says: “We began to look at computer 
software seriously when some duplication 
houses started pushing work our way, 
work which was for them ‘overload’ that 
they couldn't handle. 
CBS made the decision to enter Ihe 

Off the record 
David Kelly talks to Jack Florey and Ashley Gray from CBS 

market as manufacturer and distributor. 
"Considering we were very late in the 
market we have moved a long way in a 
short time,” says Ashley. “The philosophy 
was always that we could go in on the back 
of our existing involvement in these areas 
for the music industry, using the ‘quality’ 
image of CBS. 
CBS offered something that the soft- 

ware houses needed: a company which 
would take away the hassle of the manu- 
facture and distribution, whilst at the same 
time leaving the decision making — which 
title, how to advertise, and so on — still 
with the software house. 

And, to prove the point, CBS has now in 
its roster of independent software com- 
panies Quicksilva, Bug-Byle, Virgin 
Games and Rabbit. 

‚Ashley explains the reason behind the 
choice: "There will be a big shake-out in 
February or March next year, and a lot of 
the smaller software houses will dis- 
appear. Perhaps even they are producing 
first-class games, but they will get left 
behind, not because they are doing any- 
thing wrong, but because other people are 
moving ahead so fast now 

“What we tried to do was to identify 
those in the market who knew what they 
were doing and who were likely to succeed 
in the future. 

hat is not to say that Ashley reckons 
that after the “big shake-out” there will 

be зтайег companies with good material 
who will be left high and dry. Instead, he 
reckons these companies will form a kind 
of second tier. They will concentrate more 
and more on the creative business of 
games writing and programming. "Wher- 
ever that creativity pops up it will be taken 
to one of the companies which does have 
the resources to take it to the market. 

"That great game will always get there 
somehow — it is like the author who hawks 
his book round all the publishers, and the 
last one sees something in it and и 
becomes a million-seller, 

Ashley is convinced that the software 
industry will become more like the music 
business. "Is a hits industry. At the 
moment there are so many companies that 
games are considered company by com- 

pany. When there 

Ashley Gray 

are lewer companies 
that will change — 
things will begin to 
focus on individual 
authors. And charts 
will come. At the mo- 
ment they are a 
mess, but one chart 
will emerge as the 
one. 

“We are still going 
through the boom 
phase and the mar- 
ket is very volatile 

Somebody could still just enter the market 
and become the number one, building the 
whole company on one top title. Just like 
Virgin did in the record industry with Mike 
Oldfield's Tubular Bells." 

He believes that the market will mature 
to become marketing driven rather than 
product driven. “That will be what counts. 
You have got to make the buyers want the 
product — you've got to catch their im- 
agination. 

K-Tel are getting in. They are bound to 
до on tv and just put the games up on 
screen, it is an ideal medium because It is 
definitely the quality of the on-screen 
graphics that will sell a game." 

In his view the software market is ideal 
for CBS: “In a hit business the most 
important thing is to be able to get the 
product to the market. Demand for a 
particular game can develop over a 
weekend, and drop off just as fast. Our job 
is to make sure that the companies we 
deal with make the most of each of their 
titles, 

“Our experience is in the record busi- 
ness which is very similar." 
CBS offers the software house cassette 

manufacturing, packing and distribution to 
the shops. For that CBS makes a charge 
оп a per-unit basis. 

Jack Florey again: “We are just going to 
а label and saying ‘Use our warehouse as 
your own’. We want the software house to 
keep its identity, choosing what to release. 
Its like а partnership arrangement. 

‘The label is free to concentrate on what 
itis best at — building up a repertoire and 
marketing in their own style. After all, they 
know their own business better than we 
do.” 

BS's manufacturing is centred at 
‘Aylesbury, feeding to a central ware- 

house in Shepherds Bush, London, From 
there the tapes are dispatched all over the 
country by Courier Express. 

Eventually CBS hopes to build up a 
roster of six or seven independent soft- 
ware "labels". "We want to end up,” says 
Ashley Gray, “with the same share of the 
video games market as we already have in 
the video and record industries — about 
40-45 percent. 

Ashley is not, however, looking for addi- 
tions to the first four until the New Year: 
“The whole thing is building up to an 
enormous pre-Christmas crescendo and 
at the moment we are concentrating on 
ooking after the people we've got" W 
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VALHALLA is supplied on a 48K Spectrum program 
player manual and presentation box. As VALHALLA uses tne f 
microdrives and full-size printers are not su 
VALHALLA is normally available fror 

turn, If for any reason we аге unab 
receipt, we will пому you 
VALHALLA cassettes carry an unconditional менте rep 
TO ORDER: (UK Orders Only) Simply complete the coupon 

with your cheque/P. O. made payable to LEGEND (UK Ма 
Credit Card Orders: By phone 9-5.30 Mon to Fn. stating name 
Gard No. and item(s) required. 
RETAILERS: Please contact your regu! 

Distribution) at the address below 
LEGEND (UK Mail Order) FREEPOST 
1 Milton Road, Cambridge CB4 1UY 
(0223) 312453 
MOVISOFT OPERATING SYSTEM UNCER LICENCE 

1 Milton Road. Cambridge СВ4 1UY 
Please send me. Copy/copies of 

VALHALLA for the 48K Spectrum. $ 

(£14.95 each incl. VAT and P&P). 
Or | wish to pay by Actess/Barclaycard/Visa 

Card No. 
Please print name and address 

Name. 
Address. 

Credit Card holder s signature 



REVIEWS 

Questions and answers 
Keith and Steven Brain take an educated look at learning 
programs for the Dragon 

гадоп Data promoted the Dragon as 
the ‘family computer 

The implication being that a Dragon 
would help you to learn more than just how 
to improve your reactions and zap the 
aliens more rapidly. 

А number of companies are now offering 
educational programs of one sort or 
another for the machine and, as many of 
these are not easy to find in the high street, 
and it is always a bit of a gamble buying 
unseen by mail-order, here is a review of 
many of the current offerings. 

Infant Pack from Shards contains two 
programs for the very young. Botties 
teaches and tests counting to the relent- 
less accompaniment of the tune Ten 
Green Bottles. Alphabet is designed to 
teach the alphabet and, although it has 
‘some nice ideas, it falls down rather on the 
‘education side. Letters are displayed on a 
small Чу in the centre of the screen, with a 
corresponding word and small picture at 
the top. Unfortunately, many of the letters 
are drawn in a strange way which is likely 
to confuse rather than help small children, 

First Letters and Words is a new prog- 
fam from Abacus which is a first-class 
demonstration of how to really use the 
‘educational possibilities of a computer. It is 
designed to teach young children how to 
form lower-case letters and words, which it 
constructs on the hi-res screen exactly as 
you would write them on paper, at a speed 
controlled by the user. The first option 
forms the lower-case letter corresponding 

also gives an example of a word beginning 
with this letter. Option three displays the 
entire alphabet, option four produces ran- 
дот words, and option five shows random 
Christian names. The final option allows 
you to write text on to the screen and then 
replay it. 

Without doubt this program is one of the 
more impressive educational programs we 
have seen and we would thoroughly re- 
‘commend it to anyone with children at this 
stage. The author, Dr M E Newlon, has 
really got to grips with a difficult problem. 

Baby Dragon 1, кот Gravesend Home 
Compulers, contains two programs for 
very small children entitled Koko and 
Teday. 

Коко is a simple maths-test program 
which checks simple addition, subtraction, 
multiplication or division at one of three 
skill levels, and it is very well dressed up 
for small children as a game in which Коко 
the clown will be dunked in the water if you 
score 100 per cent. Although only low-res 
graphics are used, this is combined with 
interesting sounds and a lot of humour to 
make an attractive package. 

Teddy shows very well how a simple 
idea can be made interesting so that 
youngsters can leam as they play. It is 
essentially a test of counting, but the plot 
involves saving pots of honey from a line of 
sleeping bears which are liable to wake up 
at any moment and eat її. As you might 
expect this is accompanied by a rendering 
of Teddy Bears’ Picnic. 

Junior Pack, again 
TIGER 1.0. TES Tare ооо] Sch vas wo 
€ WHICH OF THE NUMBERED FIGURES FITS 

INTO THE VACANT SQUARE 7 

good programs 
which are games. 
Tables, not surpri- 
singly, tests your 

, [knowledge of multi- 
plication tables па 
(дате where you try 
to guide a cursor to 
safety. It is intended 
to һер a child to 
learn his or her 
tables without realis- 
ing it. 

Jumbler is a word 
recognition game 
|where you have to fill 

to a single key press. An important feature 
is that where а ‘downstroke’ overwrites an 
‘upstroke’ this is indicated by a change in 
the colour, which mirrors the action of your 
pen. As the speed of formation can be 
altered, the running of the program can be 
easily adjusted so that the child can copy 
the letter on paper at the same time. 

The second option immediately pro- 
duces the letter for the key pressed, but 

lin missing letters 10 
complete a sent- 

is quite good fun but rather 
frustrating as your answer must be exactly 
right and not just ‘possible’. The number of 
available words is limited so some very 
Strange sentences appear. For example: 
“The poor man walks to the wooden tent"! 
Your success seems more likely to be due 
to ESP or lateral thinking than to actual 
knowledge. 

Tables Tutor from Micro De-Bug is also 

designed to teach tables. Although it has a. 
number of options it is not particularly well 
conceived or executed. It appears that 
Micro De-Bug are also testing out Dr 
Goebbels’ theories on propaganda as ev- 
ery single line printed has their logo 
(MDB#) at the start — thus wasting 16 
percent о! the screen space! 

Maths Tutor from Abacus contains Prim- 
ary Addition, Junior Maths and a General 
Test Routine. The first is a very simple 
routine which only involves counting spots 
on dice and entering the number. If your 
answer is incorrect the right answer is 
shown, but no attempt is made to show 
how the answer was obtained. Junior 
Maths is better as it has 10 skill levels, 
gives a more detailed breakdown of your 
performance, and tests addition, subtrac- 
tion, multiplication and division. 

The third choice, General Test Rouline, 
allows the teacher (or parent) to set up a 
test file on tape containing particular ques- 
tions and answers. In this case, of course, 
the teacher rather than the computer is 
always right! Alter Ihe test has been 
carried out a record file can be created and 
later replayed to prove to disbelievers how 
you got on. 

‘Spelling Tutor is another program from 
Micro De-Bug, this time teaching spelling. 
The program loads words from an Ascii file. 
оп the tape and the format of the test 
shows several words displayed together, 
of which one is incorrectly spelt, and must 
be corrected. Once again the ubiquitous. 
logo is much in evidence. 

Test your knowledge 
of animals 

Music Tutor from Abacus was designed 
to aid anyone learning a musical instru- 
ment. Abacus claim that by using it you 
can "learn to write and play music instant- 
ly". It offers a wide range of facilities 
allowing you to create, play, amend, de- 
lete, save and load tunes. Music can either 
be written in more or less normal Dragon 
Play format or in what Abacus calls Чете 
plate’ mode. Here the notes and the 
possible length octave and volume options 
are specified in table-form. It seems 
strange, however, that no reference is 
made in the program to conventional 
notation — minims, crotchets, etc. 

The instruction leaflet explaining the 
facilities is rather brief and it therefore took. 
some time for us to sort out how to use the. 
program. Tunes can be saved in Ascii 
Тота! and four demonstration tunes are 
supplied with the tape. It is possible to 
specify a MusicPrin! mode where the 
notes are displayed on a stave in hi-res 
graphics. 

The four-colour PMode 3 is used, rather 
than the highest resolution PMode 4, so 
definition is a little fuzzy and we also feel 
that И would have been more logical to 
have drawn each note as it was played. 

Live and Learn by Shards contains six 
programs. Graphics is a step-by-step tuto- 
па! on the hi-res graphics, but it falls down 
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rather as all the words appear separately 
оп the text screen. 

Music is & similar attempt to explain 
sound on the Dragon which suffers from 
he same problem, and also contains a 
simple Organ program. Zoo is a simple 
database program containing facts and 
figures about some animals which you can 
display, or test your knowledge of. A world 
map is included which shows where the 
animals live in the wild. 

‘Survive is based on a survival exercise 
in Which you have crashed in the desert 
and must decide which of the objects at 
your disposal are of greatest value to you. 
This is really just an interesting game, as. 
the chances of you needing this informa- 
tion seem rather remote (don't write and 
tell us that you happen to live in Timbuctu). 
Britain produces a good map of Britain and 
then displays the location of a number of 
towns and "citys" (sic), together with some 
information about them. 

This is an interesting idea, but we are а 
litle worried about the accuracy of the 
information. For example, we hardly think 
Reading is in the East Midlands, we are 
not sure what an Ango-Saxon was, and 
the information about some of the towns 
seems to be rather out of date. 

The text is displayed one character at а 
lime and is accompanied by an irritating 
beeping noise which is sure to make you 
tum the sound off! Map uses the same 
map of Britain to test your geography. You 
are asked the location of a town and then 
you are shown the map with a number of 
possible points marked on it. A flashing 
Cursor must then be moved to the correct 
point. 

This is quite a nice idea but it is a pity 
that the authors of the program forgot to 
arrange for the cursor to put back anything 
it passed over. With so many programs on 
the tape it takes a long time to load the 
опев near the end. Also, sad to say, we do 
mot rale the educational value of this 

selection very highly. 
Tell the Time in French, English and 

German from Abacus first loads a general 
routine in which you choose in which 
language you wish to learn the time, and 
then loads the appropriate language prog- 
ram. A nice display of a clock-face is 
produced but, once again, you must jump 
back to the text-screen to enter your 
answer. 

There is quite a long delay before each 
new time is displayed as the program 
redraws the clock-face from scratch each 
time instead of just erasing the old posi- 
tions of the hands. The program is very 
particular about how you write the time — 
for example, you must always use ‘5 TO 9" 
rather than ‘FIVE TO ММЕ or ‘8.55’. 

In the foreign-language versions some 
explanations of how to write the time are 
given, but you are advised to write these 
down on paper which rather seems to 
deleat one of the objects of using a 
‘computer. Surely it would have been better 
1o have designated a Help key to call up 
| the list if you get stuck. Although he may 

be good at telling the time perhaps the 
author needs some “practice” (sic) at 
spelling. 

'O' Level Geography Weather Map 
Symbols (again Abacus) is a higher level 
program, designed for use in school or for 
home revision. You can choose to learn or 
test yourself on four groups of weather- 
map symbols (cloud, weather, wind and 
front) and within each group there is a 
further choice. 

The graphic display of the map symbols 
is very clear, but we must criticise the fact 
that this program does not put any text on 
to the hi-res display. In test mode, symbols 
from one group are displayed at random, 
and your final score 
reported as а per- 
centage of correct re- 
sponses. This repre- 
sents pretty basic 
use of the computer. 

Measuring Instru- 
ments also confirms 
that Abacus’ newer 
Programs are 
marked improve- 
ments on their old 
‘ones. The first option 
tests your skill at 
reading the distance 
between two arrows 
pointing to gradua- : 
tions on a ruler. The — 
lowest level always starts from 0, but Ме is 
more difficult at the higher levels. If you are 
wrong then you are asked to read each 
point separately, and then calculate the 
difference. 

At Level 7 we had great difficulty reading 
to two decimal points (which we suppose 
is what they were trying to prove!) and 
were glad that the computer eventually 
gave up in disgust and gave us the values 
to subtract. The second option deals with 
the vernier calliper, and the third the 
micrometer screw-gauge, the principles of 
which are both first explained. The graphic. 
display of the calliper and micrometer are 
Superb and they include close-up views of 
the actual scale. 

Not to be taken 
seriously 

Tiger Grand Prix, by Tiger no less, is 
described as an educational game which 
makes learning fun. It consists of a main 
program and a series of 13 data files, and 
it comes with a small instruction manual. 

The game consists of a race, where your 
progress depends on the accuracy of your 
answers. Questions are picked according 
to the throw of screen ‘dice’, and the 
gremlins are waiting to catch you if you 
make а mistake. What happens if the 
gremlins catch you is supposed to be a 
secret, so we won't spoil it by telling you. 

The data files provided are arranged in 
four stages for different age groups (from 
7-10 to 16+) and the questions are very 
varied. Tiger are preparing a program 
which will allow you to construct your own 

data files to use with this game, which will 
greatly improve its value to the user. (Tiger 
even suggest you might put driving test 
questions on to the Grand Prix program 
which seems quite apt!) 

This is a carefully thought-out idea 
which has been properly produced and the 
program should have a long and useful 
life. 

Tiger IQ Test, again from Tiger, is 
something rather different. It tries to 
assess your IQ, but it is rather amusing to 
read the "Government Health Warning” in 
the instruction manual which advises you 
not to take the results 100 seriously. All the 
display is on the hi-res screen and looks 

impressive. 
The tests look at general intelligence 

using numerical, literal and visual prob- 
lems and there is a 30-minute time limit 
Full instructions are given on-screen. Be- 
tore the test proper there is a demonstra- 

tion to show you what to expect. The final 
assessment reports are interesting, but at 
first we did not do so well. We were a little 
upset to be advised that we might be able 
to "learn some useful tasks under supervi- 
sion, be able to attend to some personal 
wants and avoid dangers, and should live 
in an institution”. 

Teach-type, гот DICOsott/Gravesend 
Home Computers, is a specialised prog- 
ram to teach touch typing. Two versions 
are provided (one using the high-speed 
Poke to speed things up). The program 
starts by even explaining how you should 
sit and then the screen display shows а 
pair of hands and an exercise which you 
must follow. 

The exercises start with one finger and 
slowly build up to more complex situations. 
It is quite easy to avoid the usual problem 
of cheating, by dropping your eyes to the 
keyboard, as each letter you press instant- 
ly appears on the screen immediately 
below the current point in the exercise, If 
you make a mistake, that letter is inverted 
and your speed and accuracy are con- 
tinuously shown as both histograms and 
numbers so you can see how you are 
progressing. 

From the start actual words are used for 
the exercises, which is more interesting 
than other ""gobbledegook" typing practise 
routines, and you progress to short 
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Lion House has been established in 
Central London for over five years and is 
now Londons largest computer store, 
uniquely placed to offer all you need to 
make the most of the micro. 

Under one roof we offer everything you 
need for home and business computing. A 
complete range of the best computers and 
video games, together with the largest 
selection of software, books, peripherals 
andaccessories. Backed up by expertadvice 
and in-house service, we have the expertise 
to meet all your computer needs. 

€ Home computers @ Largest selection 
€ Complete of computer 

business systems books available 
€ Wide selection of Ф Fully qualified 

add-ons after-sales service 
© Largest range of @ Impartial expert 
software advice 

LION MICROCOMPUTERS 
AT LION HOUSE Open Mon. to sat 930-600 
227 Tottenham Court Road, London МИР ОНХ 
Tel: 01-637 1601 & 580 7383 Telex: 28394 LION G 
Also at 21 Bond Street, Brighton. Tel: (0273) 601838. 
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REVIEWS 
phrases based on the 150 most frequently- 
used English words. 
One of us has typed with four fingers for 

the past 20 years, in spite of several 
well-intentioned attempts at learning to do 
it “properly”, but this is the first system he 
has tried which he fell he might actually 
manage to follow for more than a few 
hours! 

The Teletutor 1 package from Microdeal 
is a suite о! four programs, none of which 

available separately. As is so often the 
with Microdeal, these are conver- 

sions of American programs for the Tandy, 
but we are pleased to say that ай trans- 
atlantic idiosyncracies have been carefully 
removed. 

The first program is Spelling Test which 
will either use a demonstration file or is 
designed to allow you to easily produce 
your own files. This program scores over 
its rivals as it uses actual speech on a 
cassette sound track for the tests. Instruc- 
tions are available on-screen and a 
volume check is included before you start 
The demonstration voice track features a 
very well-spoken lady (obviously not an 
android) who pronounces a word and then 
puts it in context in a sentence. You then 
type in your answer, and the sequence is 
repeated, until the test is complete. 

The second program on the first tape is 
Word Drill which gives а definition and a 
series of alternative options from which to 
choose. It suffers from the problem of all 

tests of this type that the limited number of 
possibilities available in memory mean 
that several of the choices are nonsense 
(eg, the capital of France is Bernard 
Shaw!). The length of time for each ques- 
tion can be adjusted. 

Four first class 
programs 

The second cassette contains two 
mathematical programs designed for the 
younger age group. Math Drill is a test of 
addition, subtraction, multiplication and 
division, with the "reward" of producing a 
smiling face И you continue to answer 
correctly. Up to six students can be tested 
at the same time, with up to 50 questions 
of different types and skill level. 

The program is unusual in that an up 
arrow indicates your position on the 
answer line and you are required to enter 
the answer in the order you would calcu- 
late it (eg, for 50 + 50 you must type the 0, 
0 and then 1). This may seem unimportant 
in simple examples but is very significant 
when you get to level 10 (try dividing 
36097 by 105 in your head). It also allows 
you to use remainders in division, and 
calculate each part of a long multiplication 
separately 

The second maths program is Estimate 
which tests mental arithmetic but is again 
unusual in that it keeps a record of how 
close you got to the correct answer. 

At first sight the 
package looks rather 
expensive, but the 
cost must be put in 
context by consider- 
ing that it consists of 
four first-class prog- 
rams and an elabo- 
rate manual, and that 
you can easily adapt 
it to suit whatever 
you want to test. 

Finally we will take 
a look ага couple о! 
database programs 
as these can usefully 
be used to store and 
retrieve information 
by the more adv- 
anced student. 

Profile from Micro 
De-Bug comprises a 
tape and a user 
manual which de- 
scribes the structure 
of a computer filing 
system quite clearly 
and then gets down 
1o explaining how to 
use it. A nice feature 
is that it gives a pic- 
lure showing what 
you should see on 
ihe screen at each 
point (besides the 
ever-present MDB of 
course!). It is a pity, 

though, that a demonstration Пе has 
not been included to experiment with. 
The maximum number of records is 100 

(although you can start with a small file 
and enlarge it later), It is not necessary to 
specify the number at the start, as you 
simply type "xx" at the start of a 
record to indicate the end of the file. 

The number of fields per record is rather 
limited as the maximum is four, so it is 
difficult to even record name, address and 
telephone number in normal format. The 
maximum number of characters in each 
field is 20, which is again rather small, but 
а scale is provided as you enter characters 
so you can see if you are running out of 
space in the field. Unfortunately, there is 
no indication of which field you are enter- 
ing data to. 

You can edit an entry quite easily, but to 
add more entries you must use the edit 
mode, which is rather tiresome. Files can 
be saved and loaded, and you can Find a 
string provided that you specify the field to 
be searched. The maximum size of the 
database is 8,000 characters, and there 
аге no sorting or printing facilities, which 
further limits the value of this system. 

The Filing System trom Progressive 
Software is a much more ambitious pack- 
‘age which consists of four cassettes and a 
manual. The system is suitable for the 
beginner as a Lesson tape is provided 
which uses a Voice track and sample files 
to take you through all the stages involved 
in using databases. 

The system actually contains two diffe- 
rent dalabases. Version One is sell- 
contained and free-format, so that it is not 
necessary to specily field sizes, lengths 
and so on, in advance. In Version Two the 
maximum number of fields per record is 22 
and the maximum number of characters 
per field is 40, but maths functions can be 
incorporated to modify records, the screen 
is mapped, columns can be totalled, an 
extra screen can be used, and searching 
and sorting is faster than in Version One. 

The records can be sorted in numerical 
ог alphabetical order of a specified field. 
Databases for Version Two must be first 
produced with the Create program, but 
Progressive also provide the facility of 
converting a Version One database to 
Version Two. A printout facility is provided 
and, although it is not specified, the max- 
imum database size appears to be 13,000 
characters. 

The manual is comprehensive and clear 
and although The Filing System is twice 
the price of Profile there is no doubt in our 
minds that it is а very professional (not to 
say progressive) product which fulfils the 
majority of standard database functions 
and is well worth the money. 

It is interesting to see that Progressive 
actually give a listing and explain their 
program instead of trying to protect it! This 
is obviously useful to anyone who wants to 
leam or modify the program for a disc 
system. Our only small gripe is that the 
quality of the sound track is not as good as 
that on Teletutor. = 
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NOW YOU САМ LIFT STATIC DRAWINGS, PHOTOGRAPHS, ETC RIGHT 
OFF THE PAPER AND BRING THEM TO LIFE INTO YOUR PROGRAM! 

FROM PAPER То = 

© GHOST-WRITER 22552» @ TOGETHER THEY'RE DYNAMIC! 
precise sequence of Basic instructions needed fo EXACTLY The new program captures your design DYNAMICALLY, giving you Instanty the power 10 MOVE it anywhere, 10 SHAIK И down to a single pixel. or EXPAND 1 fo fil the 

эстет. You can SQUEEZE ог STRETCH it то weird 
your Соо. ip !t UPSIDE DOWN or MIRROR-MAGE 1. ШЫ еам! leaving behind only your new program ROTATE Itn the plane of the screen... in other words 

nes ready 10 use MANIPULATE IT UNDER YOUR FULL CONTROL! 

eing mirror-mages Once GHOST-WRITER has "down is just вв ‘mediately reprot но problem produ. РА Vide onay as. ‘ening iem ups y captured Space: Shui, you can im versatile programming, anywhere, any size, AND redesign rc and n 

ANIMATION OR MANIPULATION — PUN TO USE, SIMPLE IN OPERATION POWER-GRAPHICS 
IT'S ALL THE SAME TO POWER-GRAPHICS See ROR BEGINNERS AND 

Sui Fee pira ol абат I easy nd ISAN IMF ORT ARRS ALIKE, AND EXTENDS THE SPECTRUMS 
thanks to POWER-GRAPHICS ability to produce POTENTIAL INTO Cei REQUIRED 
high-speed curves, whch DRAW а 
ven Curved shes өп NO EXTRA HARDWARE PEDE 1... 
Te te tps of is wet 
мет 

FOR 16K OR 48K | 
ONLY £8.95 | 

SHEER MAGIC! | SOUNDS FANTASTIC! == 
STUNNING TOP-QUALITY TEXT Supe song eects en | AUTO-SONIC "QUALT irum have never been so easy! 
DISPLAYS FOR IMPRESSIVE — ‘conjure up your own unique = 
PROGRAM OR VIDEO TITLES, OR sound-gesigns on the graphic 
ADVERTS, LETTERHEADS, ETC Synthesizer contro рг 

* AUTO-SONICS wil instantly turn 
them into automatically compied 
Basic program Ines that wit 

+ ANY UNE OP TEXT NOW ENTERED WIL BE PAINTED TO EXACTLY FL THE SHAM reproduce each sound again and 1 USING CURRENT COLOUR AND ATTRIBUTE SETTINGS EM — + SETTINGS are always on бөрү below ne screen залите 
colours ес IN SECONDS! cts include animals 

CURSE wil partir detal онест, sketch win phone, Monster grow! 
в сес ес 

‘Just the job „е effects are excellent 
Personal Comp. World 

fa huge banner, he he x || = | 
SPECTRUM TYPESETTER 16/48K £4.99 ~ — 
a Win Alt Ви prm биз BUTTER ae Bead soa 
TWAT SCREENS WILL RECOGNISE! Sheer convenience Ior oniy ре i ا m) rg 

— — 

ALL PROGRAMS ARE SUITABLE FOR ISSUE 3 SPECTRUMS. DESPATCH WITHIN 48 HOURS 

SESS SE ЕЕ VARI pr AOD E100 
14 Western Avenue, Riddlesden,Keighle — | 

PLEASE DEDUCT 50p DISCOUNT ON 2nd AND SUBSEQUENT ITEMS ON YOUR ORDER 

> 
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SPECTRUM 

Tables and equations 
ОН Cox presents two programs for trigonometric tables 
and quadratic equations 

f you find Trig tables boring, here is a 
short program to bring them to life. 
Our old friends sine, cosine and tangent 

are shown in graphical form and the 
correct values given below. Watch out for 

the user defined graphic symbols А, B, С 
in lines 200, 210, 220, 290 and 320. These. 
turn into sin, cos and tan once the program 
has been run. 

You can input any angle in degrees or 

any of the inverse functions ASN, ACS, 
АТМ to obtain the appropriate answers 
and picture. 

Quadratic Equation 
This quick program will draw you a para- 
bola from a quadratic equation of your own 
choice. Simply input values A, B and C and 
presto, there's your curve. 

The values of A, B and C may then be 
re-entered and further curves drawn which 
enables the different effects of these con- 
stants to be observed. = 

450 RETURN 

10 REM serre 
* trigonometry + = 

+ ве n.H. COX + 
Ша REN Inskenterirserkeeeer REN 6113583 N со АЕН Set contre За CET НЕЩО LET v.89: LET B» зевокт + 
30 КЕМ Define G 28 GO sUB 205 38 REM Draw Axes 5 Circle 119 PAPER ©: BORDER ©; INK 7: C 

"за PLOT о 255,0: PLOT бо Beau а, а CCRGLE X 9 INPUT FLALH ii Angie, саз, 
58 са dê EDE A-a oe” : ЗЕ Agee She Неа THEN LET R-ÍNT (Ree 
237200 REN Calculate SIN COS TAN SEM QUADRATIC By B.H.cax © 

о LET R=AZB, * зе PRINT "OUADRATIE EOUN  y=A 
Oo LE S=73+SIN в: LET С-70+ СС ^2 X +С 

ТЕ" C20 THEN GO T6 ise: LET зе axes TPR. 28 BRaw ass,a 
PLST_X,Y: DRAW С,5 so ,0: DRAW @. іва PRINT Ат 1870; "Ang=";A; PAU ва Axes 

се AT 11,2;“-1"; AT 11,2 
rapnics: 5-8 с 
C, 0: PRINT AT 10-1! вт 12,3,":"; AT 12,28 528718. 42 BRIGHT 1: "A LAT s/a;"s тнт Н9Е ева кът Rie 3,15 вт гі 4: "base 200 

220 PLOT X+C,Y+5: DRAW е,-5: PR con 
INT BT-10,19*1NT be: INKS; BRI “ТӨ ehr BAT ай,әс“Сәз=с,тит ЧЕ 1 е ea têo A) a4! PAUSE 200, Sag Брет 88,0. DRAW 0,275 1 ВЕ 

REN Infinite Tan "ic ТЕ ста THEN GO To sse 1:3е;с Draw Tan вото OsTAN к T T6 127 Or x.Y: IF ABS T>67 THEN ix 102E ях inc 
BU те,т: PRINT ЯТ 10-INT 5 
;_INK 5; "©": во TO 330 © 4160 THEN PLOT 

баны 80887608 1551361 т y М 
PRINT AT «21 ANO T«O0).25;"C 

АТ 1,9;" 2i қ 8; "Tans ^ 
зо во то 105 

с. о 12е uen = А = 231 ngent Infi сововаттс EOUN — узвжитежбяк +С 
BETS 126 

е IN сесед „втн 1 *1ee 21810111°81н981818:5 
9181595 11000021.BIŅ 3 

„BIN 101110. вт 2010100 
ToBIN 14211011.8 4За DATA 6.126-.ван 11100902, 125 
‚BIN 101111121,BIN 10101101,BIN 1 1 8111101,0 sia 
440 FOR 1-е О 16 STEP в: FOR Н t ната 9^ READ N: PORE USR “A «Lc 1 MIN! NEXT Me NEXT OL 
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GAMES ТНАТ АНЕ 
HARD TO BEAT 

UNEXPANDED VIC 20 
4.99] Birds of F 
499 

NEW! 5 99 Е 
NEW: 5 99) 

99| Alie 

меми: 5 99] 219 
£599 
£599 

МЕМ/: 2 59 

Multisound Synthe £6.99] Spectra 
Martian Raide 

EXPANDED VIC 20 (3k. ВК 
Caterpillar NEW: 599 
Time De 
Moons of Jupite #799 

‚ADVENTURES FOR THE VIC 20 
МЕМИ 699 ВО 

е ar Triumpt 
Multisound Synthesiser 

22 

ELECTRON 
y МЕУИ: 99 

ashe NEW: 699 
ak МЕУИ: 699 

ввс 
" jel Bony] — МЕМИЕ699 

н jel Аогв £699 

99 

МЕМ: 99 
к МЕМ: 5 % 

12х81 

K NEW 
В K NEW: 4 99 
35 [16K NEW: 99 

к NEW i55 
DRAGON 

Attack МЕМ/:9 99 
МЕМ 999 

ibe NEW: $75 
— МЕМУ:999 

отс 
м МЕМ: 299 
ATARI 400 OR 800 

LYNX 
she NEWE999 

eter Craze NEW: 9% 

н 
s 

ATOM SMASHER for the unexpanded Vic 20 

i ea та) 103 SCORE HIOH 1121 — 
+ В 

POWER BLASTER for the unexpanded Vic 20 

(SCORE 201020 HI 23002 

won 

SPACE FORTRESS for the unexpanded Vi 

TOP PRICES PAID! 

DI TUA ЗОЕТШАКЕ 
Romik Software, 272 Argyll Avenue, Slough 511 4HE. 
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DRAGON 

Heads will roll 
C R McGinley demonstrates how a machine code routine 
can stop headings scrolling off the screen 

he auto scroll on the Dragon can be a 
bit of a problem when using List type 

displays; ie, any headings scroll off as well, 
This machine code routine scrolls the 
screen, but leaves the top two lines of the 
screen alone. 

It works by loading locations $167-$169 
with a Jump to the routine. These locations 
usually hold a ‘return’ being the location 
that the print routine jumps to after inputing 
a character. 

The assembly language listing with 

notes explains the routine. Some points of 
interest are: 
(1) PSHS A,X.Y, is needed to save the 
original condition of the registers to be 
used as the routine is reached by a JMP, 
and not a JSR, that does not save the 
registers. 
(2) Location $88 holds the next address 
for screen output 
(3) If scroll is needed, location 588 has to 
be loaded with the start of the second to 
last line to stop printing on the bottom line 

and therefore auto scrolling 
(4) PULS А.Х, Ү,РС restores the registers 
used to their original state. 
(5) No ATS is needed, as the program 
counter is pulled off the stack with the 
registers. The basic loader and demo 
program loads the code and executes it. It 
then goes into a demo program. Pressing 
the f key scrolls the screen, releasing it 
stops the scroll 
(6) Clear wil still clear the whole screen. 
(7) You can print to the top two lines using 
Print @ or alter a Clear. 
(8) Poke & H167 &H39 stops operation of 
routine. Роке & H167, &H7E starts it 
again. 

‘Once executed this routine works auto- 
matically and does not need to be exe- 
cuted every time you print to the screen. M 

20 'x*xxn^C ROUTINEXX*Xx* 

за CLEAR 288, 32708 :A=32701 

40 DATA’ ВЕ, ?Е, СЗ, ВЕ, 01,68, 86, 7E, B2, 01, 67 

39, 34,32, BE, 00, ВВ, BC, 05, EO, 25, 17, BE, 04, 
40,10,8E, 04,60, ^6, AO, 2,80, 10, BC, 06, 00,2 

5,F6, ВЕ, 05, са, BF, 00,88, 35, B2, F INI 

58 RERD As:IF As="FINI"THEN 68 ELSE POKE 

R,URLC"&H" *6$) 

55 A=A+1:60T0 58 

ва EXEC 32201 

100 ) ЖЖЖОЕМО РКОСЖЖЖЖЖ 

118 CLS:PRINT " address","value" :PRINT S 

TRING$(32, "-") 

120 FOR A=] TO 65535:PRINT A, РЕЕКСА) 
138 IF PEEK(341)=223 THEN NEXT A ELSE 13 

а 

7FBD ВЕФЕСЗ за LDX #$7FC9 LOADS LOCATION 
ЭЕС@ BF0168 40 STX 42168 4162-5169 WITH 
7FC3 867E se LDA #87E JUMP то MY 
2FCS 870167. . ва STA 0167 ROUTINE 
FCS 39 78 

7FC3 3432 ва PSHS A,X, Y SAVES ORIGONAL CONDITION 
OF REGISTERS 

ЭҒСВ BEOBBS 3e LOX #88 CHECKS FOR FULL 
2FCE @С@5Е@ 100 СПРХ #1504 SCREEN 
201 2512 118 BLO END END IF SCREEN NOT FULL 
7FD3 8E044@ 128 LOX 41088 
7FDO 1авЕодва 138 LDY #1120 SCROLLS THE SCREEN 
7FDA AGAB 140 @LOOP LDA „Tr EXCEPT FOR TOP THO LINES 
7FDC A780 ise STA „Хе 
7FDE тавсаваа 160 CnPY #1536 
7FE2 26F6 128 BNE _@LOOP 
7FE4 ВЕ@ЗС@ 188 LDX #1472 LOADS PRINT POSITION 

PIONTER _ 
7FE7 ВЕВО88 130 STR $88 WITH START OF 200 TO LAST 

LINE 
7FER 3582 200 GEND PULS A,X, Y, PC RESTORES REGISTERS TO 

ORIGONAL CONDITION 

AND RETURNS 
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for LYNX, DRAGON, SPECTRUM 
and ZX81 Software 

SULTAN'S MAZE by Christopher Hunt. Enter the 3D Maze in search ofthe Sutar's 
— but beware, your strength may run out. or you may come tace 1o ace win Me 
Mad Guardian” A UR ойу game wan аазы graphics and sound. Price (LYNX А DRAGON) £7.99. 
MONSTER MINE by Е MacGowan. Escape мәл ne mine win as much money as 
you can, but dont get closed in or caught by Ihe prowing monsters. An adactwe (Mache code game, win super graphic and save асу Price (LYNX A DRAGONI £7.95. Price (SPECTRUM & 2x81) £4.95, 
GOLF by Peto Alen. An excellent Basic program. ging you an 18 ойе course, with 

places” Sha col and олу aah or wit you ма Through t clam te lanasic treasures of 
The Cr е (DRAGON) E7 9 

—— — 
REVERSI. Pi your wis against the Lynx wih this easy to leam. yet extremely 
‘demanding boars game. Five sil veis, rom novice to grand master 
SNAKE. Guide the зано о the food, but watch out, he wil grow and must not eat he 
wan or wet 
PONTOON. An excelent implementation of a favourite card game in f союш ме sound Lynx в а mean Banker. Price (LYNX) £7.98. 
GEMPACK IV by W. E. MacGowan, Two great machine code games. wit ha colour 
graphs. In Ses Harrier "ispersing te clouds win chamica) bombs, but don! nt e ap! In Sub Chase you 
must dopin c M pack without being suna. Bein with cur veis of pay Mom ‘nay to kamikaze Prco (LYNX А DRAGON) £7.95, 

GEM SOFTWARE 
UNIT, THE MALTINOS, SAWBRIDGEWORTH, HERTS 

one: (0279) 723 
TRADE ENQUIRIES WEL ONE NG FOR DEALER PACK 

Christmas is Coming 
And so is: 

The 2nd Malvern 
Micro Fair 

qe Y9 th „WINTER GARDENS, 
MALVERN 

г M WORCESTERSHIRE 
"M AV C SATURDAY 

му ach NOVEMBER 12, 1983 
10 am—5 pm 

YOUR CHANCE TO 
SEE, COMPARE, DISCUSS AND BUY 

m HOME COMPUTERS LATEST SOFTWARE 
VIDEO GAMES @ ELECTRONIC KITS 

m TEACHING AIDS m BOOKS AND MAGAZINES 

I COMPUTER CLUBS в BRING AND BUY STAND 

SELF-SERVICE RESTAURANT AND LICENSED BAR 

It's going to bea 

Computer Christmas 
ADMISSION: 

ADULTS — £1.00 CHILDREN (UNDER 14 
OAPs) 50р 

SPECIAL RATES FOR GROUPS OF 10 OR MORE 
Details from: PERSONAL COMPUTER FAIRS 

WORCESTER 22659 

24 

DYNAMIC GAMES FOR 
YOUR ТІ 99/4А Hanau, 

n TI99/4A A GREAT BOOK OF 29 GAMES 
TO HELP YOU MAKE THE 
MOST OF YOUR TI 99/4A 
Now you can tum your TI 99/4A 
into a great games machine, and 
make it perform just as you hoped 
it would when you first bought it 
The games in this 160-page book 
include: MISSION VENUS; SUBMARINE 

ASTORNIA; AIR RAID; REVERSIOTHELLO; SPACE 
SURVIVAL; LIFE; SPACE RACE and STAR PATROL 
DYNAMIC GAMES FOR YOUR TI 99/4A was written 
by 17-year-old Scott Vincent, one of the UK's most 

standing young games programmer 
The book is available from book and compu 
ог order direct from us, 
m 

Interlace Publications, Dept. PC, INTERFACE 
Сети» Сена Bind London 'WBGE). PUBLICATIONS. 

lease send me a cop; 
| DYNAMIC GAMES Ton YOUR TI 99/4A. 1 enclose £4.95. 
phe 

Address 
L| 

EE erp pedi Il 

New from SUNSHINE 

Master your ZX 
Microdrive 

programs, machine code and 
networking by Andrew Pennell 
Master your ZX Microdrive contains all 
the information you will ever need to use 
the ZX Microdrive to the full. Clearly 
explained, with many examples, itis 
equally suitable for the relative newcomer 
to BASIC through to the experienced 
machine code programmer 
Andrew Pennell has also included a full database file handling 
program to let you put the ZX Microdrive to practical use 
with your Sinclair Spectrum. 
Look out for the Sunshine range in W.H. Smith's, Boots, John Menzies, 
other leading retail chains and through our national network of book 
shops and specialist stores. Dealer Enquiries: 01-437 4343 

ISBN 0 946408 19 X 

Please send me 
Z] Master your ZX Microdrive at £6.95 each 
l enclose cheque/postal order for £. made payable 
10: Sunshine Books: 12/13 Little Newport St.. London WC2 3LD. 
Or phone your order through on Access Mastercard 01-437 4343 
Nome 
Address 

We can normally deliver in 4/5 days. | 

POPULAR COMPUTING WEEKLY 
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DORIC COMPUTER SERVICES PRESENT 

ЇЇ THE ORACLE’S 
CAVE 

The Oracle's Cave is an exciting adventure game containing a unique blend of 
HIGH RESOLUTION ANIMATED GRAPHICS and text which has been 
designed especially for the 

| 48К SPECTRUM 
Из many features include: N EW 

е Continuously displayed high resolution graphics 
* Time limit of five ‘days’ on every adventure 

eu * Completely new cave layout, monster position and 
event sequence generated for every game 

W * All monsters, articles and locations depicted to a 
level of detail that pushes SPECTRUM graphics to the limit 

"THE CLOSEST YET TO A TRUE ANIMATED GRAPHIC ADVENTURE. 
EXCELLENT VALUE FOR МОМЕУ” Popular Computing Weekly 

AVAILABLE FROM W. H. SMITH, SELECTED Also available direct at £7.95 
BRANCHES OF and other (Postage and packing free) from. 
leading retailers ==7 DORIC COMPUTER SERVICES 
Trade enquiries welcome 3 THE OASIS 
Telephone 0533 314345 or GLENFIELD 

0533 543856 — LEICESTER LE3 80S 

PROGRAMMING AIDS 
AND 

LANGUAGES FROM... 

FOR COMMODORE VIC-20 AND 64! 
УРО52 BUTI PLUS - £39.95 Вос Programming Aid Command: УРО76 FORTH VIC - £24.95 А: above, but include 
PLUS Machine Code Monitor PLUS 3K Expansion! Basic aids include — — 
APPEND, AUTO, DELETE, DUMP. EDIT, FINI 
REPEAT, STEP, TRACE, UNNEW, VIC, and DEC to HE 
Commands - ASSEMBLE, DISASSEMBLE, CENTRONIC 
MEMORY, HUNT, REGISTER, PRINTED DISASSEMBLE, LOA 
EXECUTE, WALK CODE. SAVE, TRANSFER, EXIT 
VP074 MONITOR VIC - £19.95 - Monitor on its own C 
os above 
$5074 MONITOR 64 - £29.95 64 version. Commands 

sed in o mot rd with BK+ 

6, but includes ЗК expansion built-in 

сй 

features ASSEMBLE 

55076 FORTH 64 -£29.95 
compiles right down to m. 
special 
dictionary of c 
that you can de 
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ВВС & EDUCATION 

Bubbling under 
Michael Batty explains sorting procedures in the second of a 
three part series 

ast week we presented a program to 
raw perspective views of a house. The 

program transformed the original 3- 
dimensional object to a 2-dimensional 
screen image which, although useful for 
exploring the geometry of perspective, 
produced rather unrealistic pictures. Each 
plane of the object was plotted without 
eliminating lines which lay behind its visi- 
ble surfaces and thus the effect of depth 
created by the perspective was confused. 

Removing hidden lines is a major prob- 
lem in computer graphics, but it is made 
considerably easier where such lines can 
be covered up by ‘painting’ the object with 
blocks of colour. Here we will show such a 
technique which uses one of the classic 
sorting procedures of computer program- 
ming. 

‘An effective way of hiding unwanted 
lines involves plotting each plane of the 
object so that those furthest from the 
viewpoint are plotted first. As each plane is 
plotted, it is coloured in, and thus the last 
plane plotted will be nearest the viewpoint 
and will hide all the detail which is behind 
it 

The technique is very effective on sim. 
ple objects with few plane surfaces such 

as the house of last week, but it involves 
sorting the planes with respect 10 their 
distance from the viewpoint. Such a sort- 
ing procedure is referred to as a depth-sort 
and involves sorting so that the furthest 
plane is ranked first, the nearest last. 

Many sorting procedures exist, but 
perhaps the simplest and best known 
which works reasonably well on a small 
number of elements in a pile is known as a 
bubblesort. As the name suggests, ele- 
ments are sorted so that the largest 
‘bubble’ goes to the top, the next largest to 
the next place and so on. 

The algorithm works by systematically 
exchanging pairs of elements which are 
out-of-order. When the pile is entered and 
two elements out-ol-order encountered, 
these are exchanged. The search then 
moves back up the pile exchanging until 
the order is correct, and then re-enters Ihe 
pile at the next lowest level, to reorder 
those not dealt with so far. Details of one 
such sort are available in Roy Atherton's 
Structured Programming with BBC Basic 
(Ellis Horwood, 1983). 

The average distances of each plane 
from the viewpoint are calculated, these 
are bubblesorted, and the object then 

plotted plane by plane according to the 
new order. Each plane is plotted in black 
and its edges outlined in white. As the 
planes are built up, those nearer which 
overlap ones behind will hide the frame of 
the object, eventually leaving just the 
surfaces visible from the viewpoint. The 
sequence of planes plotted for the wire 
frame house of last week is shown in the 
figure. 

The form of the program is based on last 
week's except that Proctrame is replaced 
by Procsolid which accomplishes depth 
sort using Procdepth and Procsort. Two 
filling procedures are used to fill 4 and 5 
point planes respectively using the Plo185 
fill routine, and edging each plane in white. 
When you run the program, start with a 

view distance of about 1000, a screen 
distance of 500, and after each plane is 
plotted, press any key to continue. In this 
way, the picture will build up and hidden 
lines will be overplotted as the sequence in 
the adjacent figure shows. 

Explore various effects by altering the 
parameters of the viewpoint and systema- 
tically move around and over the house. 
We are now in a position to use this solid 
object as a building block for creating 
something more dramatic. The obvious 
thing to do with a house is to generate 
many of them to form streets. 

Next week we will conclude by showing 
how to do this, creating some interesting 
and evocative scenes = 

POPULAR COMPUTING WEEKLY 



ВВС & EDUCATION 

1@ 

2@ 
з@ 
40 
so 
60 
70 
ва 
90 

100 
110 
120 
130 
140 
150 
160 
170 
180 
190 
200 
210 
220 

REM Graphical Sorting based on Depth 
Sort 
REM (c)Michael Batty,October ‚1983 
MODEL 
DIM W(1,3) ,S (10,2) „РА (7,5) „МРЖ (7) 
DIM VC „МУ (7) „МУЖ(7) ,CZ C7) 
VDU19,0,2:05 19,1,4;0; 19,2,0; 0: 
VDU28,0,5,79,0: VDU24,0; 0; 1279; 830: 
NX-10: M47: VDU29 , 640; 400; 
COLOUR 128:8COL2,129 
CLS:CLB: COLOUR 2 
FOR I%=1 TO N% 

READ W(IZ,1),W(IX,2) ИСК, 5) 
NEXT 1% 

FOR I%=1 TO MX 
READ NPZ(IX):NEXT 1% 

FOR I%=1 TO MX 
FOR J%=1 TO NPAZCIX) 

READ P%(1%, 0%) 
NEXT J%:NEXT 1% 

FOR I%=1 то M 
READ C%(1%) :МЕХТ 1% 

INPUT TAB(1,1) "DISTANCE FROM VIEW", 
“RHO. 

230 

240 
250 
260 
270 

280 
290 
300 
310 
320 
330 
340 
350 
360 8 
370 
төй 
390 
400 
410 
420 
450 
440 
450 
460 
470 
480 

490 
500 
519 
520 

530 

540 
550 
560 
570 

INPUT TAB(1,2)"DISTANCE FROM SCREEN" 
„DIS 
INPUT TAB(1,2)"HORIZONTAL ANGIE", TH 
INPUT TAB(1,4) "VERTICAL ANGLE" „PH 
TH=RAD (TH) : PH=RAD (PH) : PROCSETUP 
REM Transforms and Plots Solid Obje 
cts 
REM Removing Hidden Lines 
FOR I%=1 TO NX 

PROCTRANS (1%) 
NEXT 1% 

PROCSOLID 
AA-GET:CLS:CLG:GOTO 220 
END. 
DEFPROCSETUP 
1=SIN(TH) :C1 C05 (TH) 
82=SIN (PH) :С2=С05 (PH) 
XR=RHO#S24C1 : YR=RHONS2NS1: ZR-RHOsCZ 
ENDPROC 
DEFPROCTRANS (1%) 
ХМ (1%, 1) 3 YSWCIR,2) s ZeW CIA, 2) 
хІ=-Хж51+үжСІ 
Ү1=-Х#С1#С2-Ү#51*#С2+1#52 
т1=-Х#582*%С1-Ү+52*51-7#С2+ЕНО. 
D-DIS/Z1:8 (IZ, 1) -D&X1:5(12,2) -DeY1 
ENDPROC 
REM Sorts Object Planes by Depth from 
REM Viewpoint using a Bubblesort Algo 
rithm 
DEFPROCSOL ID 
PROCDEPTH: PROCSORT 
FOR I TO MX 

IF CX(NVACIX))91 THEN PROCFILL1 (NV 
Gu 
IF EX(NVZCIX))-Q THEN PROCFILL2 (NU. 
(12) 
AA=BET 
NEXT 1% 

Емрекос 
DEFPROCDEPTH 

зва 
590 

410 
628 

640 
650 
660 
670 

490 
700 
710 
720 
730 
740 

768 
77а 
780 
799 
вов 
810 
820 
вза 
g40 
850 
868 
870 
880 
Bon 
200 
910 
920 
938 
940 
sso 
960 
370 
980 
990 
1900 
1010 
1020 
1030 
1040 
1050 
1060 
1070 
1080 
1090 

1100 
1118 
1120 
1150 
1140 
1158 
1160 
1170 
1180 
1190 

FOR 17=1 TO MA 
MCI) --ЕХР (50) = V (1% 
NVXCIX)-IX 
FOR J%=1 TO МР? (17) 

KA=PALIY,I%) 
DI=(W(K%, 1) -XR) ̂ 2: D2= (ики,2)- 
YR)^2 
D3=(W(K%,3)-ZR) ^2: D=SOR (01+02+05 
IF D»-V(IZ) THEN V(I%)=D 
IF Dé-VV(IX) THEN УМ(ТХ) =D 
NEXT ЈУ: МЕХТ 1% 

FOR I%=1 TO MX 
VOX) = (V(I) +уу‹1%))/2 
NEXT 1% 

ENDPROC 
DEFPROCSORT 
FOR I%=2 TO ми 

FOR J%=1% TO 2 STEP -1 
IF VtJ%<=V(9%-1) THEN GOTO 800 
TEV (ох) ЕМУ (2%) 
WO BV GT 1) 4 МУЎ (27) NVA (T4710 
V(GIX-1) Ti NV (ТО =F% 
NEXT J% 

NEXT 1% 
ENDPROC 
REM Plots and Fills Object Planes 
DEFPROCFILLI (1%) 
'GCOLO,2 
PROCMMOVE (1%, 1) : PROCMMOVE (1% ,2) 

"EXP (50) 

PROCMPLOT (1%,3) : PROCMMOVE (1%, 1) 
PROCMPLOT (1%, 4) : PROCLINE (1%) 
ENDPROC 
DEFPROCF ILL? (1%) 
GCOLO,2 
PROCMMOVE (1%, 1) : PROCMMOVE (1% 
PROCMPLOT (1% ,3) : PROCMMOVE (1%, 1) 
PROCMPLOT (17., 4) : PROCMPLOT (1% 
PROCLINE (ТЯ) 
ENDPROC 
DEFPROCMMOVE ( 1%, 3%) 
KAEPACI%, IZ) MOVE S(OL 1) ,8 00,22. 
ENDPROC 
DEFPROCMPLOT (17,27) 
KARP2 (17,7) i PLOTBS S (OX ,1) 6 
ENDPROC 
DEFPROCLINE (1%) 
GCOL@, 3: РКОСММОМЕ (1%, 1) 
FOR J%=2 TO МР, (1%) 
КРУС, JX): DRAW S(K%,1) ,S (04,2) 
NEXT JXrku-Pu IZ, 1) 

DRAW S(K%,1) ,S(K%,2) 
ENDPROC 
REM Coordinate,Point % Plane Data 
for House 
DATA 200,-200,-200, 200, -200,200 
рата 200,200,200, 200,200, -200 

m 

DATA -200.200,-202,-200,200,200 
DATA -200,-200,208,-200,-200,-200 
DATA 0,200 ,500.0,-200,300 
пата 4, 
пата 1,2,5, ,4,5,4,7,8 
DATA 4,3,9,6,5,1,2,10,7,0 
DATA 2,10,9,5,7,10, 9,6 
DATA 1,1,1,0,0,1,1 
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PROGRAMMING 

Play the numbers game 
Nigel Littlewood presents a simple quiz game for the unexpanded Vic20 

his is a simple number quiz for the ontally or diagonally. Program notes 
Vic20; all the user has to do is orientate There are four possible solutions to the 10-30 initialisation of variables and instructions 

the numbers опе to eight in the grid quiz, which the computer will test for. — — displayed on the screen. 310-416 — Number entry routine and correct sequ- 
Upon getting a correct solution, your өпсө check 

However, the numbers must be placed number of attempts will be displayed on E M a aar 
so that no consecutive numbers are together with the amount of time you 50; Gate statements lo poslloning of answers 
next to each other either vertically, horiz- took. —— — " 

сото 18 
ы TAA 
BY NIGEL LITTLEWOOD 
NUMBER QUIZ (C) 
DATE 15/7/83. 
нн +e 
10 Т1+="990800":51=36876 1РОКЕБ1+2, 15:POKESI+3,B:PRINTCHRSCHH "AN MAIT ® 
erea" 
11 PRINT" —— | 
12 PRINT"MM | НЕ OBJECTIVE OF THE GAME IS ТО ARRANGE THENUMBERS 1070 8 SO THAT"; | 
A Mus CONSECUTIVE NUMBERSARE NEXT TO EACH OTHEREITHER VERTICRLY, HOR-IZOH | 
T Ur 
15 PRINT"DIAGONALY OR IN REVERSE ORDER.":PRINT"MEANY KEY TO CONTINUE," 
38 GETR&:IFRS-""THEN3O 
48 PRINTCHR$C142) "7" 
100 PRINT"Aa NUMBER aurze be 

nM 

181 PRINT" — ⸗ 
204 PRINT" aM y 
288 PRINT" A B | 1 
218 PRINT" IXIXI " 
212 PRINT" See PR PE Й 
216 PRINT" BED Es. 
226 PRINT" IXIXINIXINM 
224 PRINT" ыыы ы " 
228 PRINT" G HI b 
232 PRINT" IXIXI 9. 
236 PRINT" FURST и 
248 PRINT" WNISQURRE " 
300 POKE198,0:POKES1,0:RESTORE :'FORC-1TO8  POKESG61, C 
310 GETF$: IFF$C"1"ORF$2"G"THEN310 
312 ACC=VALCFS) : RERDB: РОКЕВ, 48+ACC) :МЕХТС:М=И+1 : FORGE1TO4: L2: FOREZ1TOB: RERDK 
415 IF ACE)=KANDQCSTHENNEXT : 1Р1.=@ТНЕНЄ@Ө@ 
416 L=L+1: NEXT : IFL28RNDOCSTHENNEZT 
EI MM SURONGS" ; :РОКЕЅІ, 128: FORX=1T01598: NEXT : PRINT"INBENI тг" 
б! 

PRINT "MN — STHRT IS CORRECT" 
PRINT"MIT ТООК YOU"W "GUESSES" 
FRINT"YOUR TIME WAS i= XHOURS ";LEFTSCTIS$,25 
PRINT"XMINS ":MID$CTI$,3,2> 
PRINT"WSECS ";RIGHTSCTIS,25 
PRINT"XMOULD YOU LIKE TO TRY AND GET ANOTHER OF THE SOLOUTIONS." 
FORO=1T04 : POKES1-1, 288: FORY=1T0399 : NEXT :POKES1, 288: FORY=1T0398: NEXT 

— — 1,8:FÜRRzZ138T0254:POKES1,R:FORKe1TO40: NEXTK, R: POKES1,0 

НЕНЕ: 
Ture Tene iNT BYE FOR NOW !!":END 

DRTR?736, 7801, 7861, 7864, 7867, 7878, 7938, 7933 
710 ПАТА4,6,7,1,8,2,3,5,3,5,7,1,8,2,4,6,5,3,2,8,1,7,6,4,6,4,2,8,1,7,5,3 
усу бу ту су су сус ту а със © ©) б) ©) ке ке ке к бо ©) ©) © © © а= QOO G 9 LO О D. 
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FUERO 
Higu Level ДА FRIENDLY % 

| REAL TIME GAMES DESIGNER 



THE GAMES YOU IMAGINE 
BE THE GAMES YOU PLAY 

IGH LEVEL — requires no programming skills simply design the shapes, Е, 
you want, and will animate them inito the most amazing on-screen action you've éver ф 

seen. Choose any setting for your game, from mazes to outer space or sinister caverns, ^ 
— the only limit їз your imagination. 

(USERFRIENDLY — H.U.R.G. will lead you through a series 
Nu of easy to follow procedures, endiriy in the creation of a game that is as wild 

as your imagination! 
(REAL TIME — You can see exactly what 

lat all times. Every gamê has hundreds ofyariations, can change its 
features at any Чаю -Xau canspeedup the action, change the size of 
the characters ad ven make them more vicious — it's.all up to yous 

and ype сай see it ай on-screen immediately. 

(GAMES DESIGNER H.UR.G. enables youtalliasign and 
store theiguumea yolicteate on cassette ана ау them later 

usina НВС. ga the contro) progaamaltie the ono 
Frog Галл — 

Now yeu can create ай the arcade ottects on your 
that up until now have been avaliable te professional 

Each month ——G three prizes 
+ will be awarded every month Ф 
for the best games of the month q 

At the end, the best game will win 
а grand prize of £3,000 

ne 

==“ Melbourne House 
“wae б | 

НОА. will be officially released at the end of October. Get your order іп now, and reservi 

[| А44 through on our Be hour ansatore (01) 8887267. 



Ж = 

LÀ ele теў: 9 
e = L сив учи ы чу 

THE PYRAMID is anuarcade style game which has a very adventurous feel to it 
The Pyramid contains 120 chambersan 15 levels In order to get Iromone chamber to another 

you must fight off the indigenous Aliens fo collect an energised crystal which will neutralize the 
force пей guarding the two exits 

Ihe Ругайна i, inhabited by a tof of 60 wierd and exotic alien types, all of which are 
beautifully animated. You will meat a whole variety of demons, droids, sects and monsters, with a 
sprinkling of the more unusuak the extra terrestabiweezers, galactie strawberry, Cosmic Claw, 
mutant eye, plus а whole ost of entities that dely rational description, You will no doubt invent 
your own nicknames, 

You proceed to explore the Pyramid from top опот with the difficulty generally 
increasing with the depth of leyel Depending OM the choice ot exi fromegehg ehamber you are likely 
to have a different game every time you play 

Apart from the challenge of trying toy 
achieve the highest score possible the 
pyramid contains а number purzale to 
solve. The more chambers you 
successfully visit the more information, 
is gathered to enable you to discover 
the secret numbers of the pyramid. 
Ihe puzzle won't take You а 
few days to solve, it will 
probably take уона 
few months, 



JAWS REVENGE 
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ew 
elease 

£5.50 

TX MICROFAIR 
More Sinclair Computer 

games,goodies and presents 
than in Santa's grotto. 

sona wooa 

или OD SSVd LON OG 

GREAT TWO DAY SHOW 
AT ALLY PALLY 

DECEMBER 3rd & 4th 
The! s more to see, more to play with, more to 

that's NEW for Sinclair | 
TWO DAY 2Х MICROFAIR AT 

for yourself, 

Santa's Grotto! 
SATURDAY 3rd DECEMBER and SUNDAY 4th DECEMBER 1983 

ALEXANDRA PAVILION, ALEXANDRA PALACE, WOOD GREEN, LONDON N22. 
Open: Saturday 10am-6pm. Sunday 10 20om-4 30pm. 

Advance Tickets from: Mike Johnston, 71 Park Lane, Tottenham. London N17 OHG. 
Pres: Adults E1 Kids (оди 14) Sp. Partes ol i0 or more si 10% discount! — | 

Please make cheques payable to ZX MICRDFAIR and enclose S.A E. 

IM 

‘EXHIBITORS! Call Ма» Johnston now on 01:801 3172 for deal of space и this and future shows! 
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ment with any section 

QUILL «дао, vo hor 
THE QUILL 

amazing p 
which gives further 
Th 

Sutabl 

Write your own machine code adventures 

problems of your choice. Having tested your adventure you may aker and exper 

GIANT'S CASTLE £5.95 
by MIKE MEINECK 

A Junior Graphies Adventure 
port Ie case, ум Me weted Guardane and rescue the tar 
Damsel o gun a hero ¥ reward ‘QUALITY SOFTWARE FOR THE DRAGON 32 

71011 younger assisted) tng изт: 
— (customise general knowledge questonng) 

а а ые 

ine code which allows even the 
code adventures of superior 
knowledge of machine code 

‚m you may creste well over 200 locations, describe 
veen them. You may then fll them with objects and 

ture may be 
sve done so THE QUILL wil low 

h will vun independently of the main 
‚may to your friends 

with the greatest of eue А рәп formed 
completion. When 
ol your adventure hic 
you may give cop ‹ SO! роо ch)ل ی ا  

dane tis а —ا دیا ی  ood anon 
Be SPATE een en South Glamorgan 

aio eT үрен CH6SLE 
736369 )310446 available se £2.00. and THE QUILL inelf « £14.95. 

Dragon Dungeon 

FOR THE 48K SPECTRUM AT £14.95 

Our Software is now available from many computer shops 
nationwide, or direct from us by post or telephone. 

SAE for full details of our range. 

Dealer enquires welcome. 

TELEPHONE YOUR ORDER 
WITH 

DUUM ыы 

ANZ 

OSCAR THE OWL'S 
MATHS TEST £4.95 

yn. WESTWOOD 
Maths testing tor Primary School Chien. Complete tne sum on 
Orcas s овоме betore Lanne Ne Looper Сиера reaches 
ва —— 

BUGGED! £5.95 

The мне DragovCoto. ana- logue tc, win quaanteed ire 
— E19 8 per par, рон име 

— By ANDREW JEAVONS 
DRAGON (c The Tactical Arcade Game 
STICKS Wave after wave of killer BUGS, 

deadly BUG NESTS, crafty and 
homicidal INDY-BUGS and MASS 
MUTATION from Screen 21 on- 
wards! Survival impossible, but can 

Prevous agents n make It 
une А espionage missen long enough to bring back the 
Golden Ob, map of Zoren and a sample f he iest Zonen 
Laser Gun. Qut of lu on tanding. you deo have lo соле the 
— o geting ой не pant 

you make the BUG-BASHER HALL 
OF FAME? The only way to destroy 

MEOS EAS the little blighters is to roll the 
eure — EGGS on to them and squash ет! 

On-screen Scoring, Wave Data and 
Lives Left. ВЕ WARNED! Intelligent 
manoeuvring and lightning tactical 
decisions count for more in this 

Би Terran Securty rely ол you to 

game than pure arcade reflexes. 

THE CRYSTAL CHALICE £7.95 
By MIKE MEINECK 

An Aövancas Level Swords an Sorcery Adventure 
The Кап smashed the Chace and scattered the shards to the tour 
соте o the doomed Kingdon of Quorom Darkness and ei 
"ow od узу and s or spi Tanglewood has overgrown Ihe Mesiowpam 
Your Quest wi taka you tom the Black Lagoon, through the 
ungen of me К? se to he rambang Fand. Bt iren and cont wil bof be маите 
(Cue Sheet avatabie on request) 

MIDAS MAZE £5.95 
by MIKE MEINECK 

А Movement Game tor the Younger Player 
Al tnat gisters is not оой Оо! into по Devi s Kitchen where 
escape ands Pe ей o Power Рез and ep you Inger 
Grossen т te Good Fary heips you 

MATHS-TREK £5.95 
ue ив TREASURE TOMBE £7.95 

itr bach to bue tros не Baa нова iat aces е sand Kingon болем. you have o pror at a Space 

“CASH-FLOW £8.75 
ty AS, CLARK 

Money Management tor Home and Smal Businesses 
“CATALOGUE, SORT AND MAIL £8.75 
A Fling System. with Sorong and Mang Ust acies. Ринго. 
Conve and sates abe сиет 

“THE MANAGER £14.95 Сарап can nde hs mats. 
Fity sul eves and s branches ol maths selectable Sutabe tor 
56016 

Don your cha mas and craw down «to Мел з 90 chamber 
tom Campe I searen lot Aor теле Wares апос 
Goins Vampres and a hes of oer dungeon spawn awat 

Both ol me above vites presented as a dubi cassette package User inechy Manuals provided and Menv-drven 
(Avala Босне 1963] 

FOR DEALER AND WHOLESALE DISCOUNTS PHONE 0335 42639 
DRAGON DUNGEON, MILTON HOUSE, ST JOHN STREET, ASHBOURNE, DERBYSHIRE DE6 1GH 

‘Telephone: Май Order (0335) 42529. Retail Hours: 9.30 am io 5.30 pm. 
AVAILABLE AT GOOD SOFTWARE 

STORES OR BY MAIL ORDER. 
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Bit by bit 

COMMODORE 64 

Pete Gerrard guides you through the intricacies of hi-res 
graphics on the 64 

s you know, the screen display on your 
Commodore 64 is 40 columns wide, 

and 25 rows deep. Since each character 
space is made up of an eight pixel by eight 
pixel grid, this gives a maximum resolution 
0140 x 8) wide and (25 x В) deep, or 320 
by 200. 
To use the high resolution screen, 

obviously we are going to have to manipu- 
late every pixel on the screen, and deter- 
mine whether each pixel is to be turned on 
or off. On this depends the colour that will 
be displayed in that particular pixel loca- 
tion 
To keep track of this requires a lot of 

memory: 8,000 bytes for each screen 
display in fact, as we have to control 320 x 
200 pixels, or 64,000 of them! As there are 
eight bits in a byte, this gives us our figure 
of 8,000 bytes per screen. 

Basic versus Machine Code 
‘One drawback of using bit mapping trom 
Basic is that everything is so slow. With 
nearly ВК to control, this is hardly surpris- 
ing, and most of the work in bit mapping is 
best done from machine code. However, 
since delving into machine code straight 
away can be a little terrifying, we'll start 
with Basic, 
What we are attempting in this article is 

basically to transfer an 8K section of your 
computer's memory directly on to the 
screen, thereby determining whether each 
biton the screen is оп or off. 

Standard Bit Mapping 
As with all normal character displays on 
the screen, standard mode trades off 
colour in favour of greater resolution: the 
ful 320 by 200 in fact, but with only two 
colours per eight pixel by eight pixel grid, 
Bit map mode is turned on with the 
following command: 
Poke 53265, Peek (53265) OR32 

and turned off with: 
Poke 53265, Реок (53285) AND223 

Obviously we're going to have to get Ihe. 
information from somewhere, and for this 

well have to clear out a section of mem- 
огу. The usual area used is from memory 
location 8192 upwards, so to clear out our 
8K we must 
For! = 8192 To 8192 + 7999: Poke |0: Next 
Now we have to select some colours, 

and the colour displayed on the screen in 
this mode is determined not by the colour 
memory, but by the actual content of each 
screen memory location. The value Poked 
into a screen location produces the back- 
ground colour by using the lower four bits 
of the value, and the pixel colour from the 
Upper four bits. Thus each screen charac- 
ter space can have two colours in it, and 

throughout the зстееп ме can use any of 
the 16 colours. 

Before printing anything on the screen, 
we need to tell the screen where our bit 
map is stored, and this is done using: 
Poke 53272, Peek (53272) ORB 
which puts the bit map at locations 8192 
through to 16191 

If we don't tell the screen where to go 
though, interesting things happen! For 
instance, Poke 53265,59 will show the top 
пай of the screen containing the bit map 
for the first 4096 memory locations, and 
the bottom half the bit map from the 
character generator area. You can actually 
watch it all change up at the top, as page 
zero continues to monitor what's happen- 
ing. The following line: 
For! = 8192 To 8511 Step 8: Poke |, 255: Next! 

will now produce a hi-res line across the 
top of the screen, given that we are still 
looking at locations 8192 and above for 
our hi-res area. Or again 
For! = 1024 To 2023: Poke 1,4: Noxt! 
will produce a.purple hi-res screen. 

To determine whether any particular 
pixel is to be on or off, we will need to find it 
оп the screen, and the following formula 
will show you where any pixel is located, 
assuming we want it to be at X location 
horizontally, and Y location vertically: 
R= INT (VIB) find the row 
C=INT(XB) — find the character position 
L = YAND7 the line of that character position 
В-7- (XAND7) the bit of that byte 
Putting them alll together gives us the byte 
where any pixel with the co-ordinates X, Y 
is situated. 
Byte = 8192 + А+ 320 + С.8+ |. 

and to tum any X,Y co-ordinate bit on in 
that eight by eight space we: 
Poke Byte, Peek (Byte) Or (2 1o the power В) 

We will now use some of these ideas to 
get the 64 to draw a hi-res cos wave. 
5 POKE 53272, PEEK (53272) ORS 
7 POKE 53265, PEEK (53265) OR32 

10 FORI = 8192708192 + 7999: POKE 10: NEXT 
12 FORI = 1024 TO 2023 POKE Іл: NEXT | 
15 FORX - 070319 
20 Y = INT (100 + 80 « COS (X/10)) 
25 C = INT (X8) R = INT (Y/B): L = YAND7 
30 BYTE = 8192  R«32048«C«L 
40 B=7- XAND7) 
50 POKE BYTE, PEEK (BYTE) OR (210 the power B) 
60 NEXTX 
70 POKE 1024 л6ЕМО 

Multi-Colour Bit Mapping 
This is similar to multi-colour mode in 
ordinary graphics, in that we are allowed to 
have up to four colours per eight pixel by 
eight pixel grid, but we have to suffer a 
halving of the horizontal resolution avail- 
able, down to 160 by 200 pixeis. 

Again, we are using ап ВК section of 
memory, and our four colours are chosen 

from: screen background colour, register 
53281; character screen position, where 
the upper four bits give us one colour, the 
lower four another; colour memory. 
To turn multi-colour bit mapping on, we 

must: 

Poke 53265, Peek (53265) OR32: Poke 53270, Peek 
(53270) OR16. 

and to turn it off again: 
Poke 53265, Peek (53265) And 223: Poke 53270, 
Peek (53270) And 239 

Moving the Screen About 
It is possible to move the screen either 
horizontally or vertically in either direction, 
one pixel at a time. 
The 64 normally displays a screen that 

is 40 columns across and 25 rows down, 
but in order to scroll in either direction we 
can change this into a 38 by 24 display, in 
order to give the screen information 
somewhere to go to, and somewhere to 
come from. 

To get the 38 column screen display, we 
must enter: 

Poke 53270, Peek (53270) AND 247 

and to switch it off we must: 
Poke 53270, Péek (53270) ORB 

To get to a 24 row screen display, we must 
enter: 
Poke 53265, Peek (53265) AND 247 
and to go back to 25 rows again: 
Poke 53265, Peek (53265) ORB 

You will see the screen border expand and 
shrink accordingly, in order to accommo- 
date the screen manipulation, To scroll 
horizontally, we must: 
Роко 53270, (Peek (53270) AND 248) + Х 

where X is the screen position from 0 to 7, 
and to scroll vertically: 
Poke 53265, (Pook (53265) AND 248) + Y 
where Y is the Y position of the screen 
from 0 to 7. To illustrate these features, 
here are a few examples. 

Values in the range 24 to 31 actually 
control the vertical position of the charac- 
ters on the screen, so: 
Ford = 24 ТО 31: Роке 53265 J: Next J 

will set the screen moving downwards, 
leaving an empty space near the top. Poke 
53265,27 to get back to normal. 

To illustrate 24 column mode, type Poke 
53265,19, which cuts the top and bottom 
lines in Пай: this is the basis of all these 
scrolling operations. Switch to a 24 char- 
acter screen, move everything up slowly, 
then jump back to a 25 character screen 
again, and so on. 

Finally, to turn the screen off completely, 
type Poke 53265,11. Pokeing 53265 with 
27 always sets everything back to normal 
again, 

‘Obviously there is a lot to learn and | 
have found the best way to understand it 
all is just to play around, taking notes of 
everything you do and the results that 
follow. Next week we'll take a look at the 
other important graphics feature of the 
Commodore 64 — Sprites. = 
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SPECTRUM SOFTWARE 
SUPER SOFTWARE PACK: 25 super рор. rams for the 48K Spectrum — mace code. 
згсабе про games, adventures. dungeons 
and dragons, pues and bal ames nc ing Breakout (юл you through nne sh 
leves]. Sur Wars, Amazing 30 Mazes, 20 
нов and Crosses Corridors of Doom, Trap N. Housereak ad Yahtzee. А 25 on 
оле compendium pack 19.35 GAMES PACK 1: Four ‘super fast mach 
те ichon games — Specman рим 
Money bas aon те monster and mines, 
Snake By. сомеа gos on a small sand. Du be quick or ey ит bd. И e une Te. 

Waste PI your wis aganst me computer 
Standard game or ! you dare — 

Модда and Crosses. Smiles and Bat 
беу 16% 13. 
SPECMUNCH: Pacman at ts best. superior Tum, ни: ghosts. bonus graphical 
{rut on-screen «сола, smooth animation 
ей aps, deren еуез ог cary тшу mus and bon score (machine code of 
оше) Ток S 
BANDIT: Super rut mache win gr 
al mut, random Боб. есл мау nude 
gamble иди and reise spring res 
{machine code). 18 £8 

SPARTAN 
SM SOFTWARE EN 

z p» bon. 

хе“ Games 
ZX SPECTRUM 

ibi WKS ORIGINAL GAME 
100% M/C CODE 

FEATURES INCLUDE: PROGRESSIVE LEVELS 
SUICIDAL MUTANT BIRDS — EGGS ON PARACHUTES 
HATCHING HAWKS — LASER — MINES — MISSILES 
PACKED INTO 16K OR 48K SPECTRUM FOR ONLY £5.50 

ask Spectrum Bow! 
WATCH THE BOWLS SWERVE TOWARDS THE JACK IN THIS SUPER 
GRAPHICS SIMULATION, BUT HAVE YOU CHOSEN THE WEIGHT 
CORRECTLY ? — VALUE £5.00 

Bull Tables DELIGHTFUL 
EDUCATIONAL GAME. DO YOUR SUMS QUICKLY OR THE BULL WILL 
ESCAPE. ALSO NINE LIVES AND CANDYMAN — 5 YEARS TO GENIUS. 
£5.00 
SEE OUR GAMES AND MUCH MORE AT: 

POSI-TRON COMPUTING, ARCADE, LLANELLI 

DEALERS ENQUIRIES WELCOME 

STOCKISTS OF SINCLAIR, COMMODORE, OFFICIAL 
DEALERS FOR DRAGON AND THE NEW MEMOTECH 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE FIRST CLASS P&P 

SOFTWARE 
LYNX 

FROM BUS-TECH 
NEW RELEASE 

YNXVADERS by Mark De Gentile Williams 
100% M/C Arcade game. What more can be 
said about this all time classic? 87.000 

ROBORUN by С. J. Banks 
You are the last free robot on earth and it is 
your duty to free earth from the evil robot. You 
must climb six levels of the evil robots domain 
each with a different hazard. £6.00 O 
INCLUDED FREE WITH EACH ORDER are two short utility's 
which will assist any would-be games programmers, 
1. The first is called "KEY gives direct access to arrow keys. 
2. The second called GPI, allows smooth and fine movement of 
а small graphics shape. Both of these utilities can be used within 
a basic or MIC code programme. 
Name. 
Address. 

Prices include p&p cheques or P/O made payable to: BUS- 
TECH, 19 Landport Terrace, Portsmouth, Hants. PO12RG. 
Dealer enquiries welcome. 
Delivery guaranteed within 21 days or money back. 
Please send SAE for Full Software list. 

from LOTUS 
SOFT 
# 

LORD HARRY & 
LADY HARRIET 

ANOTHER 100% M/C CODE ORI- 
GINAL GAME. SPECIAL FEATURES 
INCLUDE: ANIMATED CARTOON 
GRAPHICS, TRAPPED IN YOUR 
BEST FRIEND'S GARDEN, YOU 
MUST FIND THE EXIT. BEWARE OF 
THE LETHAL PUDDLES AND VI- 
CIOUS GUARD DOGS. 16K OR 48K. 

FOR ONLY £5.00 

5 

DEALER 
INQUIRIES 
WELCOME 

CHEQUE/PO TO 
LOTUS-SOFT 

43 Maes Road, 
Llangennech, 

Llanelli, Dyfed, SA14 BUH 
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| Open Forum is for you to publish your programs and ideas. Take care 
that the listings you send in are all bug-free. Your documentation 
should start with a genera 
and then give some detail of how the program is constructed. We will 
pay the Program of the Week double our new fee of £6 for each program 
published. 

Nasty Ned 
on Spectrum 

| description of the program and what it does 

falling bombs before they hit the ground 
and explode, using a bucket of water, held 
by your bomb experts! 

You have three lives to catch as many 

gets nastier and rips off part of the bank 
giving you less time to intercept the falling 
bombs! 

Run 100 before playing, to initialise the 
UDGs. 

The object of this game is to catch the bombs as possible, but every so often Ned 

Program Notes 
1-50 Select instructions 
100-180 Виа UDG set 
170-240 Initialise variables + Build Bank and Score 

Table 
250-290 Movement Routine 
300 Increase Level 
400-420 Player Killed Routine 
500-540 Instructions 

REM 
REM 
РЕМ я 
REM 
REM 
LET hi=® 

A Nasteu Ned в 
Mart 

BORDER 7. PAPER 7: BRIGHT С 
< GUER @: INVERSE O: FLAS 

PRINT AT 2,8," Naste 
ат 1,10; OVER 3:7 - 

16.28.19 
DATA 0.9.0, 255.255 
DATA #4,24:в:56, 206, 

(AND #E + LET ati 
ati.2)¢a THEN LE 

187 IE afi.2 516 THEN LET 215.2 
2) THEN LET 

ч 

Beene Dr 
ан OR 

п мыл“. » 

CHEN LET - 
2:8 # 
„в ei 
Rol ГЕТ В 
D То Bee 
ЕР IF 813,1) 50 THEN PRINT BT > (112,243.25; INK а; "a". LET b &-citevel«d AND ath aiolevels ND prid 
56 213 2) 2216 THEN BEES б та ав Е: E 
se shi 7e HT IN 

Tt 
вт е "ое! Vina 14, 
в ве en 
250 LEN r9 8.TReEB 
ЕТУ I ers BM 
RTT MEAT 25e HEXT Че 
See CLS "pri ; INK 2,"Med 

ВЕЕР 21, 
2; BEEP 4,3 eisleversa 
tevet ta AND 
M Eo ят AT AZ ME т T 1; IMM З;М m — 

BEEP .e. HS FoR Z d 
1),2t2,2) чү элеме 3437 dr 
evel+s AND BR INT AT 16,е 12, 

BE 1.2 5 
БЕР .5,è "а4 
iie PRINT BT 19,6; BRICHT 1; Fi ASB 1; INK 6; “GAME. QUER 
420 ВЕЕР .1,@: BEEP .2, се 

21,8: BERD". 24 Aus 
Е de: CLS 
500 BORDER 6: PAPER в в RIGHT 1: CLS : PRINT вт ав. ^а H 
stes Neg ЯТ ат 0,10; OUER 4; 5 — 

-S10 PRINT "^" ^ Nastey Med has escaped trop Prison and has Та ken over the bank , from which S he as dropping bombs ! 
bsn ‘Your task 
any bombs as you can 

"diffussins' buc 
2 39 pts. per bo 
© have З Lives to d 

. By the way , Ned 
ier the more bómbs 

THEN 60 TO 16 
со то 5 

Nasty Ned 
by M Bullen 
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TEXAS Tio94A - TOWN NATHAN 
HOME COMPUTERS, SOFTWARE, BOARD 

NEW FROM LINCO DATA GAMES, ROLE PLAYING GAMES AND BOOKS 

WEST YORKSHIRE'S ADVENTURE No 1 
HANGMAN LOCAL COMPUTER SHOPS 

HOME ACCOUNTS 
ADDRESS BOOK MORLEY — DRAGON BYTE 

OPTICAL ILLUSIONS M 
Tel: 0532 522690 ALL AT £4.50 EACH INC p&p —— LAST CHANCE 
T0 Ash Roa 

SPECIAL OFFER бойо 
BUY ANY TWO AND ВЕСЕМЕ — 

OPTICAL ILLUSIONS Te 
Lee 

FREE Те 0532 641855 
We're worth a visit because: 
* We've probably the best range of software in the North — and 

жете improving ай the time. 3 
We ve a growing range o! computers, peripherals, upgrades SEND CHEQUES AND POs TO —— 
We've the biggest range of Citadel figures for leagues around. 

LINCO DATA We've board and adventure games for all ages from TSR, 
Games Workshop, Avalon Hill, Victory Games, GDW, Yaquin: 

30 BROWN CRESCENT, SUTTON-IN-ASHFIELD A Use Мае SO neta PER 
NOTTINGHAM NG17 4'^GY able programs. Give us a call. 

INTRODUCING 
И you've ever been killed by the evil goblin, flamed by a 
dragon or tumed to stone by a wizard, then Micro 
Adventurer is the magazine for you. Each issue is packed 
with stimulating features, such as advice on how lo write 
your own adventures, reviews of the latest games, help for 
those in need and adventures to type in and play 

‘And И you want to make the most о! your Commodore 
computer, you need Commodore Horizons. Each issue 
features: competitions with £200 in prizes, pages of 
program listings, in-depth hardware evaluations and re- 
views of the latest software. 

Micro Adventurer will be launched in October, followed by 
‘Commodore Horizons in November. And you can get your 
first copy tree by subscribing now. For only £10, 13 issues 
of either magazine will be mailed to you direct — the 
normal rate is £10 for a year's subscription (12 issues). 

OUT NOW! 1ST ISSUE ON SALE NOVEMBER 10th! 

Fillin this form and send it to Micro Adventurer, Fill in this form and send it to Commodore Horizons, 
Subscription Department, 12/13 Little Newport Street, Subscription Department, 12/13 Little Newport Street, 
London WC2R З.О — along with a cheque or postal London WC2R 3LD — along with a cheque or postal 
order made payable to Micro Adventurer. The special UK order made payable to Commodore Horizons. The 
subscription rate is £10 for 13 issues, overseas it is £16. Special UK subscription rate is £10 for 13 issues, overseas 

itis £16. 
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ORIC 1 
VIC20 SPEECH SYNTHESISER 

E Ur mens AND JOYSTICK PORT 
3K, 16K, 24K, BLOCK 5 ONLY 

£49.95 inc. VAT N : £6 7 P&P&VAT 

* INC. SOFTWARE + 

JSSENUCHABEETOSK REVOLUTIONARY ORIC APPROVED 
£34.95 inc var CONCEPT IN COMPUTER GAMES 

: io, CONTROL 
16K STANDARD Potential 400 words with PLAIN English speech 

ATARI-type joystick compatibility 
Ф Selectable addressing ФӘ Hi-Fi Output £27.95 inc. vat © Fu supporing sofware included 

All 2 Add £1 P&P. 'OTHER PRODUCTS: 
I units guaranteed 2 years. RS 232 INTERFACE (inc. s/w) £31.50 Overseas orders add £3 P&P 

Telephone your Access or Visa card number for despatch by RS 232 SWITCH (inc. s/w) from £32.00 
Tetum post, or send your cheque POS to: RUNE LORD Adventure Game $7.50 

All plus VAT and P&P 

RAM ELECTRONICS — DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME — 

(FLEET) LTD TEL: (0792) 844465 EN 
SEND CHEQUE FOR £79.35 to: 

106 FLEET ROAD, FLEET, HANTS GU13 8PA imn ae MODULAR CONCEPT 
Callers welcome Monday to Saturday 

Най-дау Wednesday. Trade enquiries welcome FREEPOST, SWANSEA 

SOFTWARE FOR THE DRAGON 
а! machine code 

DITOR ASSEMBLER + DISASSEMBLER 
MONITOR 

см2) 
2 Glensdale Street Leeds LS9 922 ALL ORDE D BY 
RETURN 

7.95 
AVAILABLE FROM SPECTRU! 

J. MORRISON (MICROS 
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OPEN FORUM 
—— 

Percentage Rate 
on Dragon 

When a sum of money (PV) is repaid by 
n monthly instalments of P, at monthly 

interest i, the variables are related like this: 

espe 
120+0 

If all these are known except the interest 
rate, you cannot rearrange the equation so 
that the unknown, i, appears on one side 
only. The program finds the equivalent 
annual rate by trial and error. Readers with 
a building society mortgage will know that 
societies have an idiosyncratic way of 

applying their notional rate. It is interesting 
to see what your ‘true’ mortgage rate is! 

Prògram notes 
Sets а starting point for annual rate and 
trial diference. 
Convert APR into monthly (decimal) rate. 
Test the expression against the known 
value of P and adjusts rate accordingly. 

60-90 
100-130 

1 
2 
18 
E 
3e 
4а 
за 
һа 
74 

PROGRAM TO ЕТ 
"PETER STORY 
съв 
INPUT 
INPUT 
INPUT 
I=15:DIFF=15 
11=1/100 
1281+11 

BH J3=12^ 1712) 
Ju 14#13-1 

ND A.P.R. 

"TYPE THE MONTHLY INSTALMENT" JP 
"TYPE THE TOTAL BORROWED" i PY 
"TYPE THE NUMBER OF MONTHS";N 

188 Pl1sPVXI4^/C1-I3^(-7N2) 
i16 IF Р1-Р<0.0001 AND Р1-Р>-0.0001 THEN PRINT I:STOP 
120 IF Р1<Р THEN PRINT 1)Р1)Р:1е1+01ЕЕ" ОТЕЕФОТЕЕ 2, GOTOGO 
136 IF P1>P THEN PRINT I;P1/P:I=I-DIFF:DIFF=DIFF/2: GOTOGO 

Percentage Rate 
by Peter Story 

7 Disables the Commodore koy 30000 Instructions 
D instructions? 

Apple Munch Tes Нора Variables 
m Vi. 19010 Ses me o © Checks for crash and player using ammo This game will run on the unexpanded Vic. 1 i 

The program uses user defined graphics 180210 Key press check ш — 
— | ants oan ba jet OU — — x seen 
Program notes 10000 Failed Ts Internal clock 
04 Roms 20000 Player stuck NB. Maximum for crashes and ammo is tive 

a ВЕМ PHILIP BIDWELL, 120 Я=7680:В=8175:С=30720:1=38895 
1 REM 20, НОЦОН LANE, 138 POKER, 2: РОКЕН+С,5 
2 REM LEYLAND, 140 РОКЕВ,1: РОКЕВ+С,2 
3 REM — LRNCS. 158 TI$=" 000000" 
4 REM PRS 150. 168 GETAS aenta HENTER 
5 ЕЕ P 
6 PO 78,15 
7 PRINTCHRS (8) 
8 POKES6879, 27 
Э PRINT" К e "IHENV-S 
18 PRINT"DO YOU WISH TO SEE THE INST — 220 ОНУбОБивзав, 400,500, 600, 20000 
RUCTTONSCH/N 238 IFPEEK(A)=1THENGOTO1808 
11 PRINT 248 6070168 
12 INPUTY: 300 ТЕРЕЕК«В-22) + ТНЕНВОЗУВВЕВ 
13 IFr$= VT THENGOSUBS задав 318 POKEB, 3: D=D-22: В=В-22:РОКЕр, 1 
14 PRINT" 320 POKEB: 1:РОКЕР, 2: 605082000: RETURN 
15 POKES6869, 255 488 IFPEEK(B-1)=GTHENGUSUBS@G : RETURN 
25 POKES2, 24 : POKES , 28: CLR 418 POKEB, 3: В<В-1:0-0-1 
38 FORI=1T032:READA:POKE?167+1,R:NEXT 420 0070329 
48 DATAZ55, 255,255,255, 255,255,255,255 568 IFPEEKC(B*12-0THENGOSUEEOÉ : RETURN 
58 DATASG. 126, 90, 126,68, 36, 102,8 518 FOKEB.3: B=B+1 :D=D+1: 6010326 
60 DATAS 16, 124, 250,242,246, 124,56 баа G-G*1: IFF>1 THENRETURN : O=0+1 : РОКЕЗЕВ 
65 DATRB.8,9,8.0,0,8,0 78, 15: FORI=179T0248STEP3: POKES6876, 1: МЕ. 
56 PRINT" XFMEEEREEEEECEEEI XT I 
79 FÜRI=1T0258:POKE36376: 208: РОКТ-11015 681 РОКЕВ-22,32:РОКЕВ-22,3 
NEXT : FOKE36376,0 610 POKE36876,0 

80 LETG-INTCRNDCI2&S060*1 —— 808 POKE36877 ‚225: FORI=15TO@STEP-. 7 :РОК 
эй POKE7688+0,8: POKE?6SU+N+30728. а ES6878,I 
188 NEXT E -4 818 РОКИ=1Т099:МЕХТИ, I: POKES6E7 7,0: POKE 
118 ЕОК1<8164108185:РОКЕТ, 32: Е0К1-8164 36878, :0=0+1 : IFO=>STHENGOTU10000: RETUF 
1708185: РОКЕТ, 3: NEXT н 
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OPEN FORUM 

899 GOTO 168 
en POKE36869.24@:PRINT" ORWELL DONE! 

SUCCESSFULLY MUNCHED THE AP 

(TIS? 
PRINT"& TOOK JUST ",5; 

PRINT: PRINT 
FRINT"DO YOU WISH TO PLAY 

“UNITS OF TI 

AGAIN?" 
GETR$: IFR$=" " THEN1046 

"v THENRUN 
"N"THENFOÜKE368?9, 27 

РОКЕЗ6878, 15:ҒОРР=17019:РОКЕЗ6876, 
185:NEXT 78,8:RETURN 
10000 РОКЕЗ686Э, 246 PRINT "BML 

PRINT" 

10010 FRINT"I^M VERY SORRY BUT YOUUSED 
UF ALL YOUR AMMO OR CRASHED TOO MANY 
TIMES. " 

PRINT" 
050701029 
РОКЕЗЄ869, 248 POKES6879, 25 PRINT" 

FOKE36878, 15 
20020 K$-"TOUGH LUCK!) BET YOU THOUGHT 
ІТ WAS GOING ТО BE EASY DIDNT YOU." 
20030 FORI=1TOLENCKS) 

20646 LS=NIDSCKS, I, 13: IFL$=" "ТНЕМ20070 
20050 PRINT С"; 

aea РОКЕЗЕВ?5,235 ҒОКН=1Т020: NEXT 
E36875,8: FORH=17018- NEXT 
20070 РЕТНТ $: ‘NEXT 
20080 PRINT" Sats" 
20090 GOTO1G26 
30000 РКТНТ ПА APPLE MUNCH" 
30816 PRINT" —— REN 
30020 FRINT"THE OBJECT OF THE GHMEIS TU 
TRY TO EAT THE JUICY APPLE RT THE TOP"; 
30038 PRINT"LEFT OF THE SCREEN. IF YOU Е 
IND THAT AN OBSTRUCTIONS IS" 
30040 PRINT"ELOCKING YOUR PATH THEN 

РОК 

GET RID OF IT BY PRESSING ^*^" 
30056 PRINT" SMOVEMENT i=" 
30060 PRINT"E" 
30676 PRINT" Ж 18-0Р WON-RIGHI" 

PRINT"M" 
PRINT"SCE-LEFT ae STUCK" 
PRINT"M PRESS A KEY TO PLAY" 
GETVV$: IFVY$=""THENSB110 
RETURN 
REMCC) Р. BIDWELL 

3 КЕМ##ТНЕ  EHDW* 

Apple Munch 
by Philip Bidwell 

Refraction 

on Spectrum 

Andrew Thompson's program for the re- 

fraction of light (PCW 30 June - 6 July) 
inspired this program. This particular ver- 
sion draws the interface between the two 
media (lines 210 and 220), the normal to 
the surface (lines 230 to 250), the incident 
ray (lines 260 and 270), the refracted ray 

(lines 280 and 290), marks them in with 
arcs (lines 300 10 330) and labels them 
(lines 340 and 350). 

Il is a simple matter to colour the 
different rays in order to make them easily 
distinguishable. 

REFRRACT- 
ION OF 
LIGHT 

10 REN REFRACTION 
20 PRINT "IN THE FOLLOUING ENT 

ER N,I AND В” 
за PAUSE Seo 
$9 Ls 

PRINT "ENTER © FOR THE UNKN 
oun VALUE 

SE seo 
ЕВЕ 

“INPUT REFRACTIVE IND 
t N 
se CLS 

106 PRINT “INPUT ANGLE OF INCID 
ENCE”: INPUT I 
119 CLS 
330 PRINT- "INPUT ANGLE OF REFRA 

R 

ze 

„170 ТР N=@ THEN LET м=‹зїм H/C 
ise" ie r-e THEN LET I=ASN (Маг 
1288 IF R=@ THEN LET R=ASN (SIN 
210 PLOT 9,87 
220 DRAY 255,0 
230 FOR z250 To 125 STEP 5 
246 PLOT 127,2 
259 NEXT Z 
256? PLOT 127,87 
ате DRAW -50+51м I,50#C0S І 
25а PLOT 127,87 
за DRAW SO*$IN R,-8@+C0S R 
See PLOT 127,117 

„919 DRA -SO45IN т,-згж‹1-соз І 
$88 PLOT 127,57 

4,936 DRAW SO4SIN n,ses(i-cos R), 
34a NT AT S.INT ((127-21451N PRII 
I} 31/2551; 7 
350 PRINT AT, larger 

NUR) #517298) 5 
тт аборт 

358 LET A-asıserpr 
368 PRINT AT 185,8; "м 
390 PRINT AT 19,0;"I 
зде PRINT ST 20,0;"R 

((127+2745I 

Refraction 
by Graham Young 
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——— PASCAL ae 
DEVPAC 

Quality ZX SPECTRUM’ Software 
HISOFT PASCAL 4T 

Usg he 
"ha в a very impressive product . 0 bene o any Spectrum programmer, ~ Dawa 
Bonon 2X COMPUTING Aug Sept 1983 
Just Мо comments Нот lui length reviews of our poweu and vrtualy ня implementation of Standard Pascal The advantages of using Pascal are wed OWN — 
a. sl-doumanlıng, and above al, svetured programe ard now. win (мол Pascal 
you сал reap ai these benets on a wide range of home computers, ncu3eg e 48K 
сат Spectrum! Mison Pascal produces programs at un typical 40 times laser an 
aller ZX BASIC rans ta soe up m ate 
Heson Pascal supporta DO. WHILE... DO. REPEAT. UNTIL. CASE... OF 
MEGERE REALS Crarecies, RECORDS. POINTERS ЗЕТ». ARRAYS в «с. "s not a Tiny Pascal but a vital АЛ plementaton of me language alow ta user 1 
енор true перем language siiis ирде ananing execution speed cioe 1o ‘machine code Complete win a То-раде manual 

HISOFT DEVPAC 3 
DEVPAC is most ҺР recommended. The documentaton is frst class. Your 

Computer May 1983 "f you we programs in machine code, buy DEVPAC - it me best curent onthe 
market. Adam белл, 2X SOFT in Which Mero September 1963 
Two comments ол reviews of varter versions of DEVPAC — now we have DEVPAC 3 ara pow 280 ana win солов esent ater тол tape е large code Nes). ORG. EGU. DEFB. DEFS. DEFW. DEFM, 

act all you need for tast (3.000 ines per minute) and power 
‘dovant stop there’ DEVPAC 3 aso moldes an гелеве 

extensiva debugging а your machine-coge program. including snge-steppng programs 
EVEN with DEVPAC 3 
Prices 
Mison Pascal 47 (ZX SPECTRUM) £25 Inclusive 

«STOP PRESSe ө Hiso Pascal Ке ne SPECTRUM now comes complete win a 
Tunia Graphs package mowing fast and easy producton ol comples raphe оао 

13 Gooseacre, — 
оди иши в COT OSR 

Ta: (0296) 868995, 

^ WIN 

THE 

qr "* POOLS? 
SPECTADRAW 2 — THE BEST SELLING 
POOLS PREDICTION PROGRAM 
FOR THE 48K ZX SPECTRUM 
The program looks at the recent form of the teams playing in each 
week's English and Scottish football league matches and then 
refers to a large database to see what has happened in the past 
when teams with similar form met. By combining the lessons 
learnt from the past with the teams’ current league position, the 
program generates a draw probability factor for each match. It сап 
then identify the matches which are likely to yield draws and 
output suitable predictions. It will also output the least likely draws 
for the benefit of those who prefer the fixed odds limes on 
coupons. 
Program, 8000 match database (both on high quality 
cassette) and instruction manual £12.95 inclusive. 
NEW!!! SPECTASORT — 
THE PERM GENERATION PROGRAM 
Spectasort takes the 14 most likely and 10 least likely draw 
predictions and produces ten 8 from 10 full over perms, enabling 
you to complete your pools coupon directly from the screen. The 
program will run on its own in 16K, using your own predictions, or 
has the unique feature of being able to merge with 
SPECTADRAW 2 1o provide а complete Pools Prediction 
package! 
Spectasort program on high quality cassette £4.95 inclusive. 

(Chequest/POs payable to B.S. McAlley) 

SPECTADRAW 
1 Cowleaze, Chinnor, Oxford OX9 4TD 

= e HISOFT_ © d 

ABACUS SOFTWARE-UF-LIMTED. 
21 UNION STREET R YT TOM.Nr,BURY LANCS. 

= 
| £5.00 - 

EDUCATION 

DOMNATES THE MERO MARKET 

£6.50 
Tel, BOLTON 383839 _ 

GENEROUS DEALER DISCOUNTS 
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J. P. MAGNETICS LTD. 
QUALITY COMPUTER 
LENGTH CASSETTES 

AVAILABLE 

19 x 10 C15s 
£4.50 (+ 50p p&p) 

(Cash with order) 

We are specialists in the supply of bulk 
Custom-wound Audio/Computer cassettes 

TRADE AND EDUCATIONAL 
enquiries welcome 

Duplication facilities available 
Competitive rates 

Price list available on request 

UNIT 4, 7 MARY STREET 
BRADFORD BD4 8SW 

Tel: (0274) 731 651 
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‘Snake is a two player game written for the 
Lynx, The instructions are included in the 
program. Note that if you reverse direction, 
doubling back on yourself, then you hit 
your own tail and lose the round. The 

you have, the better. The number of points 
gained depends on the time taken to crash 
into something, so the sooner you can 
force your opponent to crash, the more 
points you gain. 

If you wish to move diagonally, then 
press and hold down two keys together. 
This works because the program reads the 
keyboard by means of the inp function, as 

key presses to be detected. 
The procedure which is probably of most 

interest to users is Proc point . It finds the 
colour of the point with co-ordinates (x, y) 
and returns this value in variable c. 

It works by calling Rom routines to read 
the three colour banks comprising the 
Screens тетогу, and combining the con- 
tents of these banks to obtain the colour 

‘scoring system is such that the less points Кеуч and KeyS do not allow multiple number. 

100 PROC INSTR 670 LET ere 
110 REPEAT 668 ENDPROC 
120 LET Ge, 690 DEFPROC SETUP 
130 REPEAT 708 INDO 3,123, 15,245 Or 
140 РОС SETUP 710 UDU 2,MAGENTA, 4, 2, GREEN, 23,30 
150 MHILE deGREEN AND e-GREEN 720 FOR в:1 TO 22 
160 PROC MOVE 730 PRINT 
178 PROC DIRECTION 748 NEXT в 
180 PROC INCR 758 LET 1-0 
190 PROC CHECK LET 
200 ыо LET 
210 ВЕЕР 2000, 100,63 m 
220 LET незаве DIU t » DOT 
230 IF d=GREEN THEN LET Wel, кв. 
240 ELSE LET цезуеоен Dor Ris 
250 INK BLACK LET н:ё,к=-1 
200 PRINT € 12,30;"Plaver vine LET Хед, Y=1 
no LET d»GREEN, eed 

270 PRINT 9 29,516; 9 8,530: UDU |,BLRCK, 2, MAGENTA 
280 PAUSE 30000 PRINT @ 3,55"Player 1: “бу TAB 20; 
290 UNTIL G»99 OR 0989 Player 2: "u; 
300 ВЕЕР 2002, 2007H, 63 670 ENDPROC 
310 PRINT @ 3,455"Player "Hi" 1а the вее DEFPROC INSTR 
Svaret! winner ti 890 WINDOW 3, 123,5245 
320 PAUSE 50000 зге TEXT 
330 UNTIL FALSE эте PRINT TAB 17уснев C24) "БНАКЕ усне 2 
348 DEFPROC MOVE 5); 
350 INK RED 320 INK BLUE 
эбе DOT A,B Эзе PROTECT YELLOW 
370 INK YELLOW 940 PRINT @ 9,35;"The object of the sam 
380 DOT EF е 18 to surround. 
398 DOT Е'1,ғ 950 PRINT “your opponents forcing him to 
402 INK BLUE nit your“ 
41e DOT P,O 960 PRINT "tail, hia taii or the border. 
420 INK CYAN 
аза DOT Tl 370 PROTECT BLACK 
ase DOT Tenu 980 уби 1,RED,31 
450 BEEP 74,10,63 зэв PRINT TAB 15;"CONTROLS:" 
ава ENDPROC 1008 VOU 1, FELLOW, 31 
470 DEFPROC DIRECTION 1010 PRINT "PLAYER 1: 
480 LET JH =K, Nex, 2# 1020 PRINT “Cursor Som, Lett" 
аза LET H=INTCCNOTCINP(KA@8@) BNAND LOO! 1030 PRINT "Cursor up... Right 
©) L002 1040 PRINT "$............Ш 
0) 010 100209) 1050 PRINT *2............Doun 
500 LET KeINTC(NOTCINPCAO280) BNAND 8) D 1960 UDU 1,схан, 31 
IU 8)-(NOTLINP(&0280) внано 4001) DIU & 1070 PRINT "PLAYER 2: 
00107 1860 PRINT "Cursor leit..Lel 
518 LET X=INTCCHOTCINECRO9EO) BNAND Lee? 1090 PRINT “Cursor risht.Risht 
ә) DIU &0020-CNOTLINP(k0980) BNAND 4) D 1168 PRINT "$............ш 
10 4)) PRINT "7... оши 
520 LET Y=INTC(NOTCINPCLOSB@) BNAND в) 0 UDU 1,nAGENTA, 31 
IU 8)=(NOTCINPCLO76@) BNAND 60020) DIU & PRINT TAB 3;CHReCI8D"PRESS ANY KEY 

>0020)) START" усне (16): 
530 1148 LET RS-GETS 
sae ENDPROC 
550 ENOPROC DEFPROC POINT (жу) 
560 DEFPROC INCR LET arx DIU @r324y,b=24407-x пор 8) 
570 LET E=C,F CALL 22069, 28200+0 
sen LET LET сені BNAND b) DIU b 
Эзе LET ТВ, CALL £0069, исовдта 
бее LET P LET cec*(ML BNAND b) DIU (b/2) 
518 LET t=t+1 CALL авале, свода 
620 ENDPROC LET сте (Н. BNAND b) DIU (b74) 
взе DEFPROC CHECK ENOPROC 
648 PROC POINTUA,BJ 
взе LET d=c Snake. 
660 PROC POINTCP, 0) by Chris Cytera 
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(including VAT and postage), оп 
cassette for the BBC В 1.2 ols. 

A captivating game emulating the real business world. As boss 
of a small manufacturing company, you are required to make 
executive decisions to enable your company to survive and 
even prosper in the face of strong competition 
The game is dynamic: the more your skills improve the greater 
the competition becomes 
30 levels of difficulty exist, ranging from novi 
multi-mega expert at level 9 

at level 0 to 

No responsibility will be 
accepted by OIC Ltd 
if ill health arises due to lack 
of sleep caused by addiction 
to our products 

COMPUTER 
CONSULTANTS 

Games for brains 
Dealer enquiries welcome 

Name mro \ 
| Address. | 

County Post code 
Please send me [_] copies of Wheeler Dealer at £6.50 each 
1 enclose a cheque/PO for £ payable to OIC Ltd | 

\ Send immediately to OIC Ltd., Freepost, Camberley, Surr 
GU15 4BR 
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SPECTRUM 
BOOKS BOOKS BOOKS 
Bored with Playing Games? Ready to Write Your Own Progams? 

Learn how far you can go with your Spectrum with these LATEST 
Publications from the experts! 

Tick MELBOURNE HOUSE 
7 Spectrum Microdrive Book", NEW. £595 

Supercharge Your Spectrum <<... NEW. £5.95, 
| The Complete Spectrum ROM Disassembly. EIS 

Understanding Your Spectrum ..... NEW LOW PRICE. £695 
Over The Spectrum. NEW LOW PRICE £495 
Spectrum Hardware Manual 
Spectrum Machine Language tor the 
Absolute Beginner NEW LOW PRICE 
GRANADA PERSONAL COMPUTING TITLES 
The ZX Spectrum and How to Get the Most 
From 
The Spectrum Programmer 
The Spectrum Book ol Games. 
Introducing Spectrum Machine Code 

£595 

£595 
$595 
£595 
£795 

J avalabl tor each ol the йому micros: 2587. BBC 
м Or). Please send SAE for FREE catalogue 

Send to: МЕМ DATA SERVICES LTD, Dept POWKI Sevenoaks, Kem THIS 960. 
Poem d me. V ROI. нун дей! кїй [нери Г Ceol orien ее MEN Dal Beta D 

апап, 

Name Address 
Postcode. 

1 
1 
| 
I 
| 
I 
l 
I 
I 
1 

£595 | 

| 
l 
I 
l 
l 
| 
| 
I 
l 
| 
| 
| Postage and Packing UK — Add only 70p per order 

Add £1 per book Outside Europa — Add £1.70 per book (Airmail) 
ORDERS DESPATCHED WITHIN 24 HOURS WHEREVER POSSIBLE 

M.F.M. data services Itd. I 
------------------1 

EIE —— — — 
Europe 

SPECTRUM 
RAM UPGRADE 
16K-48K 

ISSUE TWO 
MACHINES ONLY 
(BLUE KEYS) 

EASY TO FIT. 
CHIPS JUST 
PLUG IN. 
NO SOLDERING. 
SENT WITHIN 10 
DAYS 

S.A.E. for di 
please. 

BEER EEE 
DISPLAY INSTRUCTION SHEET 

Get the best possible results from your Spectrum. 
Deals with yellowish white, wobbling colours etc. 
Send £1 plus Stamped Addressed Envelope 

MAIL ORDERS ONLY. Cheques/P Os to: 
FOUNTAIN COMPUTERS LIMITED 
Bishops Court, 
Bishopstoke, 
EASTLEIGH 
Hants, 505 6PE 
(0703) 616505 

SORRY, NO OVERSEAS 
ORDERS ACCEPTED 
including BFPO, Channel 
islands and Eire) 
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OPEN FORUM 

‘sound eflects to make it more interesting. — 220-260 Print results with correct spaces otc. Decay зр  Sewdmensonsoramay(o)usediosóre 270 _ See i oop needs 10 be done again 
number of atoms remaining — used to plot 280 Closes "printer only" channel. 

on Spectrum a graph. 290-840 Draw graph on screen (sideways to fit on 
Fils те screen while number of atoms etc ай values with incpaper the same colour 

Be ros ا radiano are entered о it is invisible, then graph is "copied 
decay and was written by me in conjunc- soso Enter number of dice and number of sides onto printer. 
lon with a physics А level syllabus. The each Nols: screen display can be made visible by entering 
родат can be run on any ZX Spectrum 90 Sets aS to hold column les the following For N = 22528 To 23296: Poke N56 
[either 16 or 48K) and will produce a table 190-150 ae а gn TV or printer. ж 
dl results either on a ZX printer or on ће 170 ‘And column шев. a$ introduction + column шев. 
screen, 180 Andinital values. BS choice of printer output 

notes 190 Sets variables. А loops В number decayed C array Е time N loops Y 
1020. Print out introduction jeter by letter with 200-215 Мап lop. number of sides/dice Z inital number of dice 

;"Output is now on the printer. 
OPEN жг, Р: GD то ice 

ае г 2138 Іг D3S-"N" THEN CLOSE Fe. во завода TO 180 
Sh 150 Go то 110 e orig 150 PRINT 
of di e side coloured 

zip th coloured 
die lands uppermost, Сува and said to ге 
n atom that has decaye 2 ber of atoms decayed an 2 е ог Fecorzes. Ti в 
are repestecuntil ati 2 ons can be Said to he 2 
d 2 OKE 22692 (255. REN 

2 ы 2g RINT TAB AF TAB 24,6; 8| 
(n); 22 
75 2: тога аз мо IDEN PR 
a INT AT 8,08;A$;AT 21,0; "7 
i ва ir £150 THEN LET сег) =Z-B 2; 270 IF BiZ THEN GO ТО S00 

2 288 Со пг ө, 
290 PAUSE 300; CLS INPU atoms See PAPER 7: INK 7: PLOT @,167 

IF 2i= то Sw DRAW 255,8: PLOT 8,0: DAAN 8.17 79 INPUT "How many sides to di s 
сету 319 PRINT AT 0,10; “ATOMS REMAIN 

зе IF ING“ 
98 LET 320 LET AS. FOR A=10 то 

за 13: PRINT AT : NEXT n 
“A PRINTER NEEDS TO В 33e FOR Rel y все» 

ЕС j iU оюунан B GP {INT Z7258),167-B. NEXT A 
Арн PAUSE дёё сыа 340 LPRINT “Y7 Аха”: COPY . I az в RE! NK S 
12 you want the resu 
Se the printer ? (yn? Decay 

13 Y" THEN PRINT BT 10, by James Timms 

Satellites 
ach time 1 sit down to 
write this column, I think 

of some new computer ap- 
plication in the field of radio. 
There are so many, from elec- 
tronic design to keeping QSL 
records — the card a station 
sends you to acknowledge 
your contact. Even big stations 
like local radio or the BBC will 
send you a card if you let them 
know when and where you 
heard them. This week 
though, | promised to talk 
about satellites — tracking 
them is one of the most in- 

teresting microcomputer 
plications I can think of. 

So what is a satellite? Well, 
the moon is a satellite and to 
many amateurs, is an impor- 
tant means of communication. 
The EME or Earth Moon 

arth system involves bounc- 
ing signals off the moon in the 
hope they will reach some 
exotic location. 

We can track the moon 
quite easily, at most times it 
can be easily seen. It is with 
the man-made satellites that а 
computer can help most. The 
latest of these, OSCAR 10, was 
launched only a month or two 
ago. OSCAR stands for Orbit- 
ing Satellite Carrying Amateur 
Radio, but these are not the 
only kind whizzing around 
There are weather satellites, 
military satellites and even one 
called UOSAT (OSCAR 9) 
featured in PCW, 21-27 April, 
and in the care of the Universi- 

ap- ty of Surrey. UOSAT is of 
Particular interest since it 
transmits data, both pictures 
of the Earth's surface in a form 
that can be displayed on an 
ordinary TV, and speech from a 
voice synthesiser that can be 
heard with a VHF receiver. I 
have found it several times 
myself — a disembodied voice 
from space. 

So how do we use a compu- 
ter to find a satellite Well, 
without a computer you must 
look up tables and work it out 
with a great deal of mathema- 
tical effort. By the time you've 
worked out its position it's 
moved and you have to start. 
again. 

At this point I must mention 
AMSAT UK. This is the UK 
version of the Amateur Satel- 
lite Organisation and they 
publish a marvellous book cal- 
led Satellite Tracking Software 
for the Radio Amateur. The 

book consists of listings, appli- 
cable to most micros, to track 
most satellites. It costs less 
than £5 and is available from: 
AMSAT UK, 94 Herongate 
Road, Wanstead Park, Lon- 
don E12 SEQ. AMSAT will also 
supply newsletters and informa- 
tion for the cost of membership 
which is currently £6. 

Not much space to continue 
this week so keep your letters 
Coming and if you have any 
ideas relevant to the column, 
or listings, then let me know. 
Views on commercial software 
packages for microradio would 
also be interesting. = 

Ray Berry GW6 33N 
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NOW AVAILABLE FROM W.H. SMITH 

SUPER SPY 48K Spectrum 

Locate the secret island hideaway of the mysterious 
meglomaniac Dr. Death. Follow his trail across 
continents, through complex puzzles, coded 

messages and 3-D mazes. Discover the entrance to his 
underground lair — but beware — even with your 
death-defying gadgets his pu henchmen may still 

* Win the day! 
 ے ——

Saving the world may — 
— Ру take some time — so we've 

included a 'save' routine for 
part-time secret agents! 

Credit Card Hotline 
06286 63531 

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME — GENEROUS DISCOUNTS 

Adventurous Programs always wanted. Please send sample — generous cash payments! ] 

HARD SHEPHERD SOFTWARE 
CIPPENHAM, ЗОП! 06286) 63531 
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Tony Bridge’s Adventure Corner 

Adventure Int. 
jack in 1978, microcomputing was an 
expensive hobby, and the devotees a 

small band. One of them worked at a 
Florida firm called Stromberg-Carlson. 
making telephone digital switches. Like 
many олег people surrounded by large 
mainframe computers, he counted the 
hours until he could get down to some 
serious after-hours games-playing 
He discovered Adventure, the classic 

бате by Willie Crowther and Don Woods. 
intrigued by the unique blend of fantasy 
and logic, he wanted to share his delight 
with his friends — but they, of course, were 
notallowed near the sacrosanct machines. 
Back home, therefore, the intrepid 

Adventurer sat down at his TRS-80 and 
translated the mainframe program to the 
тісто, Ма an interpreter program that he 
wrote for the task, 

His wife, meanwhile, was extremely fed 
up with the late nights, the long hours at 
work, and the early mornings spent hun- 
ched in front of the TRS-80. Grabbing Ihe 
disk of the newly-written Adventure, she 
threw it in the oven. 

Fortunately for the rest of us, she had 
forgotten to switch it on — and the couple 
are now several million dollars better off as 
a result. 

The wife was Alexis Adams, her hus- 
band was Scott, and the program was 
Adventureland. 

The first cassettes were mailed out in 
the Adams baby's botlle-iners — the 
quantities at first did not warrant special 
packaging, and manufacturers were not 
interested in the small numbers. This state 
of affairs, of course, did not last long! 
Soon, Scott Adams Computers opened 
the first shop in their retail chain, which is 
now known as Adventure International. 

Alexis Adams, far from remaining anti- 
Adventure, actually went on to write, in 
part, the second program, Pirate Adven- 
ture, and most of the succeeding Mystery 
Fun House and Voodoo Castle. 

Mrs Adams is not a programmer, and it 
was only possible for her to accomplish 
this with the aid of Scott's interpreter, 
which is at the ccre of Al's success. This 
program is a skeleton structure, which is 
fleshed out with the details of the individual 
‚Adventure. Information on rooms, includ- 
ing the text, together with objects, exits 
and riddles, is fed into the main program, 
and what emernss is the full-blown Adven- 
lure. This is how many of the larger 
software houses write a series of Adven- 
tures. 

Back in Florida at the end of the 705, the 
Adams series was translated to the Apple, 
а trend that has persisted to this day. Now 
the series is available for the Commodore 
machines as well as the Аап and the 
original Tandy and Apples. 

No word yet of versions for some of the 
other popular micros, but Al surely cannot 
wait around much longer — they will be 
assured of a thousand-fold increase in 
sales, in the UK at least! 

Are you stuck in an adventure? Are you laced 
by а problem that seems insurmountable? 
‘Adventure Helpline may be the answer. 
Adventure Helpline is, quite simply, de 

signed to put adventurers in touch with one 
another. Where you may be stumped by а 
batting puzzle, a fellow adventurer may be 
able o help. By the same token, you may be 
able lo help other people with their problems. 

| Adventure Helpline 
| Micro... 

‚Adventure... 

| Problem 

II you are having difficulties with an adven- 
ture. filin the accompanying coupon and send 
ni 
Adventure Helpline 
Popular Computing Weekly 
12-13 Little Newport Street 
London WC2R 3LD 

We shall publish Adventure Helpline entries 
вас! week in their own special column. 

Al have not stood still on home ground, 
however. There are now several divisions, 
which include mail order, retail and busi- 
ness software, as well as the Expo Divi- 
sion, which organises computer fairs. The 
staff of 60 is presided over by Alexis, who 
has become Alexis Adams Inc.! 
Adams himself, apparently still loves 

Adventure, and his personal favourites are 
The Count and Mystery Fun House — 
which are yours? 

Scott Adams has brought joy to many 
thousands of Adventure enthusiasts with 
his programs, which he describes as fan- 
asy computer novels, in which the player 
controls the development of events. Long 
may he continue to delight and frustrate 
us! 

Alan Hunt has recommended several 
Adventures for the Vic20 that he has 
played and enjoyed. First of all, the Myste- 
rious Adventure series, from Leisuresoft 
The titles include The Golden Baton, The 
Time Machine and Arrow of Death (Parts 1 
and 2). These are advertised by 
Leisuresoft, and also by Digital Fantasia — 
imagine that they are the same programs! 

Alan reckons that Time Machine is the 
best that he has tried so far. The series, 
which was written originally for the TRS-80 
and Video Genie, has been added to 
recently with the release of Escape From 
Pulsar 7, Circus and The Feasibility Ex- 
periment. 

Another Adventure that Alan has tried, 
and seems to like, is Rescue From Castle 
Dread, from Terminal Software (| hope the 
пате is not taken too literally!), and is one 
of three Adventures from them. 

This one must be written in Basic, as 
Alan has been able to alter the program to 
correct a small bug near the end — but he 
reckons that all these programs are good 
value for the Vic20. 

Finally, this week, The Hobbit Hall of 
Fame. 
1. Steve Howard. 
2. Robert Woods who agrees with other 
people that this is the best Adventure yet 
— this is not one of the world's best-kept 
secrets, Robert! 
3. Richard Bourne who is also having 
trouble with the rope in Planet of Death — 
at the start, Richard, you should find a 
sharp flint. Try using that, it may help! 

Not too many names this week, but with 
the recent release of The Hobbit for the 
Oric-1, ‘Commodore 64, and BBC 
machines, I'm looking forward to getting a 
flood of names shortly to add to the HHOF 
— although I'm sure that many people will 
be asking about the Goblins Dungeon! 
Just remember, a friend in need = 
This series of articles is designed for novice. 
and experienced Adventurers alike. Each 
week Tony Bridge will be looking at diferent 
Adventures and advising you on some of the 
problems and pitfalls you can expect to 
‘encounter. So, if you have an Adventure you 
want reviewed, or if you are stuck in an 
Adventure and cannot progress any further, 
write to: Tony Bridge, Adventure Comer, 

Weekly, 12-13 Little Popular Computing 
Newport Street, London WC2R 3LD. 
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LEAVE THIS EARTH A LITTLE 
WHILE 

AND PLAY FOR =, 
OTHER á 

! ! 
PLANETS 

WHO SAID: "A WEEK IN POLITICS IS A MONTH IN PONTOON"? 
(SUMFING RONG HEER, SUGARLY...) 

OH NO! МОТ THAT! YAH - HISS - BOO! 

BUT WAIT 

BONUS PLANETS — PENALTIES — DECLARATIONS 
THE DEALER IS PROGRAMMED МОТ TO CHEAT PLAY 
THE PACK I$ ACTUALLY SHUFFLED FOR 
THE CARDS ARE NOT DEALT AT RANDOM PLANETS 
Many other features which transform an ancient game into a 21st century pastime include playing within sit (are they strict ume imis. no need tà Ше a magnifying gass in order то récognaé the caras. To-part menu (wan — — the Apple Dumplng' done a Bunk), winnings tale aid carin 

X, alternative back, dealer comments. onscreen, soning. graphier o оп and so forth — combined with regular t buy, twist show, sand, fold, shuffle, Вин. pontoor 
pontoon, 21, royal, 
the most up ro date and probably the most геайзйс version on the market 
Strictly speaking, pontcon is for 2 or more players. but one can play Because 
ofthe nature of this program, the degree of sail required may be altered Ovo, 
Various levels of play and up to 4 players may take part against a very clever 
Sealer with a big challenge up hi sleeve. 

5 carder, pay routines, advantage dealer, ete — make tvs 

COMES COMPLETE WITH FULL INSTRUCTIONS AND GUARANTEE. 
CHEQUE OR PO. FOR £4 95 to— 
SUGAR LOAF SOFTWARE, 
14 MARYHILL ROAD, 
GLASGOW 

Self Adhesive 
Cassette Labels 
Ж ON ROLLS OR SHEETS 

ЗЖ IDEAL FOR USE IN TYPEWRITERS 

Ж А BOON TO SOFTWARE PRODUCERS 

Ж CAN BE PRINTED WITH CLUB OR 
COMPANY LOGO OR SYMBOL 

CASSETTE LABELS ON SHEETS 
(15 Labels per sheet) 

CASSETTE LABELS ON ROLLS 
Complete with tractor feed perforations 
to allow use in most computer printer 

100 Labels 6360 Square or round ended centre hole 
200 Labels {60 жю ак Minimum order 500 labels 
labe £10.00 600 Labels £11.00 
00 Labels £1200 1000 Labels £20.00 

Ай Prices include VAT and postage/ packing 
Excellent discounts for large quantities 

Please send stamp for printing price lists and sample labels. 

malas еба) петел n Euren 

— Seen compe a RE 
Smngboume 10795) 28425 

ADS THE ULTIMATE IN PERIPHERALS FOR THE 
SPECTRUM, JUPITER ACE & BBC MICROCOMPUTERS 
"Highest quality peripherals at the lowest prices” 
philosophy at Advanced Digital Systems. Our team of highly. 
"designers use the very latest techniques to produce adapt 
home computer peripherals — at a price you can afford 
Boards aro designed using CADCAM, giving a neat 
optimum layout. 

«Gold plated connectors are used, wherever possible, to 
ensure good electrical contact. 

‘All products carry a 12 month guarantee. 
Ш units are "Plug in and go 

PRINTER INTERFACE 1 
Centronics Interface for he Sinclair 
Spectrum, £2480 ис VAT Cones complete 
With approx 1 metre of cable, centronics plug 
and software 
«Software recognises LLIST and LPRINT 
enabling Print-ous direct from Basic. 
Also adaptable COPY routine for 
yaphics printers 

«Completely adaptable to 3 
different Micros the Spectrum. 2X8 
(it for details) and Jupiter Ace. 

«Units are housed in custom designed 
black ABS Cases. 

PRINTER INTERFACE 2 
Centronics Interface for Jupiter Ace, 
£3995 including VAT and Software. 
Some unit as the Spectrum Interface but 
with adapter card. 

Manufacturers and Designers of Microcomputer Peripherals. 
9 Bonchurch Road, PORTSMOUTH, Hampshire РО4 BRY. Telephone (0705) 823825. 
For International enquiries (0705) 823061. 
48 

Using ap rs and he Suam saps are SU 
Sela ZX Printer can be connate the Jur het, 

Special Introductory Offer £9,96 inc VAT 
Two versions of the iter software included 

— One will run on unexpanded ACE, but wil not 
deal with graphics or user defined graphics. 

— The other will run on expanded АСЕ 
and deal with all characters. 
PERIPHERAL INTERFACE 4 

ZX BBC Adapter 
Enables the connection of Sinclair 
Peripherals to the BBC Model B. 

First Software package included gives an 
amazingly cheap entry into printing on the 

ВВС model B by allowing you to use the ZX 
Printer — ideal for listings. 

PERIPHERAL INTERFACE 5 
ZX Oric Adapter 

Ring or write tor details. Same as 
P14 but for the Oric Microcomputer, 

2----------= 
Please send me the йет as ticked. 

1 епсіоѕе cheque/order for Total 
(Include £1.00 for post and packaging 

(cheques parate to Advanced Digtal Systems ta 
Centronics Base Unit for Sinclair Spectrum £34 50 Inc VAT & Software L1 
Jupiter Ace Version Base Unit and Adaptor 

£39 95 ис VAT Software C) 
ZX Ме Adaptor and Software 

1395 ис VAT CI 
‘Send order to ADVANCED DIGITAL SYSTEMS LTD. 

9 Bonchurch Road, Portsmouth, Hampshire PO BAY 
Name 
Address. 
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BREAK 
DISABLE 

E A Duncan-Dunlop, of Dan- 
y-Lan, Aberkonfig. nr 
Bridgend, writes: 

1 wish to disable the 
Break key оп my Spec- 

trum, I thought I could do it if 
— — Ld A,9 Ld LA, IM2 
and then move the interrupt up 
1o 65129, where I might con- 
wert the key press so that it 
would be ignored if I pressed 
Break, But this does not work. 
Which part of the system tests 
for Break? 
А А good guess. but in 

some routines the Break 
key is accessed directly and 
mot via an interrupt, In 
routines such as Save, Load 
and Print this is so: of course if 
youare not using the keyboard. 
жап you are going to get 
nowhere by moving the inter 
rupt. Only if you are using 
Input and Inkey$ can you dis- 
able the Break key in the way 
you describe. 

Andrew Bell of 
Road, Thornton. 
writes 

Town a 16K Spectrum, 
and have recently bought 

a printer. I would like to leave 
my printer plugged in all the 
time, but when I Load some 
games which auto-Run, the 
printer prints out the screen 
display. Could you please tell 
me why this happens, and how 
T can prevent it? 

T doubt that you can pre- 
vent it. If you do not 

want to un-plug the printer 
then you might have to resort 
to taking out the paper carrier, 
хо there is nothing for it to 
print on. 

1 doubt whether the prob- 

Taywooa 
Cleveleys, 

lem is as simple as the software 
house leaving a Copy com- 
mand in the program, it is far 
more likely that for some 
reason they have diverted 
channel #3. This channel is 
used for such things as Lprint 
and Liist 

SPECTRUM 
JOYSTICK 

Michael Hart of Broadway, 
Dunscroft, Doncaster, South 
Yorkshire, writes: 

lam taking an O-Level 
technology course, and 

as a project I am building a 
programmable joystick inter- 
face for my 48K Spectrum. 

My problem is this — how 
can Î use the port at the rear to. 
send information into the 
keyboard buffer so as to simu- 
late a key being pressed? 1 
cannot make head ог tail of the 
diagram in the manual, or 
understand how the keyboard 
buffer is used. 
А The Spectrum does not 

have a keyboard buffer 
А key is ‘pressed’ or read by 
the computer when both the 
data line and the address line 
return the value of 0. The 
Spectrum has 40 keys, which 
re read by five data lines and 

eight address lines. These 
form a grid, so that any key 
can only have one way of 
returning the value 0 along 
address and data lines. 

If you want to access this 
from the port you will have to 
use Port FE. Only if you input 
here will the keyboard scan be 
accessible. The address lines 
you need to deal with are А15 
to АВ, and the data lines from 
DO to D4. To simulate a key 
press you will have to put a 
value of 0 on the appropriate. 
data and address lines. 

ACOUSTIC 
MODEM 

Whitfield of Oldfield Bruce 
Park, Westbury. Wiltshire. 
writes 

1 own a Vic20 and I am 
hinking of buying an 

acoustic modem for 
need to buy a special port, as 
the user port on the Vic in- 
cludes an RS232, which seems 
10 be usable with any modem. 
How much will it cost in extra 
phone bills? Will I be able to 
dial any computer bulletin 
board in the UK, and will the 

software be included with my 
modem to do this? 

The Vic interface is an 
RS232, but not an 

RS232C. The RS232 on the 
Vic can only deal with 0V to 
5V. a modem needs a range 
from negative voltage up to 
*12V. While the one on the 
Vic can handle TTL chips, a 
full 12V will be a two and a 
half times increase оп its max- 
imum rating — the result 
might be burnt-out chips. You 
would therefore need a full 
RS232C if you want to use a 
modem with your Vic. 

If you did have a modem 
then in theory you would be 
able to access any computer in 
the UK. However, in practice 
the amount of information you 
would need in terms of phone 
numbers, passwords, ete 
would make it very difficult to 
enter more than a handful of 
bulletin boards. 

COPY 
COMMAND 

Phillip Adcock of Penn 
House, East Hanling, Nor- 
wich, Norfolk, writes. 

I own а BBC model “В”. 
1,208 and have a word- 

wise chip. I find it easy enough 
to Print using control B and C, 
to get listings. But after coming 
from a ZX81, 1 find I miss an 
‘equivalent to the ZX81’s Сор) 
command. Is there a way 
round this? | have an Epson 
Dot Matrix printer, an FX80. 
And J Rundle of Long- 
meadows, Frimley; Surrey, 
writes 
Town а ВВС В and a Cen- 

tronics 739 parallel printer, 
сап you tell me where I can get 
hold of a screen dump? All the 
ones | have seen are for 
Epsons. Does nobody own a 
Centronics? 
А The Sinclair Copy com- 

mand is very useful but is 

only made possible because of 
the dedicated printer, and spe- 
cial control lines. You will 
need a conventional screen 
dump routine for this. Fortu- 
nately, there is an article on 
Is there anything about your computer you don't 
understand, and which everyone else seems to take 
for granted? Whatever your problem Peek it to lan 
Beardsmore and every week he will Poke back as 

many answers as he can. The address is Peek & 

Poke, PCW, 12-13 Little Newport Street, 
London WC2R 3LD. 

the Epson in the June 783 
edition of Laserbug which has 
various demonstration prog 
rams, including a sereen 
dump. 

You might also be in- 
terested, that because of mis- 
takes in the manuals, Epson 
has published an errata sheet, 
which is available if you send 
an SAE to them. The leaflet 
has a lot of information 
directed especially at the BBC 
user. 

As for the Centroni 
there are other people who use 
a Centronics printer with their 
BBC, and it is the same issue 
of Laserbug to the rescue. 
There is a Centronics screen 
dump on page 20. 

FULL 
SPACEBAR 

D J Ridell of Caulker Bush, 
Southwick, Dumfries DG2, 

writes: 
1 have а 48K Spectrum 
and wish to get a full 

keyboard with a spacebar for 
it. Could you tell me who 
makes one? Also will the Inter- 
face 1 for the microdrive be 
incompatible with such a 
keyboard’ 
А {know of two keyboards 

with а full space bar, the 
Fuller FDS and the Fox 
keyboard. Both require you to 
remove the Spectrum circuit 
board from the existing case 
and fix it inside the new 
keyboard. This means that you 
will not be able to connect 
Interface 1. 

None of the other solutions 
are ideal. Fuller can provide a 
buffer extension for their 
keyboard at extra cost, alter- 

vely, you could buy the 
Maplin ZX81 keyboard and fix 
different legends to the keys 
(DK'Tronics might sell you 
some) since this one is con- 
nected to the computer by a 
ribbon cable. 

In short, exactly what you 
require is not yet available. 
but I cannot see such an ol 
vious gap in the market г 

ing unfilled for long. 
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А  ALIADSGFT в, 
BETTER SOFTWARE AT BETTER PRICES Ber 

OUTRO NOUSE (DEPT PEW), 31 KEITH PARK ROAD, UXBRIDGE, MIDDLESEX 
DRAGON 

"P 
MICRODEAL New releases: Crazy Painter, een 

For2 to 6 players т E та eu 
VIC20 1 : m + MINIMUM зк 5 Pass AAP ES so Oar Pw £A. 95. Ob SILVA ‘hw тшк. Katon. тро CHEQUESPOs to NANE —— Моде. AAP DES — 

HELANA ADDRESS LATE NEWS: Spectrum amd Vic owners - 

65 CAMELOT HOUSE INTERCEPTOR: omy Wang, Ама Much шуя Die conplan THEY WONT LET 
SALISBURY ROAD L Us ITE OL 

LONDON N9 STE Enclosed £4.95 nc PSP 

HIRE A CASSETTE 
FOR YOUR MICRO 

Prices from just 65p per week (minimum two weeks) when 
you join our library for just £8 per annum (less than the 
Price of some tapes). Thirty days money back guarantee. 
Our lists are increasing all the time. 
ALSO buy tapes from leading manufacturers at DIS- 

SOLARIS 
SUPERB NEW GRAPHIC ADVENTURE 

FOR THE 48K SPECTRUM 
Full colour 3D resolution graphic pictures 
Two full programs: 96K of program power 

Scrolling text window 
Sound and music 

IF YOU PREFER SIMPLE ADVENTURES 
THEN A WORD OF ADVICE — LOOK ELSEWHERE! 

£6.95 inc. 

COUNT prices when you join our club. We are ALWAYS 
looking for new tapes AND ideas. If you have written a 
program why not let us market it for you? Royalties paid for 
‘good cassettes! 

SOFTEL 
Send now to SYLVIA at. FRIENDLY SOFTWARE HIRE LTD. 5 Durward Drive, Glenrothes, Fife KY6 2LB, Scotland 

27 CONIFER CLOSE, WHITEHILL, BORDON COMING SOON: 
HANTS. GU35 9DH AN AMAZING NEW CONCEPT IN ADVENTURE GAMING!! 

ZX81, SPECTRUM, DRAGON 
BBC AND VIC 

SOFTWARE LENDING LIBRARY 
We have for hire from 50р (including postage) 
programs for your computer. 

£5 for life membership (less than the cost of a single 
game) brings you the Software Lending Library 

R U N membership kit including catalogue, newsletter. 

All tapes lent with full manufacturer's permission. 
Send a cheque or postal order for £5 to Software 
Lending Library, PO Box 3, Castleford, West Yorks 
stating name, address, and computer type. 

ADVERTISEMENT 
BEHIND THE SCENES AT PEAKSOFT Buronan- Trant 0283 44904 

| THINK LEOFRIC NEEDS] [HE'S BEEN WORKING WITH | EVERY_TEA BREAK WE 
COMPUTER GAMES FOR тоо) НАМЕ THIS PERFORMANCE) 

| [Lone матноот А LLL WITH His BISCUITS, 

Producers of Champions!, Britain's greatest football management game, for the Dragon 32, BBC B, 48K Oric, 48K Spectrum and Electron, £6.95. 
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| AMES SOFTWARI 

GAMES 
SOFTWARE 

SPECTRUM PROGRAMS 
BACKGAMMON. £595 
SOVORTE £5.95 
тзт. 1800. 
HEATHROW 1735 
NOHT FLITE 1595. 
NADERS. prj ESCAPE. feos 
FOME BUDGET. £5.00 

Many others. SAE for ist "Pres including P&P. 
Cheque FO crossed. payable 10 

VYAJY'S H-K. 
\\ MARGARET AVENUE. 
ST AUSTELL, CORNWALL 

ZX SPECTRUM 
SOFTWARE 

We are offering 10% off one or 
more tapes In a range of software 
lor ho ZX Spectrum. 

‘SAE lor list. 
Ing Jetpac. 
Cooke by 

Play-the-game tor £5 
wach inclusive of postage 
and packing! 

RULE COMPUTERS 
30 Tylers Acre Roa 

Corstorpine, Edinburgh, 
EH12 HZ. 

Tel: 031-334 7261 

DISCOUNT SOFTWARE 
MUGE DISCOUNTS OFF SPECTRUM 

AND ZX01 GAMES 
ASP Our Pries 

Jorg ick imagine) T550 ОМ 
ion Metoume) с1а 6 ЕП 
бнз) 5% 1596 
Mimi Zone (Aric) 5% 04 бе ите Doep 
8 тю usw Mason Hewson), 8795 585 
CWO PsP 386 1 Tape, 2 or more post 
ки SAE lor page catalogue, 10 Discount 
Srv, 15 Brunswick, Bracknell, Bera 

CLASSIFIED 
CALL D/ANE DAVIS ON 01-437 4343 FOR SEMI/DISPLAY ADVERTISING 

PALOOKA 
SOFTWARE 

FOR ORIC/ELECTRON 
SOFTWARE 

Mare than 50 programs for the Oric. 
All the latest games from the major 
software companies. Join our mailing 
list and keep up to date with all the new 
Electron releases 

‘Send SAE lor Ist, stating Micro. 
PALOOKA SOFTWARE. 
23 MARTON GROVE. 
‘SOUTH REDDISH, STOCKPORT SKa sia. 

PROCESSOR 

AT THE HEART 
OF IT! 

for you 164 
SPECTRUM 

Zap the мет betore Me wats crush your 
Robot Five rooms 
an you ep up? 15 тот retas дн (24-hour барак: 
‘Som ми 20 Station Road 
Haddenham Ely. Cambs CBS 3x0 

escalating аниме 98) or 

SPECTRUM, VIC, DRAGON SOFT- 
WARE, Microdeal games £7.50, Im- 
agine games £5, Virgin games £7 50. 
List available, state computer. Май 
‘order only. Unbeatable prices. Eagle 
Software, 25 Bramble Avenue, Bean, 
Dartlord, Kent. 
1648K SPECTRUM "Raquel pre 
senis her game for age 16 and over 
‘only (state age with order), £350. | 
Brooks, 17 Malvern Coleman Street, 
Southend, Essex 
FOOTBALL MANAGER 8K+ VIC20. 
Work your way up Кот the Fourth 
Division, and Graphical Cricket (also 
Вк+), £299 each or £5 for both. D. 
‘Spencer, 230 Lowgrange Avenue, Bi 
lingham, Cleveland. 

HHLOW 48K SPECTRUM features, 
Gamble, Collect, Change First Card 
£3.50. Robert Rushworth, 7A Hawih- 
оте, Road, Bootle, Merseyside 120 
206. 
‘SPECTRUM SETTLER — a necessity 
lor all punters — calculates, double, 
trebie, patent, yankee, round robin, 
heinz, eic. Send £3.85 to: б. Walbott 
18 Wynter Close, Weston-super-Mare, 
Avon. 
16K ZX81, graphics, Rom, books, 
games, £60, Tel: 803 6123. 
VIC20 ВК/16К pools predictor provides 
Possible score draws aided by 10,000 
results. Send £4.99 to: N. Eccleshare, 
28 Rushton Road, Bolton BLI 
боо. 
ВВС (B) three dimensional noughts 
and crosses. Either take on the 
Tcro yourself or link two micros 
together (via RS4235) and let them 
fight it out. Tape £4.50, lead £2.50. 
SAE to Rainbowsoft, 16 Windermere 
Road, Patchway. Bristol 

UTILITIES 

COMMODORE 64 
OWNERS Want to arte programs im machine code? 

Then you sed the MAY Basic Machine Code 
tier. Program. which contains ten ойле acudeg Assembie, Deatsenbir 
‘Sov Load, Locate, өк pus four printer 

— EIS 
Micro & Video 

з Beatrice Street. Latchford Warrington. Cheshire 
SOFTWARE FOR THE VIC20 is a 100 
percent machine code program which 
allows you to back-up most games on 
to а new tapo. Cassette with instruc- 
tions £4.95. From: Sottsave, 65 
SERRE Dan DAE Oe 
авг 
SPECTRUM TRADE SECRETS. In- 
cludes making programs unlstabie 
unstoppable, invisible. How to reveal 
such programs, etc, £3. ZX 
GUARANTEED, 29 Chadderton Drive 
Unsworth, Bury, Lancs. 

Semi-display — £5 per single cc 

Lineage — 20p per word 

жж ТАРЕ COPIER #ж 
The most advanced BACK-UP COPIER for 
ANY "SPECTRUM avalabe. MICRODRIVE 
COMPATABLE, Does any oer copier come 
{OOK at only SOME ot ts options * Copies up fo approxmatly 4 

for Mk Spectrom), + Veces Repeal copies. Automatic abort 
STOPS programs, + Loads CONTINUOUSLY (not ust one part 
ata Ime ще most copiers) ven мой 
pressing a му * Copes MEADERLESS and ALL prog 
fara hat we are анат ol * Vey user елду and simpl to use 

UTER, We are so convinced at you wi be 
pezseg wah ош product ha we offer a FULL 
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE you are not fly salisted Cost any 4.80, 

LERM, DEPT PW 
16 STONEPIT DRIVE 

COTTINGHAM 
MARKET HARBOROUGH, LEICS. 

K (5K 

‘SPECTRUM 
AUTOKOPY 2 Maie backup copies of ANY Spectrum tape 

ut do по ме Copyright ве) The most advanced copier yet produced 
(Copies Bast, Machine Code, Мете», —— Programs 

в. Td, 160 Mowlands ey Garden Cily, Horts ALT ARG 

DRAGON KOPYKAT on cassetto. 
Makes back-up copies for personal use 
only of machine programs — even 
protected auto-un, £5.95. D. Gil, 82 
Carton Hil, London NWS OER, 
SPECTRUM COPY TAPE. Copies any 
fle, up to 158K on a 16K machine. 
Loads, scanes, verilies. Multiplo 
copies. Free tape header reader. The 
only copier which actually copios tse 
and offers а genuine mondy back 
guarantee, £395. Brian Rally, 30 
Hawarden Road, Hope, Near Wrox- 
ham. 
СВМ 64 COPIER and header reader 
the original L-64 copier program 
Makes backups of most lape software 
£4.95. "Soft", 82 Нагейоп Road, Col 
Chester, Essex 

CLASSIFIED 
ADVERTISING 

RATES: 

Line by line: 20p per word, 
minimum 20 words. 
Semidisplay: £5 per single col 
итп centemetre, minimum length 
2 cm. (Please supply AW as 
PMT. Or supply rough setting 
instructions.) 

Conditions: All copy for Classi- 
fied section must be pre-paid. 
Cheques and postal orders should 
ame at least two weeks before 
the publication date. 

It you wish to discuss your ad, 
PLEASE RING Diane Davis 01 
437 4343. 

Here's my classified ad. 
(Please write your copy in capital letters on the lines below.) 

= Please continue on a separate sheet of paper 
1 make this 

Telephone 
Please cut out and send this form to: Classified Department, Popular Computing Weekly, 

12-13 Little Newport Street, London WC2R 3LD. 
Se ши пи ни SSS 

words, at per word so | owe you £ 
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‘SPECTRUM 007 SPY. Make copies of 
all your tapes, Basic, bytes, screen and 
һеадепевв. Even copies other copies. 
Мо gimmicks, therefore can copy full 
— Guaranteed easiest to use. 
Guaranteed to copy more tapes than 
апу other copier. With free header 
reader and program to Stop'Study 
machine code programs. Microdrive 
compatible. Send £3.95 to: ZX- 
GUARANTEED (PCW3), 29 Chadder- 
ton Drive, Unsworth, Bury, Lancs (tel 
061-766 5712) 

New Now 
FOR THE DRAGON 32 

Fading the Dragon 32 no longer has to 
dragon. Programming tm си be си toa 
artum for ak Dragon 32 owners wih our 
"ew sophstucaled оди 
Single му entry: I's Ме рит magic! You те how Sb common Basic Commands 

though pressing | and оле df Te 
Ind eys 
ir Les you rene a 55 муз wth up 10 9 chars to suf your own require 

Ари. To CLOAD a second program wn — destoying пе on already memory The missing command on пе DAA- 
GON checks tapes aher CSAVENg lor Errors, 
ий desoyng the orginal program ri 
Memory M: On all keys U pressed down for 

"ne second” 
Cassette £8.45 Ind. рер ‘cheque РО? Beriinsonware, 
LL 
Backbur, Lanes. B1 LT 

COM 64 SPRITES — Hard copy о! 
data and picture о! sprite. Pr. 
‘enables easy creation and modification. 
ol sprites, Screen display dala and 
sprite with printout option. Facillios 
Include instant change of size, sprite 
союш, screen colour, multcolours, 
£4.95 ‘cassette, T. Hanslip, 2 Wood- 
land Gardens, Muswell Hil, London 
Мо 3UA. 

SPECTRUM KOPYKAT 
IMPROVED PERFORMANCE 

"Simply he вен. Copying amy program в тюн aw iy a8 LOADING and SAVEIN Your 
own programs. Any DX Spectrum program Can е factu omo a run tpe. Even 
зат tat cannot ме stopped can how de ора 100 per cem macine code. Copes 
ades as Ponts Me тата. SPECTRUM 
КОРУКАТ uses no progam area so МА в 
proyams они 41 К (K for TBK тасм Are sasiy бийин PLUS FREE Hender 
Runder program immediate despatch by б йиз return ol post 

Send chegue PO tor t4 95 to 
MEDSOFT 

61 Arden Road, Doncaster, DIC SER 
IT CAN EVEN COPY ITSELF 

TELETEXT ON YOUR SPECTRUM: 
Create your own 900-page teletext sys- 
tem with "ZXTEXT". Full colour 
graphics, flashing, 24-hour clock with 
alarm, free sample system — ifs all 
here! cassette £4.95, 26 Puzzle: 3D 
version of Sam Lloyd's famous "15 
Puzzle” with full colour 3D display, Try 
to sort Ме cubes into order. Cassette 
£4.95 or both for £7.40. lain Stewart, 
17 Torry Drive, Alva FK12 БМО. 

SPECTRUM 16K/48K, ZXat 16K, 
COMMODORE 64, multipurpose uti- 
йу, eg address list; features, sor, 
first letter call, save data, etc: Pools 
Predictor (two), £2.95, £185 each 
Instructions. supplied. Andrew Storey, 
162 Orton Road, Carlisle, Cumbria. 
BBC/ELECTRON "UNLOCK". Fi 
moves locks on locked software allow- 
Ing back-ups, £4.80. P. Donn, 33 Little 
Gaynes Lane, Upminster, Essex RM14 
2 

HARDWARE 

IN STOCK NOW 
DRAGON DISC DRIVE 

£274 
Including VAT 

With three free Floppy Discs: 
PSP Free 

WEST DEVON ELECTRONICS. 
15 STATION ROAD. 

HORRABRIDGE, DEVON 
Tel: Yelverton (0622) 853434 

— 
FOUR SLOT SWITCHABLE MOTHERBOARDS. 

TIE SS inc PAP 
CIO RAM ADAPTOR Turn you extra memory on and oa m ck 
[nor rpm 

L ж. STAINES & CO UNIT 2 
RODING TRADING ESTATE. LONDON ROAD 

BARKING. ESSEX 
Tet 01-581 2900. 

AEORNANC, SINCLAIR. COMMODORE. 
DRAGON + LYNX PERSONAL COMPUTERS, We have very wá range ol sofware. боо 
and acessones cung over 200 un or 
бе Spectrum sione Send or fee На of Не 
ST QUEEN STREET, 
MORECAMBE 
Tet rias 

A RETAILER Ку Scias accessories in 
the Nori ol England We are stuated 
пем he MY and М62 motorways. As wel 
as a complete range of hard and вой. 
Тоу or M a wde range ol accessones 
Hours ot business 10 am — B pm 

Tuesday о Saturday nenne, 
TELEPHONE PHILIP COPLEY ON 

(0924 272545 
6 WESTLEY ST, OSSETT, W. YORKS 
PLEASE RING FOR DETAILS OF OUR 

MAIL ORDER SERVICE 

COMPUTER DATA RECORDERS 
usually £24.99 now only £17.50 includ- 
ing p&p, suit any computer. C 10 Data 
Cassettes (top quality leaderless) only 
£1.10 each, postage tree. Send cash’ 
— orders to: MACH-1 59, 
Stoneycroft. Bromtord, Brimingham 

| 

E 

TO HIRE A COMPUTER from 2Х81 
upwards, ring or write to Business and 
‘Computer Services, 292 Caledonian 
Road, London N! ТВА. Tel: 01-607 
0187, 

SOFTWARE 

PENNINE COMPUTER CENTRE 
£1 OFF ALL TITLES 
OVER CHRISTMAS 

PERIOD 
(ALL MACHINES) 

‘Send for free catalogue 
Free p&p 

36 WILLOW STREET 
ACCRINGTON, LANCASHIRE 

Tel: 0254 390424 

“COLOUR FANTASY” 
(for Dragon 32) 

А fantasy ertraaganıa. of continuously hanging Mess an mergag conus wih 
‘Sound vid mabe А must for ars, беди. 
ез. oF fer Body and mind reiten. А 
2 рап menu ot incite. hypnotic or simple 

"sns user сено. 
ва 

WINCO LTD. 

BBC Model B. 
Program cassette 

(зулаа House 526.528 Wattord way, ма на 

4 Great Tunes, 
£4.95 post free 

‘London KW? ARS 

FAME, MAPLE LEAF RAG, 
AJA (Baca). ALLEMANDE (Handel) 

COMPUT-A-TUNE. 
162 Seafield Road, Bournemouth 

S00 SPLAT! 
H-SCORE COMPETITION-CURRENT 

но * 
MR. SMELIK 24,010 POINTS 
(Subject o Competiton Rules] 

SPLIT THE ABK SPECTRUM CHALLENGE ‘AVAILABLE NOW 3.80 INCLUSIVE 
INCENTIVE. 54 LONDON STREET, 

READING ROT 450. 
1 SELL, BUY, EXCHANGE, all Spoc- 

Currently available at 
Ground Attack, Time 

Gate, Guip Man, Imagine and other top 
names available, For details, ring 
Andrew on Bakewell (062 981) 3242 
PERSONAL ELECTRONIC OFFICE 
SUITE. Top о! range economy pack 
(2X Spectrum). Database, word- 
Processor, statistics, viewdata, 
graphics toolkit. Brochure нот Medi 
data, PO Box 26, London NW9 9BW. 

INTERNATIONAL SINCLAIR USER 
GROUP. CAN YOU AFFORD NOT TO 
JOIN??? MONTHLY NEWSLETTER + 
QUARTERLY SUPPLEMENT + 20 PER 
CENT DISCOUNT ON MOST COMMER 
CIAL SOFTWARE (OVER 300 TITLES) 
ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION £10.00 
SEND STAMP FOR FULL DETAILS, TO 
18.UG., 176 TODMORDEN ROAD, 
BURNLEY, LANCS 8811 3EU 

THE FOUNDATION SCIENCE- 
FICTION АНО FANTASY APPRECIA- 
TION CLUB. SAE to: 104 Debden, 
Gloucester Road, Tottenham, London 
NI7 вън. 
COMMODORE SOFTWARE EX- 
CHANGE CLUB. Swap your Vic, Pet 
ог 64 software, Ст per swap, mem- 
bership tree. Send sae for detalis to: 
Comswap. 4 Coed--Pia, The Rise 
Llanbradach, Mid Glamorgan 

EDUCATI 
SOFTWARE 

ARDSOFT EDUCATION SOFTWARE 
requires BBC compuler programmers 
in a wide range of schoo! subjects 
Royalties paid. Ardsoft, 101 Potternew- 
ton Lane, Leeds 157 3LW. Tel: (0532) 
783349. 
EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE (ог 
Spectrum 48K. GCE, O CSE Physics, 
six programs, £6.50; Chemistry, six 
programs £6.50 or both tapes, £12. 
Think Tank. Dept PCW, 35 Wellington 
Road, Wimbledon Park, London SW19 
BEQ. 

SPECTRUM DUSTCOVERS 
Only £1.75 (inc. P&P) 

Smart top qualiy Blue ‘Galaxy’ PVC 
with siver Spectrum ash‘ Unique 
design permits leads and most inter- 

faces to remain connected 
POO Sottw өү Rye’ 

Hilders Lane, , Kent 
Dealer enquiries welcome 

FLOPPIES, cassettes, paper, ribbons, 
labels, LCs, bits etc. SAE for prices, 
Dept MO, MMS, 28 Poplar Но: 
Cleethorpes DN35 8BQ. 
SPECTRUM Kopykals/microdri 
‘only 007 Spy includes a program to lel 
you copy machine code tapes on 10 
microdrive. See 007 Spy advert 

— r1 "?3z2289£»»7»3/|/2?933s — — 

DEALERS 

SOFT MACHINE 
ОРЕН MON-SAT, 10.30-6 

We offer a selection of the 
Finest Books and Software 
Currently available for: Oric, 
2X81, Spectrum, BBC, Dra- 
gon, Мс20 and Commodore 
64 Microcompulers. 

3 STATION CRESCENT, 
WESTCOMBE PARK, 

LONDON SE3. 
Tel: 01-305 0521 

ог send SAE for "оо Catalogue 
(State which Computer) 

DRAGON 32 
SPECTRUM 48K ( £124.99 
SPECTRUM 16K (« £94.99 
ORIC 48K (1 £135.99 
LYNX 48K (и £210.99 
VIC20 PACK Ww £143.99. 
COMMODORE 64 ( £199.99 

EXCESS HP-B5. 
STOCK AT HALF PRICE 

Add £5 P&P. Price includes VAT 
(Access and Barclaycard welcome) 

HEATHER ROTHALL 
ANGLIA HOME 

COMPUTER BARGAINS 

CARVELLS OF RUGBY LTD 
37 BANK STREET. RUGBY 

Те! 0788-652: 
ve20 Starter Pack Computer and CAN 
Та пто to Basic РИ. and 4 
games. Only £134, usualy £139 95 

Ata are. E280. 48K Ram. 
ius те best of the US software и stock 

We also stock BBC В. Electron. CBM 
G4 Spectrum and software books 

COMPUTER PROGRAMS COPIED 
(cassette based only). Printed Inlay 
cards supplied it required. Minimum 
order 10 cassettes. Tel: М. б. Copies 
(MIG Recordings), Bumtwood (Staffa) 
75375 (24-hour answering service), 
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MICRO COMPUTER REPAIRS 

VERY FAST SERVICE 
Мао — Spectrums — C64 — Pats 
Tel: SLOUGH (753) 48785 

(Мег: Sat) WE ALSO REPAIR ALL COMMODORE 
SYSTEMS 

2Х81 — SPECTRUM 
We can now offer outokguarantee 
pus by our Computer Dept. Our 

‘engineers have had over three years 
‘experience servicing Sinclair Compu- 
ter products. Price including p&p. 2Х81 
— £11.50; 16K Ram — £9.95; Spec- 
trum — £18.75. Send with cheque or 
PO. T.V. Service сі Cambridge Lid, 
French's Road, Cambridge CB4 3NP. 
Phone (0223) 311371 
ARDSOFT EDUCATIONAL SOFT- 
WARE REQUIRES BBC computer 
programmers in a wide range of educa- 
Попа! subjects. Royalties paid. Arósoft 
101 Potlemewlon Lane, Leeds LS7 
LW. Tel; (0532) 783349. 
HIGH QUALITY 35mm colour sides of 
your Spectrum Graphics, from 35p 
each. SAE for detalls: G. Wood, 25 
Endymion Road, London Ма ТЕЕ 

Popular Micro Rocks tat are great ут eas They ме ts ar ofr exc vate for 
Money. ae instructional ts wel à being ное. Is here ameone you care enough 
ou ap em rea get to tw were? 

FOR THE NOVICE (ву Progamming for the 2X Spectrum 
(ома) S.95 — An or те Commodore 64 (Sun 
по) 05.98 

asy Programming tor th BBC Mero (Sa) 
95 

INTERMEDIATE Beyond Simple Basic — и deeper nto 
Your DC Spectrum (nace) £1.38 — e Commodore 64 (есе 
vs 

ВОС Ме Assembly Language (5лна) 7.98 
ADVANCED 

Mastering Machine Code on your 2X Spe Yu Гонка 18.96 
Spectrum Machine Code (Shiva) £8.98, 

GENERAL 
Learn Pascal оп your Basit Micro (intertace) ms 
‘IY Robot and Sensors forthe BBC (n 
—J 

Pi ме Ан fr cheque бизе and 
postage Ж cary а no-ubbie, no-nonsense guaran 
e Вит win 30 days блеми а and 
lm тому Back 
Cheques. POs (please print name and — UK oniy php re. Europe add £1 

STD (ont pewa) 
sisi ay: pd PS Hundreds foe es. Send tor тена. 

state machine уре 

— USER 

EPSON МХВО FT Ш Dot Matrix Printer, 
as new, super machine, £265, Tel: St 
Albans (0727) 59450 (evenings). 

iy 
£150. An ideal package. Tel: 01-203 
6608 now! 
COMMODORE 8023 PRINTER, vir- 
tually unused, 150 cps, both tractor 
and friction feed, dot matrix, bi- 
directional print, cost £1,000, sell for 
£700 ono. Tel: 01-720 7075. 
TI994A PERSONAL RECORD FILING 
PROGRAM, in cassette form, store 
names and other details on tape. Send 
£10 ЮНА Said, 74 Selwyn Court 
Aylesbury, Bucks HP21 7EQ. 
DRAGON 32 plus joysticks plus £123 
software plus books, 10 months oid 
Mint condition, E180. Tel: D460 40841 
COMMODORE 64. brand new, un- 
wanted gift. Very good offer, £219 plus. 
£5 рар and insurance. Tal: 01-427 
4344 after 6 pm. 
SINCLAIR ZX81 COMPUTER, with 
16K Ram, PSU, leads and manual 
Prolessional keyboard, speech synth- 

и. graphics, Rom plus many 
games and magazines Total value 
over £280, wil sell lor £165 ono. Tel 
Leamington Spa 29937. 
SPECTRUM 48K, magazines. tapes, 
worth over £450, bargain at £160. Те! 
0329 661391 
VIDEO GENIE COMPUTER, 16K. very 
good condition, TRS-80 compatible, 
built-in cassette, over £100 o software 
(games, education, уйу), manuais, 
‘magazines, £120 опо, 01-578 3934. 
EPSON PRINTER CARD (Test), sult- 
able юг Apple computer, £45, Tel 
Egham 37961 (daytime), Mr Myers. 

£100 in cash. Please Tel: 01-272 2868 
between 7 pm and 9 pm. 
SPECTRUM 48K. Software worth 

DRAGON 32 (only three months oid), 
with joysticks and £60 of software, 
£150 inclusive. Tel: Peterlee 864122. 
2481 16K + Kayde Keyboard, £15 
worth software, stil guaranteed, £65. 
Atari VCS + £105 worth cartridges, 
including Pac-Man, £100. Livingston 
413012. 
DRAGON 32, joysticks, manuals, sott- 
‘ware, magazines, total value £280, for 
Sale £180 ono. Tel: Wakefield (W. 
Yorks) 863150. 

Br 
RECRUITMENT 

PHOENIX 
SOFTWARE 
Are looking for Machine- 
Code Arcade-quality 
games. We have an idea 
which could make your 
game the best seller in 
Europe. 

Send your program to 
PHOENIX SOFTWARE 

Spangles House 
116 Marsh Road 
Pinner, Middx. 

or Tel: 

01-868 3353 
now!!! 

We urgently requre for a nationwide 
games. Tor vic20 and Spectrum machines 
Best prices pac tor the nghi programs 
RAINBOW RESEARCH 
PONDERS ENO. DEL. моох 

WANTED 
Qualty Games and utity programs for 
any Micro. АН programs conside 
Instant cash plus royaites. on al 
Programs accepted wim а view 10 
distribution in UK, US 

wat we can ойн пот Ом 
or, Sunshine, 12-13 itle Newport Set: London МСА 210 

FLATSHARE 
WANTED 
Andrew Briggs, 

Assistant Editor of 
Dragon User, is urgently 
looking for a flatshare in 
London. If you can help. 
please phone Andrew 

оп 01-437 4343. 

Computer Swap 
01-437 4343 

Free readers entries to buy 
ог sell a computer. 
Ring 01-437 4343 and give 
us the detail 

Spectrums for sale 
48K ZX SPECTRUM, very good со 
tion + cassette recorder + vi 
amount of software, £170 ono. Tal 
01-803 9287. 

Computer Swap entries 
mited to 30 words. Eith 

are i 
fill in 

the accompanying form and send 
it хо Computer Swap. Popular 
Computing Weekly. 12-13 Little 
Newport Street, London WC2R 
3LD or telephone 01-437 4343. 

All software offered through com: 
puter swap must be in original 
condition and for private sale 
only 

Warning: It is illegal to advertise 
pirated software 

COMPUTER SWAP COMPUTER SWAP 
Please write your copy in capital letters on the lines below. 

i 
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OVER TWENTY SPECTRUM GAMES | ZX SPECTRUM SOFTWARE, swap- | ZXB1, with Rampack, 16K memotech, | МС20 Pirate Cove adventure cart 
for sale including Manic Miner, Hobbit, | ping 16K Spookyman and 16K Schi | boxed, etc. £35 ono. Tel: 01-205 8768 | to swap for either The Count or Ve 
Jetpac, Pssst, Zipzap, Pimania, Dicta- | zoids, wants Manic Miner and Junge | (after 6 рт), Castle cartridge. Tel: Cardit 8 
stor, Centipede eic. Doncaster (0302) | Fever Бу A+F Software or 3D Lunar | МС20, + cassette + 16K + 2 joysticks | (after 5 pm) 
61672 alter 6 pm. Crabs and Terror. Gios- | + £100 worth of software, £160. Tel: | COMMODORE VIC20, cassette 
SPECTRUM SOFTWARE tor sale. 30 | sop 3933. 0298 78421 Super expander, joystick, programm 
Талх КЗ, mined out £250. Frenzy | SPECTRUM 48K with £200 of sot- | 16K 2Х81 + £130 worth of software | reference guide + Vic Revealed, 
£2.50. Nightlight £3.00. Winged Aven- | ware, good condition, зей £245 ono. | including Mazogs. Volcanic, Dungeon, | of software, dust cover + Road А 
ger £2.00. Gulpman £3. 3D Tunnel, £3 | Tel: 574 4122 Football Manager, Black Crystal and | cartridge, sill boxed, only £155. P 
Al excellent condition. А. A. Kidd, 20 ‘other good Мез + magazines + | Scott on Stranraer 2705. 
Buckfast Close, Ipswich, Sutiok ZX81s for sale books, £130 оло. Tel 0213500954, | VIC2D with cassette deck, 3K 
SPECTRUM SOFTWARE lor sale ZXB1 plus non-wobble 16K, including | сале, 2 cartridges and 6 cas 
Escape Roman Empire, £2.50 each, | ZX81. 16K, 6 games, including: Fight | fve cassettes win 3D Monster Maze | games and lols of books, £110 
(rotor £3. Mad Marta 2 30 Tank. | Simulator. 3D Master Base. Deer. | and 11 magazines. cost over гой, | 2100 5806 (between 5 pm and 6 
£3, Frenzy, £2.50, А! excellent condi- | der + graphic manual, fim + games | bargain £45 ono. Tel: Wakefield | В 
lon В, A Kidd, 20 Bucklast Close, | book 20 ono. Tel 01:368 [556 26947 any ime. тобооо Bese 2 4 Stoke Park, Ipswich, Sulo. DKTRONIC keyboard for 2X81, good | 2081 plus 16K Ram, with 15 games е 
48K SPECTRUM, printer, joystick, in- | condition, £35, 3 months old. Tel: | Cassettes, Needs new transformer. | books, cost £440, sell for £200. Те 
terface, £600 worth of sw. £100 worth | 01-854 0129 ‘The lot £40, Те! (0878) 821 780аһег5 | Studley 3720. 
ot books plus mags, 60 originai tapes. | 2X81, 16K, £25, software incudng: | Рт 12 UNEXPANDED МС20 САМ 
£260 lor the lot. Tel: David on 0558 | Plot Invasion Force, OS Scramble, | ZX81 16K plus Мег micro keyboard, 10 | cassette includes Pontoon, Ski 
72175 — Scotland. Asteroids and games tape 2, worth ai | games, 50 ono. Tel: Barton 781123. | Repeat etc. Send just £4 lo A. 
AS | ea ами спа ores ore 259 ew. lus light pen, sw оп Longridge 2495. С с г sale ч | West ER АЕ ЕЛ aoan Commodores fo вс 
mags, £240 ono. Must collect. Tel: | keyboard, leads, manual, software and | SWAP, Voodoo Caste for any other | МС20, £50. 16K Ram, 620; 
Brian on 0555 71502 — Scotland. many magazines, stil boxed, less than | adventure in Scot Adams series. Tel; | monitor, program aid + super exp 
SPECTRUM 48K + printer + five rolls | 1 year old, cost £100, asking £65 опо. | 0202-746970. er, £15 sach. Tel: 01-910 4031; Ol paper + VU Ne 4 nison accessor. | Tar 051424 1938, anytime МСа0 SOFTWARE, al socond-nang, | V!C20 Adventureland cartidge, 
les, disaccesories, £100 опо. Tel: 0929 | ZXB1, 16K + real keyboard, auto re- | ай cassette. Write: Mitchell Wright, 9 | 9426 for Pirate Cove or Voodoo 
463632. peat, sound generator and psu. also Southend, Dereham NR191BD or Tel: LX май ior СТР ТӨК Тау: е 
‘SPECTRUM SOFTWARE, The Hob- | Maplin VO board, £70 ono. Tel: South- Dereham (0362) 4497 (after 4 30 pm). — — 
bi, £8, DKTronics Centipede, £3. | end 710266 wi also swap any games/adventure 
Private sale. Tal: 0428 723635. 2X81, 16K, carry case, keyboard, prin- | cartridges or buy. Dragons for sale 
SPECTRUM SOFTWARE, swapisell, | ter, 10 cassettes worth £210, only £75 | COMMODORE PET, 32k, large 
‘Space Raiders, Timegate, Centipede, | Tel: Crawley 518460 after 6 pm ог | keyboard, sound manuals, cassette | DRAGON, complete with joysticks, 

d Martha, 30 Талх, Star Trail, | weekends. recorder, tool kit and software; very | machine code book, £90 
Programming Course, Penetrator, М | ZX81 with exra 16K Ram. Also £25 | ие private use, £350. Tel 061-748 | including Donkey King, Space War Coder, others wanted, Unities, The | worth of software and СТО worth of | 0705 Planet invasion, £160 ono. Tel; 061. 
Hoi, Paul, New Rock, Farm. | books Wil sel tor E50 Tot Райко. | VICIS pus cassetto deck 16% Pam | 885 7500 (as Alan 

el: Dymock 366. ‘ough (0733) 241739 after 4 pm. ‘expansion. Jelly Monster, Adventure | DRAGON 32, £150 plus joystick 
SPECTRUM SOFTWARE FOR SALE, | 2X81. 16K - auapor manuais, £50 | Land Frogger Astros, Maglemind | £200 software, al Yor 2250 
Flight Simulation, £4; The Hobbit, £8; | software, £80. Tol: Bicester 46038. tapes, 30 books, £215, Tof Welshpool 
Psst, £3.50; Manic Miner, £3.50; | 16K ZXB1 with leads and manual + | 4588 (ahor6 pm) * «^ 32, swap lor somal 
Maziacs, £3.50; Hall ot the Things, £4; | keyboard and hires graphics + £15 | SWAP VIC20 Рише Cove adventure | smaller, 2 tapes + tape recorder 
Moi worth of software, ай for only £50. | cartridge for The Count adventure: Tel: | machine code book. Tel: 359 224 
80266, Phone: 01-504 0823 (after 5 pm). 01-660 3329 (after 6 pm) Wor Larquer 

COMA t — 
— Business Machines 

29 Millcroft. Crosby, Liverpool L23 9XJ 
Tel: 051.727 8050 

"МІС 20 16K STANDARD RAM PACK 
"МС 20 16K SWITCHABLE RAM РАСК 
"МІС 20 32K SWITCHABLE RAM PACK . — £49.95 16K STANDARD 

ALL RAM PACKS CARRY 12 MONTHS GUARANTEE £27.95 

"VIC 204 SLOT SWITCHABLE MOTHERBOARD — £28.95 Е а 
„СВМ 64 4 SLOT SWITCHABLE MOTHERBOARD — £29.95 берн укку days tor iY 
ASTERFRET TRADING LTD. INCORPORATES HOME COMPUTER CENTRE packing, 

If you wish to be added to our mailing list, PLEASE SEND ME Name 
please tick the appropriate box Address | ov 
СЗ vic 20 C Dragon 32 L1 16K Std. Ram Pack 

LJc«Be4 (0 т199/4 C 16K Switchable Ram Pack | enclose Cheque/PO for£ ____ 
| Cesc E 2X Spectrum С 32K Switchable Ram Pack Г. 
E Lynx СО Electron СЗ VIC 20 4 Slot Motherboard 

O Oric C Colour Genie С CBM 64 4 Slot Motherboard — 
E шн ааа Reip MESE 0С 
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DRAGON 32, good condition, over 
100 of software, 2 joysticks + casset- 
^s recorder, books + magazines and 
Igttpen, £180 ono. Tel: 01-794 7079, 
evenings. 
DRAGON 32, 6 months old, lots of 
sofware, 2 joysticks + magazines, sol 
£175 or swap for Spectrum 48K with 
solvare. Tel: St мез (Cambridge 
377, 8.9 pm. 
DRAGON 32, + joysticks, £140 опо + 
Popular software below Пай price, 
ко! Spectrum in partexchange. 
Tet 041-427 0197. 
DRAGON 32, 8 months old + compati- 
Бе cassetto recorder, joystick, books + magazines, £75 of software includ- 
Ing King Frogger and Composer, £200 
ono. Tol: 01-854 9767, after 4 pm. 
DRAGON 32 SOFTWARE FOR 
SALE: Donkey King, Planet Invasion, 
— Attack, Phantom Stayer, 
Delense, Cosmic Galactic. 
Ато, Ring of Dar silo 
Command, £6 each, two for £11. Tel 

419687. 
32 + joystick + assembler 

rtiäge, worth £40, + games includ- 
ing Donkey King, Frogger, Android 
‘Atack + books. Still under guarantee, 
bargain at £170. Tel: (0472) 822133. 

ATARI VCS cartridges, between £15 
êj. and £5 Tel: 01-907 8564, after 4 pm. 

ATARI VCS with controller, 10 good 

‘accept £110. Tel: 734 2687 daytime, 
586 2145 after 4 pm. 
ATARI VCS, 3 tapes, including Space 
Invaders, Asteroids, Championship 
Soccer, £80 ono. Tel: 01-959 0252. 
ATARI TI99+software, over £300 for 
CND64. Tel: Halifax 244923. 
ATARI electronic TV game computer 
+ 4 games’ cartridges, Combat, 
Empire Strikes Back, Pacman. Space 
Invaders, ideal for Christmas. £60, Tel 
‘Swanley 69778. 
ATARI 400 48K for 1.0 program recor- 
der, £120-worth of games, including: 
Minor 2049, Defender, Back-up, Quick 
Shot, plus Atari joystick, magazines, in 
excellent condition, boxed, good value 
at £280. Tel: 01-550 0806 after 6 рт. 
ATARI 400 16K + 4-10 tape recorder, 
lots of software, Basic cartridge, manu- 
ав, magazines + 1 joystick, wil accept 
£200 ono, Tel: 840 5278 Andrew or 
David. 
ATARI 400 16K with cassetto recor- 
der, also books and joysticks and some 
software, only one week old, stil in 
original box, bargain al £145. Tel. 
01-330 2380 evenings only. 
ATARI 400, 48K, recorder, Basic 
manuals + £1,000 software, £230 ono. 
Сал 0908 75094, after 6 рт. 
ATARI VCS + 7 carridges, Star Mas- 
ter, Freeway, Space Invaders, бой, 
Star Racer with Instructions, Basket 
ball with joystick + paddies, £100 ono. 
Tol: 883 2041 

COMPUTER CASSETTE, Sanyo 7? 
101. Swap for ZX Printer. Contact 
Louis, write o: Flat 7, 25 Carlton drive, 
Putney, SW15. 

WANTED: SPECTRUM 48K + casset- 
te recorder, als the Hobbit and Scrab- 
ble. Tel: 0202 682974 from 7 pm. 
COMMODORE 64, with cassette deck 
at a reasonable price. Tel: 01-455 
6641, сай after 4.15 pm. 
WANTED. Casio 602P, with or without 
interface. Offers to: Mr. Haydon, 21 
Manchester Mansions, London NIS 
WANTED. ZX80s, any condition, but 
must be in working order, £10. Tel 
Threapwood 354 after 6 pm, ask for 
Wiliam. 
WANTED 48K SPECTRUM. Tel 
Wakefield (0924) 251793. 
WANTED ATARI 800. То: 01-936 
2742 daytime, or 04873 424 evenings. 
Contact Colin Mason. 
WANTED. Wyco track bal, suitable for 
Atar\Vic20(CBM 64, pay between £15 
and £20. Tel: 01-840 3610 alter 530 
pm. 
48K SPECTRUM WANTED plus 48K 
Spectrum hardware wanted. Tel: Bol- 
ton, Lancs 0204 29813; Basingstoke, 
Hampshire 0256 795231. 
WANTED. Spectrum 48К. Roo, 4 
Geralós Close, Lincoln. Tel: 0522 

WANTED. BBC micro model B in 
working order. Tel: Durham (085) 
67254 evenings and weekends. 
WANTED. 48K Spectrum in exchange. 
for Fidelity Sensory Chess Challenger 
9 Tel: 0222 861235 alter 6 pm, ask юг 
Paul 

For sale 

AMBER 2400 printer, hardy used, 
‘original paper, no interface, £50 ono. 
Tel: Aldridge 51923. 
COLECOVISION VO, 2 months, 3 
cartridges, Donkey Kong, Smuri 
Adventure, £210, yours for £130 ono. 
Tel: 021-743 7238. 

MANSION ADVENTURE 1, for any 
‘other Dragon software, М, Gawlinski, 
281A Wootton Road, Kings Lynn. Tel 
Kings Lynn 671620. 
NINE VIC20 software cassettes tor 
sale, including Trader, Return. trom 
Castle Dread, Crazy Cone, Frogger 
Orbit, Packer Cuda, Frantic, Strategic. 
Advance, and cassette 50. Tel: Not- 
tingham 202632 (private sale) 
48K LYNX only five months old and 2 
Lynx books, newsletter, Sultan's Maze 
Adventure games, some home pro- 
duced software as new, £175. Tel 
0249 812750. 
FOR SALE: Axeman (Amber solt- 
ware). Backgammon (Psion) 16K ram 
(J. K. Gray) 30 Monster Maze, Gorp 2 
(Amble systems), collectors recording 
System (W. H. Smith), super programs. 
plus game cassette. Fantantasy 
games (Psion) Chess (Microgen) 
Hints and tips 281, not only 30 prog- 
rams for the 2481 1K. (Private sale). 
Tel: Wensleydale 22717 alter 6 pm. 
А LIGHT PEN (ог ZX Spectrum com- 
plete with program cassette, £14. Tal 
0602 233955. 
BARGAIN, Mattel Intellivision with 
voice unit and 12 cartridges including 2 
voice, Total value £450, wil sell for 
£115 ono. Telephone Mark on South- 
_ampton 785689 after 6 pm. 
16K VIDEO GENIE with in-built cassot- 
to recorder and a joystick + over 
£50-worth of software which includes 
Talking Robot Attack and Asylum, 
диск sale required, £160 ono. Tel 
Worksop 771222. 
INTELLIVISION VIDEO GAME plus 2 
‘cartridges, Tel: Freeland 882129, 
£150-WORTH OF SPECTRUM 48K 
SOFTWARE, the best recommended 
software, Tol: Leigh (0942) 672058, 
SHARP PC12 OM + 3 manuals, £45 
with a cassette interface, Write to: 24 
Ruby Street, Ballast BT7 2GY. 

for Spectrum software. 

BY ALL KNOWN 

COMING SOON:- MICRO-KRAFT range of protection systems 
Prevent MERGE, prevent LIST, prevent 

EDIT, garble LISTings, store programs as junk on tape/disk, beat 
"Header Readers" and PREVENT PROGRAMS BEING 

"COPY PROGRAMS" 
Easy to use - just press a few keys and select requirements 

from a menu 
VIC-20 & Com,64 versions also on the way 

[The 12 sets consist of 
1152 (12 x 96) specially! 
designed decorative) 
Letters, Nos., etc. Re 
places normal set but] 
may be used the same] 
мау, Examples of the] 
11 sets shown (names| 
lof each) are from the] 
Sinclair printer. Full] 
instructions, demos. | 
land details of how to] 
produce 50ср! included. 

Send: UKES.60 
IR £6.90 to: 

MICRO-KRAFT (PCW) 
48 SEACOURT 
CLONTARF 

DUBLIN 3 - EIRE 

COPIED 
(Basic & M/Code) 

free. 

Spectrum 48K 
Dragon 32. 

l P.S.L. MARKETING (DEPT. 1 H 
1 52 Limbury Road, Luton, Beds LU3 2PL | 

Tel: (0582) 591493 1 
| Please send те: П 
I ток C CONVERSION BOX ............. at £15.95 
| 38% OUGHT PEN FOR SPECTRUM 48K.. at £17.25 | 

O LIGHT PEN FOR DRAGON 32....... at £11.50 | 
Name ..... 

I Address. — 

_ 

HAVING TROUBLE LOADING 
YOUR CBM 64 OR VIC20? 

Just released, Conversion box for use with 
any CBM 64 or Vic20. Use any tape 
recorder with microphone, ear and remote 
function and load your computer trouble 

Available пому................................. £15.95 
JUST RELEASED — 
TROJAN LIGHT PEN 

Available now for the Spectrum 48K and 
Dragon 32. Superb accompanying soft- 
ware. Genuine hand-made, high resolution, 
all functions available as per professional 
light pens. Super value. 

£17.25 
£11.50 
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НЕАТНАР: A hardware add-on which PLUGS IN between the computer 
and power supply to CUT THE TEMPERATURE INSIDE THE COMPU- 
TER AND SUPPRESS THAT BUZZ. Heat is bad for chips! Copes with Ihe. 
printer too. £7.95 (16K 48K SPECTRUM) 
TUTOR ESM1 — SPIDER: Let machine intelligence help your child This 
user friendly Мне expert system is very good at reinforcing the four basic 
arithmetic functions, and automatically adjusts itself o the abiity of the 
user. Set in a scenario which will have your 5-11 year olds WANTING TO 
DO MATH PRACTICE. PS to parents: Don't ty И while they are watching! 
£6.95 (160/48К SPECTRUM). 
TIMEPLAN: A user friendly, flexible, wallchart type program to help you 
plan your time so that ай your commitments are effectively met, allowing 
you to set realistic targets for your projects. Includes an automalic 
reminder facilly. A major program FOR 48K SPECTRUM ONLY. £11.95 
with manual 

ASPIC FREEPOST (no stamp needed), 
SOLIHULL, 892 7BR W. MIDLANDS. 

C.C.S. LTD. 

SOFTWARE 
URGENTLY REQUIRE 

GAMES PROGRAMS OF THE HIGHEST QUALITY 
FOR THE SPECTRUM, ORIC, VIC20, COMM 64, BBC 

Cash payments or royalties 
Send your masterpiece, in the strictest confidence to: 

C.C.S. Ltd, Saffron, 174a High Street, 
Hornchurch, Essex RM12 6QP, Tel: (04024) 75613. 

PROGRAMMERS!! 
Are you hell bent for recognition? Then contact Saffron 

MULTI SOFT GAMES 
MS Games, Chaseley House 

14 Bryntirion Avenue, Rhyl, Clwyd 11.18 2NP 
DRAGON 32 SPECTRUM 48K 

BLACK KNIGHT SHOPPER 
An original game requiring An original 100% machine 
skill and judgement cost fast action game. 
‘As challenging as ch: Three levels о! play 
simple as draughts. plus Store Detective. 

£5.00 £5.00 

Hi-low + Pontoon 
Shootout = for Dragor 
before they get you 

Cheque or POs payable to Multi Soft 

POSTERNIS 
LOOKING FOR... 

Ifyou have some original games 
programs, we would like 

a» tohearfrom you. 

We pay top royalties for selected titles. 

з. 
56 

NOW!! DELTAS FOR DRAGONS 

he smooth contol ot a Velimace DELTA sprung relum joystick is now avaiable о 
Dragon carers Салва the DELTA 3D fie а cui down version of our DELTA 148 handset. Tro same robust ball and socket amed Joystic Du win he keypad blanked 
o lave a choice of one of three fre butions 
DELTA 3D joystick 10,0 ach ‘or £19.50 per pai 

cue 
Pre includes рар and VAT 

me 

VOLTMACE LTD, PARK DRIVE, BALDOCK, HERTS 
TEL сива 884410 

EX He 

VIC20 AND CBM 64 
SCREEN (gives you a poke screen of 1000 locations) 
(please state memory size) £5.00 
CYBER (control Robots to capture the aliens) mind game 65.00 
SWOOSH (Hand-glider дате бот the volcano for points) £5.00 

CBM 64 
CYBER (as Vic20) 
SWOOSH (as Vic20) and more 

Please slate machine when ordering 
Trade welcome 

Cheques and POs to 

PENDLE SOFTWARE 
69 Gordon Road, Nelson BB9 75X 

ORIC-SOFT 
HEADFIELD TECHNOLOGY 

BRINGS YOU Tor QUALITY ORIC-1 

SOFTWARE AT A ROCK BOTTOM PRICE 
ARCADE ACTION 

ANOCONDA t^e largest snake . . . yet to survive! 
TOADY Kamikazi amphibian 

DEFENDER defence of the universe from alien attack (mic) 
FAMILY GAMES 

MASTERMYNDE super de luxe version, up to four players. Select own 
level of difficulty. 

CLICK addictive dice game, up to eight players 
Plus MANY... MANY more tapes in stock 
Send SAE for full ist. All tapes £4.95 each. 

РО сподие to Headtield Technology, Lock Street, Savile Town, 
‘Dewsbury, West Yorkshire 

TES Back 

Сеш ОЛ) Tene 
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NEW RELEASES 

FORCE FIELD 

MISSION IMPOSSIBLE 

Siversoft have just released 
four new titles, their first new 
ones in quite a while. All are 
for the Spectrum and are a 
mixture of ‘shoot "ет up’ and 
maze-style games. 
Mission Impossible is a 

variant of Lunar Lander where 
you must move your spaceship 
through various asteroid belts 
1o a safe landing and then blast 
your way back to the mother 
ship. 

Things become difficult af- 
terthe first couple of successes 
by the addition of a force field 
which you must blast through 
within a few seconds in order 
to escape. 
The game is fairly addictive 

and perhaps that's what really 
matters; graphically, though, it 
isnot up to the standard of the 
recent Quicksilva releases or 
Ultimate Play the Game 

Program Mission Impossible 
Price — £5.95 
Miro — Spectrum16/48K 
Supplier Silversoft 

271/273 Kings Street 
Hammersmith 

— 
DEADLY SPIT 

No prizes for guessing where 
Metagalactic Llamas Battle at 
the Edge of Time comes from. 
The proud llama has 

achieved its pre-eminence Ма 
Jeff Minter's other Vic20 
games. Metagalactic (I'm not 
repeating the whole title 
again) continues the proud 
tradition. 

Highly evolved llamas are 
used to defend the last out- 
posts of earth. Using your 
joystick you must move your 

Пата and make it spit. The 
spit is deadly and must be 
bounced around the screen 
into the vicious arachnid 
mutants who will otherwise 
quickly evolve into even more 
deadly Weeviloids. 

Program Metagalactic Llama 
Battle at the Edge of 
Time 

Price £5.50 
Micro — Vic20 
Supplier Llamasoft Software 

49 Mount Pleasant 
Tadley 
Hants 

— 
ОЕАСТМАТЕ 

Alice in Wunderlab is an 
adventure game for the Com- 
modore 64. The game pits you 
against a nuclear reactor which 
is melting down — a clock on 
the screen ticks away the 
seconds. 

Your task is to deactivate 
the reactor. This involves find- 
ing your way around the pow- 
er plant and solving various 
problems, like a drunken pro- 
fessor, before time runs out 
and you (and countless 
thousands more) are blown to 
bits. 
There are three skill levels 

depending on how much of 
your lifetime you are prepared 
to spend on the game. The 
simplest level takes at least 
three hours 

Program Alice in Wunderlab 
Price — £7.50 
Micro Commodore 64 
Supplier Arthur Loosley 

18 Longland Road 
Sidcup 
Kent 

 ڪڪ ڪڪ

BUG-EYED 
Fantasy Software, which is the 
new guise of Quest Microsy- 
stems has launched its first 
program — The Pyramid. 

As Quest, the programmers 
built up a good reputation with 
arcade-style games like Black 
Hole and Violent Universe. 

With The Pyramid, ай the 
classic arcade features are re- 
tained, with at least the 
veneer of classic adventure 
themes. 
A (highly simplified) ver- 

sion of the (highly ridiculous) 
plot is that you must fight your 
way through the 120 chambers 
of a mysterious pyramid. 

Each chamber is guarded by 
various kinds of alien from the 
fairly convetional bug-eyed 
monsters, to more arcane 
types like galactic tweezers. 

To escape each chamber, 
you must survive long enough 
to collect an energised crystal 
and repeatedly drop it through 
the exit force fields, until they 
become deactivated. 

As you pass through more 
and more chambers, so you, 
will accumulate numbers 
which are revealed (almost) 
every time you leave a cham- 
ger. The numbers will form 
the basis of a competition to 
be announced later. 

Program The Pyramid 
Price 5.50 
Micro Spectrum 48K 
Supplier Fantasy Software 

Falconberg Lodge 
27A St Georges Road 
Cheltenham 
Glos GLS03DT 

LAP RECORD 

Chequered Flag is the latest 
game to come from the Psion! 
Sinclair partnership. 
A sort of ground-based 

Flight Simulation. it has the 
impressive graphics we've 
come to expect, with a smooth 
scrolling race track complete 
with trees and lamp-posts. 

You can choose from a 
range of circuits and car types 
as you try to beat the lap 
record. Hazards include oil 
and water spillages which can 
Cause you to spin off the track. 

The only regret must be 
there are no other cars on the 
road 10 compete with — 
perhaps it was a problem of 
memory restrictions — but 
quite enthralling, nonetheless. 

Program Chequered Flag 
Price — 1695 
Micro Spectrum 48K 
Supplier Sinclair Research 

‘Stanhope Road. 
Camberle 
Surrey GUIS 3PS 

GURU 
The big problem with running 
adventure games on the Vic is 
memory, most of the really 
compulsive games need at 
least 16K. 

Romik have, however, man- 
aged to fit their range of text 
adventures into only 3K addi- 
tional memory expans 

The Sword of Hrakel 
appears to have all the 
ingredients — country under a 
curse which only you can lift, 
spells, sorcery, and mysterious- 
ly an enigmatic meditating 
guru in a dark gloomy forest, 

Program Sword of Hrakel 
Price — £595 
Micro — Vic20 
Supplier. Romik Software 

24 Church Street 
Slow SLI IPT 

ER 

MUSHROOM 
Caterpillar, sometimes known 
as Snake, has been around for 
а very long time and several 
versions of it have been 
printed in this magazine, 
amongst others. 

Although addictive, the 
game is so simple in essence, 
that anyone trying to sell one 
had better ensure it is a cut 
above the rest. 

The game involves moving a 
caterpillar around a garden 
eating food. As it eats it gets 
bigger — this is a problem, 
because the caterpillar must 
also avoid poisonous 
mushrooms that gradually fill 
the screen 

Gemini has a version of the 
game for the BBC B that 
retains the original scenario, 
but adds to it in the form of 
another snake which must also 
be avoided 

Program Caterpillar 
Price — £9.95 
Micro BBCB (32K) 
Supplier Gemini Marketing 

18a Littleham Road 
Exmouth 
Devon EX8 20G 
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NEW RELEASES 

GOTHIC HORROR 

ANT ATTACK 
SOFTSOLID 30 FROM 
QUICKSILVA 

Battle the Ants in the Walled 
city of Antescher, it says on 
the box of Quicksilva’s Ant 
Attack — they're not kidding. 

Escher's nightmarish world 
of geometrical impossibilities 
coupled with monumental 
Gothic edifices is faithfully re- 
produced in Ant Attack. 

The program gives you a 
three-dimensional view of the 
walled city — all grey walls 
and crenelations, and you can 

change your viewpoint on the 
city, as though switching from 
опе monitor to another. by 
simply pressing a key 

Forbidding as the city 
sounds, you must enter it to 
rescue a member of the oppo- 
site sex who has foolishly got 
her/his self trapped there (you 
сап choose the sex of the 
victim!) 

The ants will try to stop you 
of course — a few of their bites 
and that's it. An excellent 
piece of visually stunning 
Gothic horror from a company 
whose Spectrum programs 
seem to be getting better and 
better 

Program Ant Attack 
Price 6.95 
Micro Spectrum 48K 
Supplier. Quicksilva 

Palmerston Park House 
13 Palmerston Road 
Southampton 501 ILL 

er — 
X-WORD 

Crossword Puzzler is a prog- 
ram which generates cross- 
word puzzles. It is divided into 
two sections: Xword-Gen 
which builds up a datafile of 

Funny І тё 
І љи ought те 

the words you have chosen 
and their positions, and Word- 
Play, which uses the data fi 
you have created to create the 
actual crossword. 

The program, designed for 
the BBC В, comes with a 
manual and three sample puz- 
zles, including one based on 
the first crossword puzzle ever 
designed. 

Program Crossword Puzzler 
Price — £500 
Miro BBCB 
Supplier. National Extension 

College 
18 Brooklands Avenue 
Cambridge CB2 2HN 

COWBOYS 
Saloon Sally is the first BBC 
release from Psion that isn't 
adapted from an original ver- 
sion of the Spectrum. 

One of its key features is 
having a heroine rather than a 
hero as its chief protagonist 

As Sally the saloon owner, 
you must protect your saloon 
from brawling cowboys and 
collect gold. 

Also ventured is a highly 
appropriate soundtrack in the 
form of the saloon pianist's 
accompaniment 

Sally can defend” herself 
from the brawling hordes by 
throwing chairs and tables — 
completing а screen, by col- 
lecting all the gold, moves you 
оп to the next screen. 

Program Saloon Sally 
Price — £795 

BBC A + В (32K) 
Psion. 
2 Huntsworth Mews 
Gloucester Place 
London NWI 6DD. 

Micro 
Supplier 

— — — 
2] GAMES 

Don't blink. You might miss 
another book coming out for 
the Electron. Whatever uncer- 
tainties some of the computer 
press may have expressed 
about its place in the market 
the book publishers are in no 
doubt. 

21 electrifying games for 
your Electron is almost what it 
Says, 21 not bad by book stan- 
dard. games with some vague- 
ly useful notes on the various 
techniques involved in each. 

Not, therefore, bad value. 
but wait a year and it'll be 50 

games for half the price. 

Book. 21 Games for the 
Electron 

Price — £5.05 
Micro Electron 
Supplier Granada Publishing. 

8 Grafton Street 
London WIX 3LA 

CRACK UNIT 

OPERATION] 
IGREMLIN 

SS зеза 027 o> Тр 

5 зетез Wintersoft’s Ring of Darkn 
is considered by many to be 
the best ever game for the) 
Dragon 32. It's perhaps sur} 
prising then, that the company 
has decided to issue its ne 
program Operation Gremli 
on the Oric. 

Described as a kind ol 
arcade adventure mix, your 
objective is to clear the spa 
city of Sy 
gremlins who have swarmed 
over it. 

Using single key instructi 
you command a crack unit o 
troopers who must be supplied 
with weapons for their bat 
— you must 
safely out of the 
battle is won. 

mee 3035355 е 33325 
ty once th 

quick reactions and strategy 10 
do well 

Program Operation Gremlin 

ET ees ah T 
Price 46.95 
Micro  Oricl 
Supplier Wintersoft 

30 Uplands Park Road 
Enfield 
Middx EN2 7PT 

let people know what so 
is coming on to the. 

ing details to: New В 
Popular Computing 
12-13 Little Newport 
London WC2R 3LD. 
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A slice of the cake 
Ме поста seo. wrote а tow peces in tnis 

column on the growth of microcomputer 
owership. 
‘One of my points was that to extrapolate from 

present trends to the future was a difficult and 
‘sky occupation, | also mentioned the "logistic" 
ave. 
‘The logistic curve, for those new to the term, 
lsagrowth curve which is based on the idea that 
фе probability that a person will buy an item will 
end upon the proportion of people already 
Wih that item, 

Or, to put it another way, the more people 
we are with a computer, the more likely i is 
p person without a computer will decide to 

one, However, as the number 
wos dwindles, although the pube 
ol purchase is increasing, the actual numbers 
ће are getting smaller. 
In short, the market becomes saturated and 

therate of purchase slows, 
In mathematics, the number of items bought 

willbe proportional to p'(1—p), where p is the 
proportion of individuals who have one of the 
items (assuming that, unlike me, most people 
‘only have one computer). 

Те shape of the logistic curve is an elon- gued 8" 
‘The curve starts fairly flatly, ie, it takes some 

lime forthe growth in numbers of items to pick 
up, I! бе curve was extrapolated at this stage 
then he resulting prediction would be far too 
low. remember reading an editorial in Practical 
Computing sometime in 1980 in which there 
was a prediction that by the end of 1983 there. 

Mors 
"е отор 50181] 

(Showcase ts 

‘would be 300,000 computers in the UK. Sinclair 
alone has sold far more than that. That predic- 
ion was made at the а! point of the curve. 
After this part of the curve the slope gets 

steadily steeper and steeper, and it is in this 
Portion of the curve that growth appears explo- 
sive. 
The rapid growth continues for a time, but 

oon a third phase is reached in which the 
growth begins to slow, as.the market begins to 
saturate. 

I believe that microcomputers are now in this 
third phase, with the fastest of the growth being 
in the past. (I believe it has been passed for 
some months, but there are no figures to 
check.) 
Soon we will enter the final phase, in which 

there will be next to no growth. Nearly everyone 
who might want a computer will already have 
one. Then the pattem will change. People will 
begin to replace their old computer with either a 
mew version of their old model ог a more 
advanced machine. In this period, the absolute 
number of computers will not grow greatly, but 
(as with the car industry) computer manufacture. 
will continue steadily, being based on the 
‘exchange market. 

II am correct, the market for cheap introduc- 
tory computers is about to decline. Any new 
manufacturer with a low-cost computer has no 
‚chance at ай, and most of the later manufactur- 

among the first, seem somewhat safer. 
А few months ago, at the time when the 

market seemed to be exploding, the clamour to 
have a piece of the action led to proliferation in 
companies supplying the ancillaries to compu- 
ters — software, hardware add-ons, the special- 
ist shops and the magazines. 

Everyone seemed to behave as if the then 
projected (and inaccurate) growth rate would 
‘continue indefinitely. 
Now computer manufacturers are losing 

money, are becoming bankrupt, software 
houses are folding, and one computer shop 1 
have seen is selling BMX bikes as well! 

Companies are now fighting, ever more 
fiercely, for a share of a smaller сак 
‘And the number of casualties is rising, 

Т) Brogan tren {Figures Тотоев by Boots & Co. Landen) 

Sth November 
Puzzle No 80 
Jamie, Sue and Ben were standing outside the 
‘comer shop, examining the fireworks they had 
just bought. 

Each had chosen a different selection of live 
fireworks, and each had spent exactly £1. The 
fireworks were priced as follows 

Golden Waterfall тар 
‘Krakatoa Cascade. тар 
Fairy Firegiow 18р 
Mine of Serpents з2р 
Depth Charge. 48p 

и Jamie had at least-one Golden Waterfall 
and Sue had at least one Depth Charge, which 
fireworks did each buy? 
Solution to Puzzle No 75 

The distance, D, walked across the heath (in 
yards) is equal to У(1320° + а), wher 
1760 — N and N equals the distance, in yards, 
travelled along the road. The time taken (in 
hours) is given by (N(4 « 1760)) + (D(3 + 
1760), 
The program tries different routes, the times 

for which are entered into the dimensioned 
атау, A(N), and checked to find Ihe shorter 

39 DIM A(1760) 20 FOR N = 1 TO 1760 30 LET D = 
ЗОНЦ 1320 + 1320) + (1760 — N) + (1760 - М) 40 
LET AIN) = (М4 + 1760) + (DI3 * 1760) 59 NEXT N 
60 LETT = 1 70 FOR N = 1 TO 1760 80 IF A(N) < T 
THEN GOSUB 200 90 NEXT N 100 PRINT " 
SHORTEST ROUTE — LEAVE ROAD", "AFTER "M; 
YARDS" 110 STOP 200 LET M = N 210 LET T = 
A(N) 220 RETURN 

Running the program shows that the quickest’ 
route is to leave the road 263 yards from 
Longfield, 

Winner of Puzzle No 75 
The winner is: Tim Clapp, Haseley Knob, 
Warwick, who receives £10. 

m ps 
 а m s ا =
улл 5 б) Boo. (Augen Foures comptes by Boots в Co. London) 

[ Бета Шеста [2-4 — , Є 
O) Tarzan eat) 
id 2e zap imaginet! We ле rm 256 

(Pan Melbourne House) magne) 
Figures conpiedby W H Smin and Son, 
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TUR PIMAN'S GREATEST HE 
1 enclose the right money TOTAL В 
or please charge my ACCESS / EURO / MASTERCARD: 
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special GUY FAWKES offer ^; ̂ e e e] 
WE HAVE A BURNING pesire ro FIRE. you Nc 
ENTHUSIASM FoR our PI-ROTECHNIC sorrwARE ~ 

EXPLODING with run, an SPARKLING witH 
IDEAS. ARE We CRACKERS? неру BEFORE. 

prices ROCKET ann BANG n vour ORDER 

now FOR A FREE 1984 PIMANS KARTOON 
KOMIC BOOK KALENDAR / г А 
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